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BE STIRRED,
NOT SHAKEN.
Front panel controls
for easy access
THE ALL NEW
0M-200
SUBWOOFER
BY MIRAGE

Flexible input
connections

Poly-Titanium hybrid
drivers to boost power

PURE

AMAZING

BASS,

WITHOUT

THE

SHAKE,

RATTLE

OR

ROLL.

Place your hand on a conventional forward-firing subwoofer, and you will feel the cabinet vibrate in response to the energy
produced by the driver. • Now try the same test with Mirage's all-new 0M-200 subwoofer and you will experience virtually no
vibration. •That's because the 0M-200 uses two opposite-facing drivers that radiate in phase, canceling out the reactive forces
they exert on the enclosure. • The result is tight, distortion-free bass and an incredibly natural sound. • The 0M-200 is designed
to be so versatile, it can seamlessly blend with any speakers from tiny Omnisats to the tall 0M-5. • Combine the 0M-200
subwoofer with any Mirage speaker system and you can enjoy perfect, clear sound -with no distortion or vibration. • Unlike
traditional subwoofers, which need to be strategically positioned to get the fullest appreciation of the bass, the
0M-200 can be placed just about anywhere. Thanks to Onutipolar dispersion and distortion-free performance, the 0M-200 will
fill any room with arich, clear bass sound -no matter where it
is located. •Visit your local Mirage dealer for ademonstration
today and take your appreciation of bass to an all new level.
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The concept of the new Contour line updates the classic tradition of the previous
range, while bringing to life a completely new landscape of sound. This was the

1977

2002

development goal for the new Dynaudio Contour models, an ambitious target that
could only be realized through drawing on the company's 25 years of experience in
engineering advanced

loudspeaker designs and its strong focus on research and

development. The synergy of Dynaudio's advanced driver technologies and furnituregrade cabinets, built from the finest materials, hand-crafted to the highest degree, and
precisely manufactured to the tightest tolerances,

leads to a level of quality that
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simply brings to life the essential nature of sound -the nature of feeling is reflected in
the passion of music.

the nature of music is reflected
by the passion of Dynaudio.
The New Contour Range.

DYNAUDIO
More information and brochures: call 630.238.4200; Loudspeaker models: Contour S 1.4, S 3.4,
S 5.4; Contour SC Center and S R Surround models are available for home theater applications
WorldRadioHistory
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ne of my mentors, John Crabbe —
my predecessor as editor of the
English magazine Hi-Fi News —
used to insist that amagazine's soul is its
"Letters" column. If amagazine was able to
publish alively collection of readers' letters,
said John, it would enjoy alengthy life.
Conversely, if its letters column was dull or
nonexistent, then no matter how much advertising it had or how many readers it
could boast, it was just amatter of time before it had the lid shut on it. In the 28 years
since Joint told me this, Ihave not found an
exception. The kicker, of course, is that
there's no easy way of ensuring that amagazine has lively letters to publish.
Itherefore owe an ongoing debt to
Stereophiles readers for their continuing energy and enthusiasm, as expressed in their
letters to the editor. This month's selection
(pp.9-11) is as lively abunch as you'll find
in any magazine. Though, given the effort
that we all put into preparing the January
2004 Stereophile, Iwas disconcerted to read
Judge Laurence Wayne's comment that the
best writing in that issue was by Tyll
Hertsens in his HeadRoom advertisement!
Not that Tyll isn't an excellent writer, but
he does come from the pay-to-play side of
the creativity-vs-commerce fence.
When editor-at-large Art Dudley
joined our writing staff in January 2003, I
had an inkling that his views would provoke our readers into banging away at
their keyboards. Art has fulfilled that
promise, even devoting his "Listening" column this month (p.35) to issues raised by
some of our correspondents. What Ihad
not anticipated was that Art would stimulate Starophiles founder, J. Gordon Holt,
into emerging from retirement to argue
his case for midrange accuracy being more
important than any other aspect of music
reproduction. Gordon's latest thoughts
appear on p.11, but Ican't help thinking
that his latest comment devolves to astatement that bad colorations are merely the
ones he personally doesn't like.
The venerable JGH was responding to
Ray Garrison's statement that he loves "the
big old, fully horn-loaded Klipsch speakers," though Ray admits that these halfcentury-old behemoths might have some
major measured problems compared with
modern speakers. Intrigued by Ray's and
Gordon's advocacy for these speakers, Iam
trying to arrange afull Stereophile review of
aIClipschorn from Art, who is certainly a
listener "who knows what live music
sounds like," in Gordon's words. And, as
Stereophile, March 2004

you can see from his review of the Antique
Sound Laboratory amplifier in this issue,
Art is not one to be intimidated by dreadful measurements.
Shaun Kennedy's letter raises that old
bugbear (for some readers): how we
choose products for review. "If you're not
buying mass-market crap through dealers
or products from acompany spending big
advertising dollars with Stereophile, nobody
will hear about real-value equipment," he
splutters, and instances Tyler Acoustics and
ACI (Audio Concepts, Inc.), both of whom
sell direct to the public, as brands that we
have not reviewed. Putting to one side the
fact that we have reviewed some ACI products over the years, Ilast discussed how we
choose what products to review in January
2003 (see www.stereophile.com/aswe
seeit/746). It basically comes down to my
feeling that a) aproduct's manufacturer is
real, not just someone taking his first steps
by working up some sweat equity in his
garage, and b) the component is one to
which it is worth devoting some of the
magazine's always limited space.
As Iwrote last January, the basic selection mechanism for deciding what products are selected for review in Stereophile is
my writers' enthusiasm for the components that get their creative juices flowing.
The products that get ink spilled on them
are not those made by manufacturers who
advertise, Mr. Kennedy. Instead, they are
those that hold the most promise of
sounding good. And shows play an important role in exposing the magazine's writers to hot-sounding new products.
As Iwrite these words, Ihave just
returned from the 2004 Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas. With an
estimated attendance of 129,328, it was
the largest CES ever, and Iwas astonished
by the number of new audio manufacturers on display. Yes, Tyler Acoustics was
demming their latest system, but so were
hundreds of other companies. The last
three years have been the toughest in history for audio manufacturers. Although
the Consumer Electronics Association
predicts that the consumer-electronics
market will be worth $101 billion in 2004,
the vast majority of the products sold will
be digital and flat-panel TVs, DVD and
portable MP3/CD players, and those
woefully underperforming "home theater
in abox" systems. Ifind it hard to envisage
who is buying all the new products from
all the new companies, let alone those
from established manufacturers.
WorldRadioHistory
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One thing I am sure of, however:
Stereophile readers will write to let me
know who they think is doing so.
Milestones
When I took the editorial reins of
Stereophile in May 1986, the digest-sized
magazine was published eight times ayear.
Our business plan was first to move to
monthly publication, which we did in
October 198Z then to go to alarge format,
which we did with our January 1994 issue.
In the decade since then, we have set the
size of each issue by matching each page of
advertising with apage of editorial material. Starting with this issue, however,
Stereophiles owner, Primedia, is allowing us
to print 16 extra editorial pages each
month. My thanks to my bosses for
demonstrating their faith in Stereophile and
its readers.
Erstwhile Stereophile writer Chip Stern
recently wrote (in an essay at vvww.posi
tive-feedback.com/Issue9/csdy.htm) that
"when one of John Atkinson's audiophile
recording projects is hot off the presses,
you can bet your life there'll be afulllength feature taking up page after page in
Stereophile; exhaustively detailed and annotated down to the last microphone cable."
Itherefore beg your forgiveness, dear readers, for using some of the extra space this
month to describe the making of the new
Deep River CD from Minnesotan choir
Cantus, which is indeed annotated "down
to the last microphone cable" (p.53).
Not only was being involved in the
making of Deep River amilestone in my
musical life last year, Istrongly feel that
such features are worthwhile —they help
readers comprehend how the sound they
hear in their listening rooms comes to be
inscribed in the grooves or pits. Wes
Phillips described it best in this space in
August 1997: "As audiophiles and music
lovers, we are fascinated by the process of
trying to capture lightning in abottle — of
giving permanence to something as elusive as the experience of live music.... We
could present what we learn making our
recordings in aseries of tutorial articles
describing how to record solo, chamber,
and orchestral musicians in areverberant
environment.... [But] by describing our
projects as the adventures of human
beings attempting to preserve the musical
moment. we ... present the information in
as entertaining amanner as possible."
I'm sure you'll let me know if you're
entertained.
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John Atkinson records Cantus
performing African-American spinkuals.
Rattled!

Sir Simon Rattle talks with David Patrick
Stearns about conducting the Berlin
Philharmonic, his disappointing Beethoven set,
and the pitfalls if being agolden hoy.
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Strung Out
Prone to musical adventures,,zuitairist David
Russell finds new inspiration in South Anteriia.

As told-by Wes Phillips.
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Equipment Reports
72

Sonus Faber Cremona loudspeaker
(John Atkinson)

81

Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer 805 DT
monoblock power amplifier
(4rt Dudle))

91

Adcom GFA-7805 five-channel
power amplifier
(Kalman Rubinson)

101

Theta Digital Enterprise monoblock
power amplifier
(Michael Ftenter)

111

Hovland Radia power amplifier
(Paul Bolin)
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Follow-Up
121

p. 81

PS Audio Power Port AC outlet
(Roberti. Reina &John Atkinson)
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Among other things, John Atkinson returns to the subject of how products are chosen
for review in Stereophile.

9 Letters

This month readers write in to let us know what they think about the new Beatles
release, our Buyers Guide, our advertisers, An Dudley,J. Gordon Holt, our coverage
ofMusical Fidelity, our neglect ofproducts from other "lesser-known" manufacturers,
our website, and our readers in general.
Get on your Soapbox! Visit www.stereophile.com

13

Industry Update
High-end news, including dealer-promoted seminars, plus: Well Tempered
Turntables' new steward, RIAA battles with file-sharingfacilitators and consumer,
John Atkinson remembers the late Quadfounder Peter Walker, downloading is big
business and getting bigger all the time, Fried Products revamped by new owners
Dreamscapes, aturnaroundfor recorded music?, and Paul Messenger visits with
Germany's Dieter Burmester.
Want to know more? Go to the "News Desk" at www.stereophile.com for
up-to-the-minute info.

23

Sam's Space
Sam Tellig takes alook at the origins of the LP and listens to Musical Fidelity's MI
turntable with SME M2 tonearm and the Music Hall Mambo integrated amplifier.

29

Analog Corner
Michael Fremer offers another look at the Musical Fidelity MI turntable /SME M2
tonearm combo.

35

Listening
From spreading leftist propoganda to believing in canine euthanasia, Art Dudley
takes this opportunity to share afew letters from fellow readers irked by his brand o
writing. (Beingfrom the UIÇJA certainly wouldn't understand.)

41

The Fifth Element
John Marks hits asoft spot and recalls pastJeff Rowland Design Group products
before launching into theJRDG Model 302 power amplifier and DALI's Euphonia
MS5 loudspeaker.

47

Music in the Round
Kalman Rubinson discusses some multichannel-recordingformats and listens to the
McIntosh C45 multichannel preamplifier.

125

Record Reviews
The "Recording of the Month"for March is Iron & Wine's Our Endless
Numbered Days. In classical this month we have Midori and an essay on new
best-ofsfocusing on the music of opera personas Bryn Terfel and Renée Fleming. In
rock/pop there is Death Cab For Cutie, The Kingsbury Manx, and two by Paul
Westerberg. In jazz there is Thelonious Monk live

131

Manufacturers' Comments
This month Monster, Sutherland, Klipsch, Music Hall, DALI, Theta Digital, and
PS Audio all write in about reviews of their products.

138

Aural Robert
Gary Stewart, Game Boys, and how the hard wiring may be changing.

"On the Web"
Join Stereophile webmasterjon Iverson as he brings you
all the latest in industry insikhts, audiophile viewpoints,
and magazine highlights. If it's not in print it's on the site,
if it's not on the sire.. well, rue the idea.
Get the latest at wwwstereophile.com
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"They dazzled me
lwas mesmerized
Over and over, magic is what Iheard ..."
-Jeff Fritz, SoundStage! on the Studio 100 v.3

61.

STUDIO

HIGH-DEFINITION SOUND
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Letters
comments in his December 2003
"Listening" (p.47). Despite the frequent
attacks on his often outspoken views, I
felt he hit the nail on the head this time. I
have spent too many years and far too
much money buying equipment that
everyone said was great, but that consisArt's art
tently failed to make me happy.
Editor:
Some of your readers will say Iwas an
At first, Ithought Art Dudley was adud.
idiot, and Iwould have to agree with
However, Islowly started to appreciate
them. But I'll bet my story sounds familiar
his writing. After awhile, Ithought Iwas
on the way to becoming afan. Now I to more than afew. The search for audio
Let It Be... Greedy
nirvana, the flavor of the month, and a
know I'm afan. After reading his recent
Editor:
deep desire to hear what Ifelt Iwas missparaphrasing from Genesis's Selling
At the same time we hear about reducing, led me down apath of frequent "upEngland... —"I buy what Ilike, and Ilike
tions in jobs in the record industry and the
what Ibuy" — (December 2003, p.49), I grades." However, all too often it seemed
supposed inevitable drop in CD prices,
that the "upgrade" would make things difGeir Fois
along comes the release by Apple/EMI of feel that Iknow him.
ferent, although not necessarily better.
geir@optonlinenet
the Beatles' Let It Be... Naked the deUltimately, Ibecame burned out on all
Spectorized versions. [See February 2004,
things "hi-fi" and settled in for anice long
Enjoying art
p.127 — Ed.] While Iwould be interested
listen to junk, believing that Iwas destined
Editor:
in hearing these recordings, Ican't believe
to never feel the joy of reaching my goal.
Thanks to Art Dudley for firing the rim
that EMI didn't see fit to somehow
One day, with too much time on my
shot heard round the world. Or at least my
enhance this in some way. DVD-Audio?
hands, Icame across an audio store that
world [`listening," January 2004, p.47].
SACD? How about simply including the
was completely different from any Ihad
The audio hobby to me has always
old and new versions of the songs on a
experienced. The owner sold equipment
been about just two fundamentals: 1) the
"deluxe" CD? No. Instead, we're given
that he liked the sound of, most of which
another 40-minute CD at alist price of enjoyment of someone else's art in one's
Ihad never even heard of. Isat down, I
environment of choice, and 2) the creation
$18.98. Yes, Iknow it will be discounted at
of illusions. Whether it is the illusion of a listened, and Ifell in love.
the big chains, but that's not really the
Iwas listening to the ugliest speakers I
philharmonic or ajazz quartet performing
point. Iguess I'll just wait until it shows up
had ever seen—big horns made by
on stage or the illusion of astudio perforin the used bins. It really wasn't the Beatles'
Avantgarde. They were driven by this
mance, or whether it is an orchestra pit or
best work anyway.
John Quinn
itsy-bitsy amplifier made by some outfit
amosh pit or even adisco ... it's all an illuquinnfiabl@comcast.net
called Wavelength. The front end was a
sion. There are no rights, there are no
CEC CD transport. Together, they
wrongs. Just enjoy.
Name withheld
Kudos
changed my thoughts, expectations, and
Movingcoil@aol.com
Editor:
views on hi-fi.
Thanks for the 2004 Stereophile Buyer's
Ican't tell you what kind of tubes the
Enjoying music
Guide, and for picking up where Audio's
amp uses, Idon't know the sensitivity or
ELI 1
tOt:
annual Equipment Directory issue left off.
efficiency of the speakers, and Ihave to
Ihave just finished reading Art Dudley's
And kudos to everyone involved in the
manually open aglass lid to put in adisc.
grunt work. It's something to be proud of.
But when Ipress Play, the world stops and
M Webber
Iam in the music, finally. It may be colored,
Letters to the Editor should be sent
wbbr@wt.net
distorted, or fail to fulfill myriad other techas faxes or e-mails only (until further
nical goals, but it sure sounds good, and that
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
Hats off
is all Iever wanted. The point here is that I
STletters@Primediamags.com. UnEditor:
am not asingle-ended-triode fanatic —in
less marked otherwise, all letters are
My hat is off to you for providing the
fact, Ihave reached apoint where Iam not
assumed to be for possible publicaGilmore Audio advertisement (January
afanatic about anything. Audio "truth" may
tion. In the spirit of vigorous debate
2004, p.26). Thank you, thank you,ti
never be mine, but at least Ican enjoy the
implied by the First Amendment,
you. This sort of thing goes along way for
music while Iwait.
Neil Micklewright
and unless we are requested not to,
those of us who had to dump our porn
NeitMicklewriqht@players-forsythecom
we publish correspondents' e-mail
once our wives and/or children came
addresses. Please note: We are
along.
Drew Swanson
Gordon's apleasure
unable to answer requests for inforAddress withheld by request
Editor:
mation on specific products or sysWhat apleasure it would be to spend an
tems. If you have problems with
What's new?
hour, or amonth, talking with J. Gordon
your subscription, oil toll-free (800)
Editor:
Holt.
Robert Rue
666-3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O.
Did anyone else notice that the most illuNaperville IL
Box 53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
minating discourse in the January 2004
mie@wideopenwest.com
Stereophile was contained in Tyll Hertsens'

Upgrade required
Editor:
For years, I've had the ultimate audio setup:
two ears, and abrain for acenter channel.
I've been thinking of upgrading. Any idea
where Ican get another half-dozen ears
(including one that perceives only low frequencies and effects)?
Peter Roberts
Canyon, CA
proberts@rocketmail.com

Stereophile, March 2004

superb HeadRoom advertisement on
p.164? As my modern daughters would
utter and shrug, "What's new?"
Judge Laurence Wayne
judge@perennialvacationdub.com

WorldRadioHistory
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Letters
heard does as right. They make me smile
when Iplay music on them. Ican't help
but get up with my four-year-old son and
dance. Ihave fun when Ilisten to them.
Itried abunch of other speakers in an
effort to get something that sounded
more, uh, right —over the past 20 years,
I've owned Thiel, B&W, MartinLogan,
Hale, Infinity, and abunch of others. At
first, I'd sit and think, "Well, this certainly
sounds alot better. Voices are more accuGordon's the man!
rate, imaging is better, the high end is
Editor:
smoother." But Igradually found myself
In J. Gordon Holes January letter (p.9), he
listening to music less and less often. Ialmentioned that the only subjective imways wound up selling them on the used
provement DVD-Audio and SACD
market and going back to Klipsch.
offered over CD was in soundstaging,
What's the difference between preferlow-level detail, and high-end openness. I
ring to listen to music on Lowthers, or
would very respectfully disagree with him
IClipschoms, or using ahigh-output-imon that. To me, the single obvious improvement is the more natural timbre of pedance, single-ended triode tube amp to
listen to music, and owning/driving an
real instruments and voices. CD cannot
MGB or TR-4A on sunny summer days?
capture the fullness of tone of any instruNo one is going to claim that the TR-4A
ment the way SACD can. You don't need
is in any way as objectively "good" acar as,
amegabuck system to hear the difference,
say, anew Mazda Miata or Honda 2000,
either. That said, J. Gordon is still the man
in our hobby.
Paul Randall but Idon't see auto enthusiasts telling the
Cary, NC Triumph driver he can't claim to own a
"real" sports car, as the [fill in any perforHighCguy@aol.corn
mance metric] doesn't measure up.
Why is audio different?
Ray Garrison
Gordon's point of view
ray@shipgrl.com
Editor:
I've been an avid Stereophile reader since
Mr. Garrison, Iwould su est you sit down
before you started accepting advertising,
before reading this. Seated? Good.
which Ithink was back in 1971 or '72. [We
Iagree with you completely. Colorations or
began accepting ads in early 1972. See www.
not, those vintage speakers you keep returning to
stereophilecom/asweseeit/483.— Ed.]
do one thing modern audiophile loudspeakers
The ongoing spat between Art Dudley
cannot; tilt ,reproduce an honest middle range
and J. Gordon Holt has made me question
which is the range where musical sound starts.
afew things Inever really thought about
Clearly, you are one of those who like to hear a
before. Inow realize Idon't really undersemblance of realism (accuracy!) in reproduced
stand Gordon's point of view. This comes
music, colored or not, rather than the ostensibly
as something of ashock to me.
less colored (but only deerently hued) euphonic
Certainly, if Iam using speakers to
monitor arecording session, or master a speakers that audiophiles choose Ialso love the
sound of many of those old, classic speaker sysrecording, or reproduce amovie in apubtems. And remember that, when Italk up acculic theater, then it is very important that
racy as agood thing, Imean something that
the equipment Iselect be as faithful to the
sounds realistic to listeners who know what live
original as possible in as many ways as posmusic sounds like rather than an impeccable set
sible. Frequency response, tone, timbre,
of measurements. Good measurements usually
impulse response, macro- and microdyimply good sound, but we all know that that is
namics, soundstaging, imaging — every
by no means always the case
quantifiable aspect of reproduction should
Ithink you understand my view alot better
meet the most demanding objective stanthan you realize Whaes worse is that you appardards of high-fidelity reproduction. That
ently concur Welcome to the dub.—j. Gordon Holt
seems, to me, to be self-evident.
However, when I'm listening to music
Cancel Gordon's sub
at home for my own enjoyment, it seems
Editor:
that what ought to be most important to
That's it! I've had enough! You may canme is, uh, whatever is most important to
cel J. Gordon Holes subscription immedime. Ilove the big old, fully horn-loaded
ately.
Jim Bosha
Klipsch speakers — the Klipschorn, La
jimbosha@hotmail.com
Scala, and Belle. Irecognize that there are
fairly large colorations going on. Frequency response is not nearly as flat or
More Musical Fidelity
uniform (is that the same thing?) as more
Editor:
modern speakers. Off-axis response is
Thanks, Stereophile! The January 2004
ragged. There are fairly large anomalies
issue just got here! Another 12 pages dedue to reflections from the mouth of the
voted to Musical Fidelity!
Joe McDoe
horn. But some of the things they do right
joemcdoe@eudoramail.com
are things that no other speaker Ihave

Gordon's embarrassing?
Editor:
Ihad always admired J. Gordon Holt, but
his recent letters are increasingly meanspirited and embarrassing. He comes
across as a bitter old man — one who
should rediscover civility and perspective.
Ed Kaiser
Redondo Beach, CA
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Fat cats
Editor:
"Search tyleracoustics." No results found.
"Search aci." No results found.
If you're not buying mass-market crap
through dealers or products from acompany spending big advertising dollars with
Stereophile, nobody will hear about realvalue equipment. Just keep the fat cats
happy, JA! Forget about getting the real
news out.
Shaun PKennedy
skennedy@optonlinenet
No respect
Editoi:
Do you realize how awful Stereophile and
its website have become? You don't even
know what week it is. Your attitude
toward equipment reviews is silly. An honest opinion is hard to find in your magazine. You cannot consider manufacturers'
design goals first, then see if they rub you
right second ("As We See It," January
2004. You're right in saying that you don't
have the knowledge or creativity to produce anything anyone would want, because, frarddy, you don't. You don't have
any discernible standards, as far as Ican tell.
Ireally don't care at all if you have a
penthouse with an expensive desk in it. [I
have neither,JELB229; that was an attempt at
humor — Ed.] Idon't believe that you have
made any serious effort to quantify any of
the data that you have acquired over these
years. If you had, you would have reached
the same conclusions concerning measurable parameters that others have. Ipoint to
Canada, and you know what Imean.
Shame on you —you are asellout! Ican
see why Stereophile comes in for such a
large amount of ridicule. The only really
interesting items in it now are the letters
from irritated people trying to get something of value from this silly rag.
Bottom line: Get alife, get some idea of
what the hell you're doing, and put it on
paper before it's too late. You can't be walking the line between corporate profits and
truth as you see it (with some principles
and direction behind it) and expect respect
from honest people.
Name withheld
JELB229@aol.com
Idiots
Editor:
Iam happily sending my check for subscription renewal, if for nothing else than to
read the letters from the idiots who threaten to not subscribe any longer because
something was not to their liking. Didn't
holding your breath until you turned blue
and stamping your little feet go out of style
when you got out of diapers? If these wayward people were not so serious, it would
be that much more humorous.
Keep up the good work. Stereophile is a
great magazine, as it has always been. It will
never meet the needs of everyone, so don't
worry about not doing so. Charles Jarman
char4antran@comcast.net
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It might just look like abox, but it has magical powers.

It can move invisible air masses and allows spaces, tim

and feelings to emerge

ut of the nothingness.

You feel it in your head, you feel it deep inside you.
When was the last time you experienced music in every dimension?

EYNrori

pure music

Experience the new Karat Series.
For further details contact your local dealer or Canton, 1723 Adams Street NE. Minneapolis, MN 55413, 612.706.92 0.
Smartketing, 6555 Saint-Denis Street, Montreal, Quebec H2S 2S1 Canada 514.279.6006 or vi rit www.cantonusa.com
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US: NEW YORK
Wes Phillips
Few audio products have proved as
enduringly fascinating to audiophiles as
William Firebaugh's Well Tempered
Turntable design. At once elegantly
simple and technically sophisticated, it
was an immediate hit with music-lovers
and critics alike —and was long astaple
of Stereophile's "Recommended Components" list. For the greater part of the
product's 20-year lifespan, the Well
Tempered 'table has been distributed
and manufactured under the direction
of Transparent Audio, Inc. However,
Carl Smith, the Transparent partner
who supervised the manufacture of the
Well Tempered line, decided to retire
last year, and Transparent determined
that it should now concentrate on its
cable business.
Instead of folding the Well Tempered
operation, the company began looking
for someone to take over the stewardship of Bill Firebaugh's design. It found
that individual in George Stanwick of
Stanalog, Inc., importer of van den Hul
cartridges and Sugden electronics.
Stanwick had long admired the WTT's
simplicity and stability — and, indeed,
had been one of its most ardent proponents when he was an audio salesman.
"This is literally adream come true,"
said Stanwick. "I have the deepest respect for the WIT, and am delighted to
keep it alive and make it available to a
new generation of audiophiles, who

Update

an earlier order by US District Judge
John D. Bates enforcing the subpoena
power written into the 1998 Digital
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA).
The DMCA allows aggrieved copyright
holders to haul suspected violators into
court without ajudge's order. Verizon
had complied in some other copyright
cases, while pursuing the appeal.
During the process, the RIAA launched
hundreds of lawsuits and settled with
dozens of defendants around the country, including one widely publicized and
much-ridiculed lawsuit brought against
a 12-year-old girl in New York City.
The recording industry offered ablanket amnesty from prosecution to music
fans willing to renounce file-sharing and
US: WASHINGTON, DC &
sign away most of their legal rights.
CALIFORNIA
Verizon attorneys successfully argued
Barry Willis
The Recording Industry Association of that the DMCA contains no provisions
for controlling peer-to-peer file sharing,
America (RIAA) has lost some imporwhich became awidespread phenometant rounds in its fight against filenon the year after the bill was signed
sharing.
On December 19, 2004, aUS Court into law. In 1998, most file-sharing of
of Appeals for the District of Columbia any kind was via large server computers,
some maintained by Internet service
overturned aprevious ruling by atrial
judge ordering Verizon Commun- providers (ISPs). Verizon's Internet serications to reveal the identity of an vice does not store files for its subscribers, and has no control over how its
Internet subscriber suspected of illegally
subscribers use their computers, the
trading music recordings. On the same
company's attorneys argued. In acting as
day, the Dutch Supreme Court ruled
a"pure conduit," Verizon could not be
that makers of file-sharing software
held liable for the activities of its subKama cannot be held liable for copyscribers, they said, even if their computright infringement of music or movies
ers were full of unauthorized material.
traded by their users.
The three-judge appeals panel
In the US case, Verizon had appealed

may not even know that turntables
don't have to be Complicated."
Stanwick will continue to offer three
models of the turntable, the Well
Tempered Arm, and a line of accessories — in fact, he has already set about
improving the
Well Tempered
Reference with an additional two layers
of damping. He also hinted that he will
institute asystem to set up the turntables in customers' homes in areas
where alocal dealer is not available.
Stanalog, Inc., P.O. Box 671,
Hagaman, NY 12086. Tel: (518) 8433070. Fax: (518) 843-8882. Web:
www.stanalog.com.

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows,
and meetings should fax (do not call) the
when, where and who to (212) 886-2809 at
least eight weeks before the month of the event.
The deadlinefor the May 2004 issue is March
I, 2004. Mark the fax 'Attention Stephen
M9'ias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
Attention All Audio Societies: We
don't have room every month to print all ofthe
society listings we receive Ifyou'd like to have
your audio-society information posted on the
Stereophile, March 2004

Stereophile website, e-mail Chris Vogel at
List@antiphon.hyperrnartmet and request an
info-pack.
Please note that it is inappropriate for a
retailer to promote a new product line in
"Calendar" unless this is associated with a
seminar or similar event.
CALIFORNIA

•Friday, March 19, 6pm: Audio Vision
San Francisco will host an evening seminar featuring the new Home Theater
and Limited Edition Moon products by
WorldRadioHistory

Simaudio.
RSVP:
info@audio
visionsf.com or call (415) 614-1118.
FLORIDA

• Tuesday, March 9, 7pm: St. Cecilia
Sound Gallery (23492 US 19 N.,
Clearwater) will host aseminar featuring
Dennis Had of Cary Audio Design.
Cary's new loudspeaker line will be presented, along with their Home Cinema
products and the Anniversary Edition
805C.
RSVP:
brovinsky@scsound
gallery.com or (727) 726-7575.
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agreed. RIAA attorneys argued that the
DMCA was sufficiently broad to find
ISPs responsible for what happens on
their networks, even if the lawmakers
who wrote the statute hadn't anticipated
such activity. The court dismissed this
argument, characterized by ChiefJudge
Douglas Ginsburg as one that "borders
upon the silly." In its ruling, the appeals
court mentioned that, to comply with
the DMCA, the RIAA must identify
any copyrighted material that purported
infringers are swapping via an ISP. In
other words, mere suspicion that someone is swapping alot of files is not sufficient to issue asubpoena —copyright
holders bear the burden of proving that
aspecific ISP subscriber is trading specific copyrighted files before asubpoena
can be issued. General suspicion is no
longer sufficient to issue asubpoena.
The ruling isn't expected to have
much bearing on the almost 400 antipiracy cases now in process around the
US, but it will make future cases much
more difficult and costly to pursue.
RIAA president Cary Sherman admitted
that the ruling "unfortunately means we
can no longer notify illegal file sharers
before we file lawsuits against them to
offer the opportunity to settle outside of
litigation." He promised that his organization would "continue to defend our
rights online on behalf of artists, songwriters, and countless others involved in
bringing music to the public."
The appellate ruling is "an important
victory for all Internet users and all consumers," said Verizon attorney Sarah
Deutsch. "Consumers' rights cannot be
trampled upon in the quest to enforce
copyright." The Verizon legal team also
brought two constitutional challenges
against the DMCA, neither of which
was addressed by the appellate court.
The recording industry also lost a

legal round in the Netherlands, where
the Dutch Supreme Court ruled in
favor of a2002 appellate-court verdict
in Amsterdam that dismissed asuit filed
by
music-industry
trade
group
Buma/Stemra
against
Sharman
Networks Ltd., parent company of
Kazaa, the website and name of the
world's most popular file-sharing software. Buma/Stemra had insisted that
Kazaa cease from enabling free downloads or face adaily fine of $124,000.
Kazaa has as many as 4 million users
worldwide at any given time.
The ruling is aserious setback for the
music
industry,
according
to
Buma/Stemra chief counsel Cees van
Rij. "We now have the unpleasant situation that only the consumers who swap
music can be held accountable for copyright violation," van Rij stated. Kazaa
founders Niklas Zennstrom and Janus
Friis, on the other hand, celebrated the
ruling as a"historic victory for the evolution of the Internet and for consumers." Sharman Networks has yet to
face the music industry in US courts, an
eventuality that may take place in 2004.
The RIAA had better news the following week, when, on December 23,
prosecutors
in
California's
San
Bernardino County filed acivil lawsuit
against the owners and operators of a
swap meet that allegedly permitted sales
of pirated music. Should they be found
guilty, swap-meet owners Ho Suh Jin
and Gustavo Z,arate face up to $100,000
in damages.
The RIAA lauded county officials for
taking action against the Waterman
Discount Mall and Indoor Swap, site of
the alleged infringements. Two vendors
have been charged with failure to disclose the origin of recordings, acopyright misdemeanor. "We are grateful to
the efforts of District Attorney Michael

Calendar
OREGON

• Thursday, March 18, 6:30pm:
Stereotypes (Portland) will present an
evening featuring the new Home
Theater and Limited Edition Moon
products by Sirnaudio. For more info,
call (503) 280-0910.
WASHINGTON

•Tuesday, March 16, 4-7pm: Premier
Audio (Seattle) will host aseminar featuring the new Home Theater and
Limited Edition Moon products by
14

Simaudio. For more info, call (206)
985-0209.
PUERTO RICO

• etcetera, inc. (Guaynabo) will be
hosting private auditions all through
the months of March and April to
introduce the new G Series from
Meridian Audio. To schedule an
appointment, call (787) 378-3388 or
e-mail info@etceterainc.com.
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A. Ramos and his team," said RIAA
president Cary Sherman. "This action
represents an important milestone: For
swap-meet owners who think they can
profit from piracy, civil charges are a
reality." Similar cases are pending in
Houston, Sacramento, and Columbus,
New Jersey.
In a move indicative of its serious
intent against pirates, the RIAA announced December 9 that Bradley
Buckles, retiring director of the US
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms,
and Explosives (ATF), will head its
antipiracy division beginning early in
2004. Buckles departed ATF on January
3, after 30 years of service.
UNITED KINGDOM
John Atkinson
Iam saddened to report that Peter James
Walker, the founder of quintessential
English audio company Quad, passed
away on December 10, after along illness. He was 87. Peter Walker had been
married twice; both his wives had died
before him. He is survived by adaughter, Victoria, and ason, Ross, the latter
having played amajor role in managing
Quad through the 1970s and '80s.
Peter had started his Acoustical
Manufacturing Company (as S.P.
Fidelity Sound System) in London before WWII to make public-address
equipment. After his premises were
destroyed by bombing, he relocated to
Huntingdon, near Cambridge, and,
after the war, decided to enter the burgeoning market for high-fidelity equipment. To distinguish his hi-fi gear, he
coined the acronym "QUAD," for
either "Quality Unit Amplifier Domestic"
or
"QUality Amplifier
Domestic" (each has its proponents).
Peter Walker's first domestic product
was the QA12/Pre amplifier (1949), followed by the original Quad tube power
amplifier (1951), the classic 15W Quad II
power amp (1953), acorner-loaded ribbon speaker, and then "Walker's
Wonder" —the original Quad Electrostatic Loudspeaker in 1957. This last
remained in production for 25 years, until
it was replaced by the groundbreaking
ESL-63 in 1982. In December, one of the
current versions of the _ESL-63, the ESL989, was voted both Stereophile's 2003
"Loudspeaker of the Year" and its overall
"Product of the Year."
More than any other engineer, Peter
Walker epitomized the English approach to hi-fi. His products featured
innovative engineering — Peter's company was honored with the rare Queen's
Award for Technological Achievement
Stereophite, March 2004

"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Stereophile Magazine, October 2002

41

Stereo redefinition.
The Halcro dm38 power amplifier.
All the outstanding qualities of our monoblocks in a single stereo unit.
No other amplifier on the market produces such low levels of distortion. Signal interference is
virtually eliminated, unearthing more ambient detail. A lower noise floor brings greater dynamic
range. Top-end, mid-range and bass are life-like and uncolored.
Halcro delivers pure music, completely natural and non-fatiguing.
Listen for yourself.

USA: +1 (949) 488 3004
International: +61 8 8238 0807

Email: admin@halcro.com
Website: www.halcro.com

IHALCRO -

UNITED KINGDOM • GERMANY • GREECE • JAPAN • RUSSIA • SPAIN • BULGARIA
BRAZIL • SINGAPORE • CANADA • TAIWAN • THAILAND • POLAND • ROMANIA
USA • MEXICO • FRANCE • KOREA • MALAYSIA • HONG KONG • SWEDEN • TURKEY
ITALY • INDONESIA • SWITZERLAND • AUSTRALIA • PORTUGAL • PHILIPPINES
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in 1978 —idiosyncratic but immediately
recognizable styling, and a design
approach that aimed at sonic accuracy
above everything. "The Closest
Approach to the Original Sound" was
Quad's motto for many years, and Peter
was prepared to demonstrate the accuracy of the company's designs at the drop
of astylus. A musician himself— originally a saxophone player in a dance
band, he took up the flute in later life,
performing in local orchestras — he
spent his life in the service of music.
Quad, by then called Quad
Electroacoustics, was bought out a
decade ago by an investment group led
by Mission founder Farad Azima, and is
now owned by the International Audio
Group, Ltd. In 2002, LAG commissioned veteran UK audio writer Ken
Kessler to compile and edit abook celebrating Quad and Peter Walker's
achievements in audio. That book,
Quad: The Closest Approach (see John
Marks' review in February, p.43), is now
available from Quad dealers or from
LAG America's website, www.iag
america.com. Ken had invited the many
audio writers who had been privileged
to know Peter to contribute their reminiscences; following are the four most
vivid memories of mine. My thanks to
Ken for the permission to reproduce
them here:
The first was in spring 1982, when
then—Hi-Fi News &Record Review editor
John Crabbe and Ihad driven up to
Huntingdon to hear the prototypes of
the ESL-63 loudspeaker and interview
Peter for an article that appeared in the
July 1982 issue of the magazine. Peter
set up apair of ESL-63s on wooden
kitchen chairs and bade us take turns sitting in the sweet spot. The sound was
magic — Ihave not heard ESL-63s
sound so clear, so transparent, so tonally
balanced since then! Peter then plugged
amicrophone into his oscilloscope, fed
one of the speakers a300Hz squarewave, and waved the mike around in
front of the speaker until the 'scope
showed a perfect squarewave. "Of
course, why should aspeaker being able
to reproduce asquarewave matter at all,
hmmm?" (Rhetorical questions played a
major role in Peter's conversational
style.) The afternoon conduded with
Peter showing us the contents of his
"ideas cupboard," including a novel
piezo drive-unit that never saw commercial daylight.
The second was at one of the audio
shows that took place at London's
Heathrow Airport in the early 1980s.
The Quad system was making amost
16

mellifluous sound. When Icommented
on this to Peter, he showed me that the
Quad preamp's HF-cut filter was
engaged. "No one is going to complain
too much, limmin."
The third was being asked by Peter to
record the Huntingdon Philharmonic in
England's Ely Cathedral in July 1984.
Peter played flute in the amateur orchestra, which, stiffened with some professional musicians, was accompanying no
fewer than four choral societies in
Edward Elgar's epic oratorio, The Dream of
Gerontius. (An excerpt from this recording
appears on our Test CD 2. Apicture of the
orchestra, with awhite-haired Peter concentrating furiously on this complex
music, can be found at www.stereo
phile.com/features/338/index8.html.)
Following the concert, we followed
Peter's open-top Alfa Romeo Spyder to
his house, where we listened to some of
the performance, which had been recorded on aSony PCM-F1 digital system.
Much to my relief—the Cathedral's
authorities had not been too helpful
regarding such matters as where Icould
place the Soundfield microphone —
Peter declared himself satisfied.
The fourth took place in spring 1992.
Iwas returning to London from Vienna,
following an Audio Engineering Society
Convention. Itook my window seat in
the Austrian Airlines Airbus, and was
drifting off to sleep when acouple took
the seats next to me. It was Peter and his
then wife. Peter took advantage of the
serendipitous seating to grill me about
subjective reviewing and audio magazines. His opinions on both subjects
were both informed and well-formed.
By the time we reached Heathrow two
hours later, Iwas sweating.
But, as with all conversations with
Peter, there was something to learn
from his every sentence. Whatever the
subject, he had the uncanny ability to
reduce it to its essence, to examine its
implications from first principles. It was
on this flight that Peter reiterated something he'd first told me on my 1982 visit
to Huntingdon, and which has invariably proved true: that any problem in
audio engineering can be successfully
addressed with "an equal mix of Ohm's
Law and common sense, hmmm?"

On December 16, 2003, Apple
Computer announced that it had sold
more than 25 million songs through its
iTunes Music Store since its inception
four months earlier. The Cupertino,
California-based technology pioneer
now sells about 222,000 songs per day
at 990 each, avolume more than three
times the 70,000 per day the company
was selling last September, when the
iTunes service was available only to
Apple users. In October, the service was
expanded to users of 'Windows machines, which opened it up to an estimated 95% of the online community
(Apple's "25 million" figure doesn't
quite jibe with figures released by
Nielsen SoundScan. A December 31
Nielsen report noted that 192 million
individual audio tracks were downloaded from June 29 through
December 30.) In 2003, 21.7 million
albums were downloaded, an increase
of 20% over 2002, according to the
Holbnvood Reporter.
Never one to miss an opportunity,
America Online, the world's largest
Internet service provider, announced
December 18 that it would offer its subscribers access to the iTunes Store. AOL
makes iTunes easy to acquire via aoneclick button placed next to featured
tracks, and makes payment easy via subscribers' AOL accounts. AOL is adivision of Time Warner, whose own
Warner Music Group recordings are
available elsewhere on the Net, as well
as through iTunes.
Another canny marketing juggernaut, discount giant Wal-Mart, announced December 18 that it has
launched atrial music-download service
that will offer recordings for 880 each.
Initially for Windows only, the WalMart service will be modified and
refined based on user critiques, and was
to be officially launched early this year.
Wal-Mart's online music store is run by
Liquid Digital Media, aunit of music
and magazine distributor Anderson
Merchandisers. In January 2003,
Anderson acquired some assets of
Liquid Audio with the intention of
moving into online music.
Also in December, the US Department of Justice officially ended a
two-year investigation of price-fixing by
THE INTERNET
the major record labels with areport
Barry Willis
that it had found no evidence to support
The music industry's traditional pack- any of the allegations. The investigation
aged-goods retail business may be con- began in summer 2001 and concentrattinuing its long decline, albeit at a ed primarily on online music service
slower rate — see related story — but MusicNet, ajoint venture of Warner
the sale of downloadable tunes is hot Music Group, EMI Group, BMG
and getting hotter.
Entertainment, and RealNetworks; and
WorldRadioHistory
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Pressplay, ajoint venture of Sony Music
Entertainment and Universal Music
Group. The majors had been accused of
conspiring to keep startups out of the
online music-distribution business.
R. Hewitt Pate, an assistant attorney
general in the Justice Department's
antitrust division, told reporters that the
investigation found no evidence that
would-be competitors or consumers
were harmed by any music-industry
policies or activities. According to the
official Justice Department statement,
"Consumers can now download individual songs from agrowing number of
competing digital suppliers, each of
which offers songs from the music catalogs of all of the major record labels."
Antitrust concerns have therefore
"diminished or disappeared."
US: MICHIGAN
Jon Iverson
One of audio's true originals, Irving
"Bud" Fried, first made his mark in the
late 1950s as an early US importer of
Lowther comer horn and Quad electrostatic loudspeakers, as well as of Decca
phono cartridges. By 1975, he had established his own company and began
releasing speaker models under the
Fried Products nameplate.
Since that time, Fried has stuck to the
principle of "evolutionary design development," incrementally improving his
products by perfecting the use of series
networks, satellite subwoofers, transmission lines, "line tunnels," and distributed loading techniques.
Most recently, Fried Products was
acquired by Dreamscapes A/V, which
reports it has spent the last three years
developing new models for its return to
the marketplace. Fried Products is now
run by Shayne Tenace, aformer writer
for High Performance Review and The
Audio Observatory, and erstwhile project
manager for an engineering firm. Dr.
Jonathan Raines is the company's new
VP of sales and marketing and COO,
and is also apsychoacoustics specialist.
Bud Fried himself is now involved with
the company as aconsultant. (Another
of Dreamscapes' subsidiaries is Muse
USA, the North American distributor
for Muse Electronics. Tenace promises a
new, "revamped" line of Muse Electronics products shortly.)
Tenace explains that, after organizing
into neat binders Bud Fried's 1K-high
stack of notes, "We went through many
different enclosure designs, driver designs, and crossovers. It was really interesting being able to use the 30-plus
years of engineering notes and combine

them with modern engineering techniques and tools."
The fruits of those labors were publicly unveiled at January's Consumer
Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas as
the Valhalla Series "Speakers of Truth."
These will be followed shortly by "the
latest evolution of our trapezoidal
shaped satellite speaker, formerly
known as the 'C' series, whose shape
predates the Wilson WATT, and is now
simply called the Valhalla series satellite." The company says it will also be

Sales of recorded music
in the US declined
by less than 1% in

2003.

debuting the first of its Signature series
products, the Beta.
The first models of the Valhalla
Series, to be available in both two- and
three-way configurations, will "represent the culmination of everything that
Fried has learned in over 30 years of
loudspeaker production and development." The company says the new
products use the latest evolution of
Fried's Free-Flow transmission line, described as "a passageway damped with
an exact quantity of constant-density
open-cell foam leading from the rear of
the bass driver to aline folded three
times vertically, tapering, and terminating at the bottom front of the enclosure." The Valhalla Studio three-way
will retail for $4995/pair, the Valhalla
Monitor two-way for $2995/pair.
According to Bud Fried, the revived
company is on its way again, with
"depth and breadth of engineering, design, sales and management expertise,
vision, and vigor."
Fried Products, 115 East Front Street,
Buchanan, MI 49107. Tel: (269) 6970237. Fax: (269) 865-5900. Web: www.
friedproducts.com.
US: YOUR LOCAL MEDIA STORE
Barry VVillis
Is the music industry in the early stages
of aturnaround? Sales of recorded music
in the US declined by less than 1% in
2003, according to figures released
December 31 by Nielsen SoundScan.
"Less than 1%" could be interpreted
as "holding steady," given the music
industry's prolonged decline in sales.

The 0.8% drop in unit sales was an
abrupt change after athree-year downward spiral. It's unclear, however,
whether this is a long-term trend or
only atemporary rally. Total CD album
sales in 2003 were down 2% compared
to 2002, which in turn was off 8.7%
compared to 2001.
Hard goods still rule the market for
recorded music. In 2003, CDs accounted for 96% of all music sold in the US,
atotal of 635.8 million units. Cassette
tapes continued to lose ground, with
sales down 39.8%. Singles declined 4%,
but sales of DVD music videos soared,
with a gain of 104.5% for the year.
Record labels and music retailers alike
apparently enjoyed ahappy winter holiday season — music sales in the fourth
quarter of 2003 rose 10.5% over the
same period in 2002, with CD album
sales up 5.6%. Reuters news service
noted that sales of current albums were
off by only 1.3% in 2003, atotal of 423.9
million units, adevelopment attributed
in part to "aggressive loss-leader pricing
by discount chains such as Wal-Mart
Stores Inc. and Best Buy Co. Inc."
Catalog sales (older tides) were down
7.5%, with atotal of 2323 million sold.
Very old tides ("deep catalog," in industry parlance) sold 165.9 million units in
2003, for adrop of 62%.
The numbers are indicative of"an industry in recovery," Nielsen Music president Rob Sisco told Ethan Smith of the
Wall Street Journal. The most popular
album of the year, with 6.5 million sold,
was Get Rich or Die Tryin', by rapper 50
Cent. Norah Jones wasn't far behind.
Her Come Away With Me sold 5.1 million units. Linkin Park sold 3.4 million
copies of Meteora. Evanescence did
almost as well, selling 3.3 million copies
of Fallen, and Outkast sold 3 million
copies of Speakerboxxx/The Love Below.
Other big sellers were Beyoncé's
Dangerously in Love, with 2.5 million; and
R. Kelly's Chocolate Factory and Hilary
Duff's Metamorphosis, each with 2.4 million. Toby Keith's Shock'n roll sold 2.3
million, and Coldplay's A Rush of Blood
to the Head (our "Recording of the
Month" for December 2002) also did
well, selling 2.1 million.
Among music genres, country and
rap receded in popularity (despite the
successes of Toby Keith and 50 Cent),
while alternative rock, jazz, and Latin
music improved over sales posted in
2002. Universal Music Group continued
to dominate the recorded music business, with a28% market share. Warner
Music Group was second, with a16.4%
share. BMG was a close third, with
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15.5%. Sony Music held on to 13.7% of
the market, aslip of about 2% from
2002. EMI moved in the opposite direction, increasing its stake from 8.4% in
2002 to 9.7% in 2003. All other labels
combined accounted for the remaining
16.7% of the music market. As previously reported, BMG and Sony Music have
announced plans to merge their operations, pending regulatory approval.
US music executives expressed cautious optimism at the results, but the
global situation may be less encouraging. As we went to press (January 5), the
International Federation of Phonograph
Industries had not released its year-end
report for 2003. Analysis posted
October 1on the organization's website
reported aworldwide decline of 10.9%
in sales of recorded music for the first
half of the year.
But live music is apparendy in better
financial health than ever. The highestrolling music act in 2003 was Bruce
Springsteen and his EStreet Band, which
pulled in almost $115.9 million in concert revenues, according to aDecember
24 report by the Associated Press.
Springsteen's total is the second-highest
ever reached in asingle year by any concert act. The all-time record is still the
$1212 million earned by the Rolling
Stones during their 1994 tour. (The
numbers are for North American performances only.) Despite bad press for their
criticism of President Bush, the Dixie
Chicks "enjoyed [the] most lucrative
country tour of all time," the AP report
stated. The concert business grossed
approximately $2.4 billion in 2003, the
fourth record-setting year in arow.

Dieter Burmester (left) rocks out with his

per, Igot to meet Dieter Burmester.
Only he wasn't saying much. He was
too busy playing his bass guitar, because
it was rehearsal night for Past Perfect,
the "classic rock" band that he and his
mates have formed. They actually
sounded rather good, and do perform
the occasional gig, though amajor motivation is certainly the excuse to drink
plenty of beer one night aweek.
Dieter still has and plays the now
rather battered bass he bought as a
teenager, and probably values it more
highly than his hi-fi. This is proof positive
that musical values arc akey element in
Burmester's philosophy, alongside an
almost fanatical devotion to engineering
excellence. The latter was also evident
the following day, when Iwas shown
around one of the deanest, most pristine
GERMANY
factories I've seen. That's partly because
Paul Messenger
all the messy and noisy processes are
Although Burmester first came to the done off-site, by local metalworking subUK back in the 1980s, this impressive contractors, and partly because BurGerman high-end specialist was sub- mester occupies amodest section of a
sequently absent from the British scene spacious site belonging to "sleeping partfor many years. Occasional reviews in ners," who also own and operate amajor
Stereophile made it clear that the compa- German electrical retail chain.
ny still had international aspirations,
Burmester gear is very costly, though
but UK involvement was limited to a having seen how it's built, it's not difficult
modest presence via dealer-distributor to understand why. An obsessive quest
John Jeffries.
for perfection underlies everything the
Perhaps reflecting the currently company does, and while one might
rather depressed state of German hi-fi, question the cost-effectiveness of such an
however, Burmester is starting to take approach, Dieter Burmester doesn't see
the British market more seriously, ap- that as an issue for abrand with high-end
pointing anew UK agent and looking aspirations. In his view, ahigh-end brand
to increase its profile in the hi-fi press. ought philosophically to be inching
Which explains why yours truly found toward perfection on every front, regardhimself traveling toward Stansted air- less of the costs involved. The company
port, en route to Berlin for a36-hour makes only about 3500 units per year;
midwinter junket.
Burmester believes that there are enough
On my arrival, and after abite of sup- customers out there who share his pas-

and.

sion for perfection to keep his firm busy.
This attitude is manifest throughout
the company's products, from the care
taken to ensure that the chrome-plated
front panels are without blemish (even
down to the expensive business of plating and hand-finishing the fixing bolts
to match), through to the painstaking
pairing of individual electronic components to ensure that the stereo channel
balance is as tight as possible. For example, Burmester bought several thousand
bipolar output transistors for their new
032 integrated amplifier, but so far have
used only afew hundred of them (each
amp needs acarefully matched set of
eight). Despite purchasing mil-spec
components, the company typically
only uses 10% of each batch, in order to
meet its high matching standards.
Later in the visit, as we sat in the listening room, playing music and chatting, Dieter Burmester explained his
obsession with close stereo channel
matching. He made the interesting
point that, because two-channel stereophony is afragile illusion, the closer the
match between the channels, the less
work the brain has to do to complete
the illusion. Paying close attention to
balancing the components used in each
channel therefore helps minimize the
brainwork involved in the listening
experience, reducing fatigue and making the process more enjoyable.
However, stereo imaging isn't at the
top of the company's agenda. Burmester
brings amusician's sensibilities to his
design goals, and makes it clear that the
ability to convey the emotion of amusical performance is the most important
characteristic of any component, over
and above its sonic qualities.
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Prior to my visit, I'd been skeptical
that Burmester's own belt-drive CD
mechanism could justify the elaborate
and costly engineering involved in
building the small number of units
needed to equip its top two models of
CD player. By the time I'd seen how
much care and effort actually do go into
building up those transports, Iwas even
more skeptical.
Just one guy does it. He usually
comes in on aSaturday, when it's quiet
and peaceful. He sets about assembling
athree-dimensional jigsaw puzzle, mixing and matching the numerous components needed for 20 or so
mechanisms, dry-assembling and using
astethoscope to check running smoothness, best fit, and tightest tolerances. It's
aprocedure that reminded me of—but
was probably even more demanding
than — the workbench in the Rega factory, where bearing components are
selected and matched for Rega's highprecision RB1000 tonearms.
In the listening room, I got the
chance to compare the belt-drive Top
Line 979 CD player with the less
expensive Basic Line 006, which uses
similar DAC and power-supply circuits
alongside a more conventional trans-

port mechanism. To my surprise, the
difference was not small; the belt-driven player sounded obviously superior,
especially in dynamic range and expression. One embarrassed journalist gets
to eat his words.
Idon't know whether Burmester was
the first European brand to get seriously into power conditioning, but the
"948" model number implies that its
Power Conditioner has been around
since 1994, which must have been pretty early in the game. And the 948 seems
to go further than other conditioners
I've encountered. Its basics include eight
star-grounded sockets, four separately
filtered (for such source components as
CD players) and four unfiltered (for
amplification), the filtered sockets isolating the sources from one another, as
well as from AC-borne noise.
The 948's cleverest bit, however, is
the built-in amp that actively compensates for any DC offsets generated in the
mains (eg, by switch-mode supplies),
and maintains azero-potential ground.
This can be particularly useful where
large toroidal transformers are used, because it reduces or eliminates their cussedly unpredictable (in my experience)
tendency to generate mechanical hum.

Update

Such
detail
innovations
aside,
Burmester pursues its goals with the sort
of logic and consistency one would expect
from a German engineering company.
There are four ranges in all—the Rondo,
Basic, Top, and Reference Lines —each
successive line represents arough doubling of price over its junior. All models
are fully balanced from inputs to outputs,
all are DC-coupled throughout, and all
have modular architecture.
However, it's the awesome effort that
Burmester puts into component matching and testing throughout the various
manufacturing stages that most stuck in
my mind, and goes furthest toward justifying those prices. There's further
comfort in how the company keeps
records of all models produced, and
makes updates available, where necessary, for even the oldest. In a world
where the long-term value and viability
of aproduct sometimes seem dubious,
Burmester seems determined to do it
right, and to give its customers good
reasons to remain loyal.
Burmester products are distributed in
the US by Immedia, 1101 Eighth Street,
Suite 210, Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel:
(510) 559-2050. Fax: (510) 559-185•3.
Web: vvvvw.immediasound.com.

The Sound of Magic
"...Switching to the
Harmonic Technology cable
resulted in greater delicacy
and transparency..."
Michael Fremer Stereophile, April 2003
Reprinted with permission

fiLrJrA

Delivering True Clarity in Audio and Video
13200 Kirkham Way Unit 100 Poway, CA 92064 USA •tel: 1-858-486-8385 fax: 1-858-486-6633
e-mail: info@harmonictech.com
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more or less the supervisor, although he
Meanwhile, in 1938, Paley assigned
he long-playing record has been
didn't actually do any of the work,"
the task of developing aviable longplaying for along time —nearly
wrote Wallerstein. The team eventually
playing
record
for
the
home
to
Dr.
Peter
56 years. Conventional wisdom
settled on a1-mil groove.
Goldmark and his team at what was
has it that the LP was invented by Dr.
"When Iwas at RCA, engineer Fred
then
known
as
CBS
Sound
Lab.
At
the
Peter Goldmark, of CBS Sound Lab.
Barton asked me if he could cut some
time,
George
Avalcian
was
manager
of
Well, maybe not.
1-mil records. That was in 1935 or '36,"
Columbia Records' International and
The long-playing record goes back to
Wallerstein recalled. "He did anumber
the early 1930s — and at RCA, not Popular Album Departments. In a1998
of sessions, mostly with Stokowski and
speech before the Boston Section of the
Columbia Records. In 1932, RCA
the Philadelphia Orchestra, which we
Victor introduced along-playing record Audio Engineering Society, he deused to record in the old Church studio
scribed events?
that spun at 33 1
/
3rpm.
in Camden. But the records wouldn't
The project to develop asatisfactory
RC/Vs long-players were acommerstand up after he made them, because
LP
was
halted
by
World
War
II,
cial disaster. Edward Wallerstein rehe didn't have the proper equipment to
Avakian said. But even so, "Goldmark
called: "[W]hen I became general
play them on."
never
came
close.
He
failed
to
develop
a
manager of the Victor Division of RCA
Columbia's first prototype "longsystem for preserving continuity beon July 1, 1933, my first act was to take
playing" record played seven or eight
tween
short
78rpm
sides,
and
he
also
them off the market. The idea was good
failed to develop adisc compound that minutes per side. This grew to 10 or 12
and they might have sold, but there were
minutes, then to 17, and finally to 22
could support repeated playing of avery
technical problems. Most of the records
minutes per side — enough to accomnarrow groove."3
were made from Victorlac, avinyl commodate most major works in the classiPaley
pulled
the
project
from
CBS
pound developed by Jim Hunter, the
cal repertory on asingle disc.4
Sound Lab in 1946 and let Wallerstein
pickups available at the time were so
"Up to now, our thinking had been
take
it
over
at
Columbia
Records
itself.
heavy they just cut through the material
geared completely to the classical market
Wallerstein
hired
William
S.
Bachafter several plays."!
rather than to the two- or three-minute
man, who had developed the variableMeanwhile, throughout the 1930s and
reluctance pickup cartridge at General pop disc market," Wallerstein wrote.
'40s, 16", 33 1
/
3rpm discs were used to
This oversight was to come back and
"transcribe" radio programs for re-broad- Electric. Within two years, Bachman
haunt Columbia. There were those at
and
the
Columbia
Records
team
had
cast. Durability wasn't an issue; the discs
Columbia who wanted ashorter-playcreated a quiet, durable, highwere intended to be played only once.
ing 33 1
/
3rpm record. But Paley put it off,
response, long-playing disc.
This is why the sound quality of most
figuring that that would confuse the
"I
want
to
emphasize
that
the
project
recordings of old radio shows, taken
was all ateam effort," Wallerstein de- inboduction. The long-playing record
from transcription discs, is so poor.
clared. "No man can be said to have 'in- was about playing long, after all. This
In 1938, William S. Paley, chairman
left the door wide open for archrival
vented'
the LP, which in any case was
of CBS, bought the bankrupt American
General David Sarnoff, head of RCA,
not,
strictly
speaking,
an
invention,
but
a
Recording Corporation, which owned
and his 45rpm record, which came to
development.
...If
one
man
is
to
be
sinColumbia Records. When Wallerstein
dominate the singles market.
gled
out
it
would
have
to
be
Bachman,
became president of Columbia at the
In April 1948, two months before anwhose
work
on
the
heated
stylus,
autostart of 1939, he advised Paley that a
nouncing the LP to the public,
matic
variable
pitch
control,
and
most
long-playing record would be the only
especially the variable reluctance pickup Wallerstein sprang it on Sarnoff, his old
way for Columbia Records to compete
was
astarting point for agreat deal of boss. The general turned down alicenswith RCA Red Seal, which owned the
ing deal. What was there to license?
what
was to come."
classical record market.
RCA itself had introduced the first
Wallerstein
credits
other
team
memBeginning in 1938, Columbia had
33 1
/
3rpm long-playing record years
bers
as
well,
including
Ike
Rodman,
Jim
recorded everything on 16", 33 1
/
3rpm
before. Columbia held no basic patents
Hunter
(who
had
developed
Victorlac
blanks as well as on 78s. A decade later,
on the LP. After all, it was adevelopfor RCA's original long-playing record),
these long-playing archives enabled
ment, not an "invention," regardless of
Vm
Leibler,
Bill
Savory,
and,
from
CBS
Columbia to reissue much of its back
what Goldmark may have claimed later.
Sound
Lab,
a
man
with
a
name
WC.
catalog in high-quality sound — the
"The only protection that Columbia
Fields would have loved: Rene
material had been recorded at 33 1
/
3rpm
had for its new development was the
Snepvangers.
"Peter
Goldmark
was
in the first place. (When magnetic tape
term 'LP' itself," Wallerstein lamented.
first became available in the late 1940s,
it was considered too unreliable.)

T

1 This and the following quotes from Edward
Wallerstein, "The Development of the LP," High
Fidelity, April 1976, Vo126 No.4.
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2David Moulton, "Birth of the LP: Banquet Speaker
Recalls Competition and Innovation," AES Boston
Section Newsletter, September 1998.

3 This may be David Moulton's paraphrase and not
Avakian's exact words.
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4 Have you ever wondered why most popular song
recordings are three minutes or less? 'That's how much
music could fit on one side of a78rpm record. You
could get even more than 22 minutes on asingle side
of an LP if you squeezed the grooves.
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With no licensing
digital, regardless of
deals in the offing, CBS
price.
made its development
Not everyone's keen
available to every record
on analog these days. A
manufacturer
worldcertain
high-p rofile
wide, asking no royalties.
New York City dealer
The 33 1
/
3rpm LP was a
recently lamented, on
completely open platthe Internet, that he's
form. (There's a lesson
not selling many turnthere for the SACD and
tables. Irelated this to
DVD-Audio formats.)
Antony
Michaelson,
The first LPs were manmanaging director of
ufactured at Columbia
Musical Fidelity.
Records' pressing plant in
"Bollocks!" Antony
Bridgeport, Connecticut,
erupted. "Maybe that's
using mostly equipment
because said dealer hasn't
that was already in place
had anything interesting
for pressing 78s.
to sell."
Musical Fidelity MI turntable with the SME M2 tonearm.
Meanwhile,
RCA
While some other
stewed for two years, as
manufacturers, such as
without LP releases its classical sales
Linn and Rega, have largely diversified
While some other
went down the toilet. RCA's first
themselves out of the turntable market,
response to the LP was the EP (for "exMusical Fidelity didn't introduce its
manufacturers have
tended play"): a7", 45rpm record that
first 'table, the Ml, until the end of
could play only six or seven minutes per
2003. It sells for $5600 with "bespoke"
diversified themselves out
side —not even enough to accommoSME tonearm.
date asingle movement of atypical symof the turntable market,
Iasked Antony not why he did it so
phony. Classical buyers balked.
late, but why he did it at all.
Musical Fidelity didn't
Like the Compact Disc, the LP was
"Musical Fidelity have always been
mainly about convenience. Consumers
analog enthusiasts," he explained. "Deintroduce its first 'table
could easily grasp what it promised and
spite huge pressure, analog has survived
why they wanted it. It didn't hurt that
and prospered. The big boys in the
until the end of 2003.
the sound quality was okay, too. But
industry may want one thing, but the
that's not how the LP was launched.
consumers want something else."
Was 33 1
/
3rpm the ideal speed? The
Records and other such labels. In this
"In the end, it's about making the
speed had been used since the early
format, most albums take up both sides proper sound." he continued. "If people
1930s for radio transcription discs, as
of two discs, which is hardly convenient.
think that digital sounds better than anamentioned, and RCA's early 33 1
/
3rpm
But the sound quality is superb.
log, they must be deaf. As you know, I
records sounded quite good. The probHere we are now, more than half a recently performed Mozart's Clarinet
lem was, they could be played only
century later. Formats have come and
Concerto and engineer Tony Faulkner
once. You might think that you lose
gone: eight-track tape, Elcaset, Digital
recorded it. We did three different
information as the record speed slows
Compact Cassette. The Compact Disc
recordings at the same time. We did
from 78 to 33%rpm. Maybe you do. But is still going strong as it enters its third
PCM digital, DSD, and analog tape. The
what you mainly lose as you slow down
decade, but SACD and DVD-Audio
analog tape was streets ahead. Speaking
to 33/3is dynamic impact. Listen, if you
have still barely caught on, five years
as amusician, Iknow what Iheard.
can, to one of the few 12", 45rpm longafter their launch. Do you think that
"New vinyl discs far outnumber
playing records released by Classic
either of these "hi-rez" disc formats will
SACD and DVD-A releases together—
be around five years hence? LPs probathat is, new releases of new material.
bly will be!
There is agroundswell of people who
(Were any of you involved in the deare fed up with all this digital crap and
Contacts
velopment and introduction of the longthey just want to have something that
Musical Fidelity Ltd., 15-17
playing record? I'd like to hear from you.
sounds human.
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex
E-mail me at samtellig@aol.com, or drop
"So we decided to produce a
HA9 OTF, England, UK. Tel: (44)
me aline care of Stereophile.)
turntable. Ibatted ideas around with
(0)181-900-2866. US distributor:
Richard, our technical director, about
Signal Path Imports, 215 Lawton
Musical Fidelity M11 turntable
what we'd like the turntable to be and
Road, Charlotte, NC 28216. Tel:
Lower-priced turntables—those under how it should work. Continually, we
(704) 391-9337. Fax: (704) 391$1000 — have been selling quite well,
got to this business of mass, rigidity, and
9338. Web: www.musical-fidel
according to Roy Hall, aka Music Hall.
aturntable's being inert and nonresoity.co.uk.
Roy should know. He's one of the
nant, which most other turntables are
Music Hall, 108 Station Road,
world's largest distributors of turntanoticeably not.
Great Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516)
bles. Visit him in May at Home Enter"The process started very slowly.
487-3663. Fax: (516) 773-3891.
tainment 2004 in New York City and Eventually, we got some proper protoWeb: www.musichallaudio.com
Roy will show you how amodest anatypes machined up. When we listened,
log system can sound far superior to
we realized we were on to something.
24
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Cremona auditor
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A FAMILY R ESEMBLANCE
For over twenty years Sonus faber have created loudspeaker systems of exceptionai beauty and refinement.
Electra Amator, Extrema, Amati and Guaneri Homage models, all exceptional examples of the Sonus faber design team's
art, inspiration and intelligence.
Cremona Auditors' ancestry can be traced directly to the exquisite Cremona as both share the same fundamental design,
craftsmanship and attention to detail. Consequently, the wide soundstage, exceptional dynamics and
low frequency weight belies the diminutive size of Auditors' enclosure.
The Cremona family —Instruments created to reproduce music and film sound the way it was intended.

Cremona Auditor 83,595/pair -optional stands, S650/pair, Cremona 37.495/pair. Cremona Center 33.995/each -all available in maple and graphite. Cremona Active Sender $3,495/each -available in graphite
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Then the project grew in complexity
and quality. We were aiming originally
for a turntable at around $2500 to
$3000. The more we learned, the more
we found we wanted to do and the less
we wanted to compromise.
"We came to the project without too
many preconceptions of what a
turntable should be, apart from the fact
it should be absolutely dead quiet, with
no electronic or mechanical noise."
"When you say 'electronic noise,'
what do you mean?" Iasked.
"Noise from the motor and the
power supply. As the arm traces over
and gets closer to the motor, the hum
and noise increase, and it's measurable.
Power supply is something we are rather
good at," Antony hastened to add. (The
Ml's power supply is external and can
be located well away from the turntable
itself.) "We put all the facts together and
tried to follow this approach of mass,
rigidity, nonresonance, and lack of sympathetic vibration."
"How many layers of mechanical isolation are there?"
"It depends on how you look at it,
but at least three. To start with, you have
abasic layer of isolation from the world
to the feet."
"The world?"
"Your world —your listening room.
There is aprofessional polymer under
the feet. Then the bottom acrylic base
[the plinth] is separately isolated from
the feet. That's where the motor is
mounted. The top acrylic base is mounted on another resilient mounting, which
is separated from the motor section and
from the base of the feet. The motor and
all its electronics are in acustom-made
extrusion. So any stray hum, noise, electromagnetic interference doesn't reach
the pickup arm and cartridge.
"If you look at the two chassis
plates — the top and bottom — you
will see they are both extremely highmass and very rigid. But they have different mass and different cutouts in
them, which gives them different resonant frequencies. They each have to
have some resonant frequency, which
is very low; but the point is, they are
different, which means they
don't tend to vibrate
in sympathy with
each other."
"You don't offer
the turntable without atonearm. Why
is that?"
"SME
makes
the best arm in the
world. SME's managing

director, Alastair Aikman-Robertson,
followed asimilar course to what happened to us — he became more excited
and into this deeper and deeper. As he
did so, the price of the arm eventually
tripled. It's afantastic arm, and, like the
turntable, it has the characteristic of
being very uncolored.
"With other pickup arms, if you walk
into a room and you have a blank
groove playing, you talk, and the arm is
like amicrophone —you can see it on
an oscilloscope. With SME arms, you
can't. What ajob SME has done for us!"
"'Me M1 looks easy to set up. Isaw
you do it in my listening room in less
than a half hour. And that induded
installing the cartridge."
"I don't believe in this totemic
turntable mumbo-jumbo. I reckon
you should be able to take the 'table
home, set it up in aself-evident sort of
way, and have it go. If a product
requires detailed setting up, something
is wrong."
Antony wanted to include a"serviceable" cartridge, and perhaps amovingmagnet, as part of the turntable-tonearm
package. But as the turntable grew in
complexity and quality, it just didn't
seem right to install arelatively inexpensive cartridge.
"What cartridge do you recommend?"
"Your Ortofon Kontrapunkt B will
do quite nicely," Antony offered. "And
so will your wall-mounted Target turntable shelf"
Iwas surprised that the M1 turntable,
which is not small (19'e wide by 15 1
h"
deep by 103
4" high, induding tonearm),
fit on the Target shelf at all. The sides of
the four feet protruded slightly over the
platform's edges, but this posed no problem. There is no rigid dustcover for the
Ml; Musical Fidelity furnishes a soft
plastic cover that's rather like atypewriter
or computer covet
I used my reference AcousTech
PH1P phono stage. The CD changer
was my McIntosh MCD205, the line
stage my McIntosh MC2200 — its
phono section doesn't have enough gain
for low-output moving-coil cartridges.

Power amp was the Mdntosh MC
2102. Speakers included the Harbeth
Compact 7ES-ls, Quad ESL-988s, and
Triangle Lunas (review to come).
Cables and interconnects varied. Iused
balanced Kimber Silver Streak from line
stage to power amp. There were Rega
speaker cables, made by Klotz, of
Germany. I'm aklotz, too.
Mikey Fremer fills you in on more
details of the Ml, including the bespoke
SME arm, in his column this month. Of
course, the M1 is belt-driven. The platters
(two of them) are of nonresonant acrylic.
There's no record mat—you secure the
LP to the top platter with adamp.
Iwas first impressed by how much
the M1 didn't sound like my AR ES1'table with SME 309 arm. Iheard
none of that mid- to upper-bass bloat
that seems to be so typical of springsuspended turntables. Instead, I
heard exceptional sound — flowing,
dynamic, and, for vinyl, very, very
quiet. The M1 had away of almost
eliminating surface noise. Yet the frequency response didn't seem truncated — and my Ortofon Kontrapunkt
B is no reticent, rolled-off cartridge.
As for resolution, the table was as hirez as I've heard.
"Outperforms models costing several
times more," Antony Michaelson declared in his introductory press release.
My guess is that this is true.
What's more, the M1 was wonderfully unfinicky. As Ron Popeil says on
his Saturday-morning infomercials, "Set
it and forget it."
"I've got to buy this turntable," Itold
my wife, Marina.
"Of course we do," she replied, much
to my surprise.
Music Hall Mambo integrated
amplifier
Papa loves Mambo. Mama loves
Mambo.
Maybe you don't remember the late
Perry Como, one of Mikey Fremees
favorite recording artists. Apparently,
Roy Hall does, for his latest bespoke
product, manufactured by Shanling, of
China, shares its name with the title of
one of Perry's biggest lits.
The Mambo is aline-stage
integrated amplifier with abuilt-in
upsamplingDAC.
With a poweramp stage daimed
to operate in classA, the Mambo is
rated to deliver
50Wpc into 8

Music Hall Mambo integrated amplifier
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ohms. Isuspect that it's generously biased
into class-A, and defaults to class-A/B at
higher playback levels. The Mambo ran
warm but not hot. Be sure to give it
enough ventilation.
For $1300, you get that 50Wpc,
remote control, apreamp and apower
amp, five line-level inputs, and coaxial
and TosLink inputs for the onboard digital processor, which uses a Crystal
CS8420 chip that upsamples to 24bits/961(Hz. The DAC is aBurr-Brown
PCM 1738.
The Mambo weighs nearly 50 lbs,
and its remote control is exquisitely
made. Indeed, the overall build quality
is most impressive. The Mambo uses
three pairs of MOSFET output transistors per side. Music Hall didn't skimp.
One pair of output transistors per side
could deliver 50W, although not heavily biased into class-A.
Igave the Mambo areal workout,
mainly with the new JMlab Micro
Utopia speakers, which Ireviewed last
month. Ialso used the new Triangle
Solis, which is another high-quality,
high-definition, stand-mounted speaker
from France. Both the Solis and the
Luna are part of Triangle's new Stratos
range. With all these speakers, Iwas
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asking the Mambo to play way out of its
price league.
It did so successfully. While Ican't say
the Mambo was the most detailed, most
resolving amplifier I've heard, it was musi-

While Ican't say the
Mambo was the most
detailed, most resolving
amplifier I've heard,
it was full-bodied in a
generous sort of way that
avoided bloat.
cal —full-bodied in agenerous sort of
way that avoided bloat. (I wish Iwas that
way.) The tonal quality was superb—
ever so slightly soft and tubelike. Yet there
are no tubes, input or output.
You could pay $1300 for a goodquality, remote-controlled integrated
amplifier, or for an upsampling DAC.
With the Mambo, you get both. Fit and
finish are superb — faceplate, top plate,
remote control. The Mambo doesn't
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look, feel, or sound shabby. In fact, it
makes other integrateds at this price
look and feel shabby. The Chinese are
going to rule!
Assuming your CD player has adigital output — coaxial, TosLink, or both —
you amid hook it up to the Mambo, and
the Mambo to your speakers, and have
exceptionally good sound on the cheap,
upgrading your digital and your analog
at one and the same time for one and the
same price.
A few small complaints: A headphone jack would have been nice. So
would have apreamp out. And there's
no tape loop, so dubbing to an analog
cassette deck from the Mambo is
impossible, as is connecting an outboard
headphone amp.
One nice thing is the power cord. If
it were offered by one of the wire bandits of the Western world, the cord
alone might cost $200. In fact, Ican just
imagine some dealer taking it out of the
box, substituting a crappy cord, then
charging extra for the power-cord
"upgrade" — the way certain New York
City camera stores used to charge extra
for the case.
There is extraordinary value here.
Sammy loves Mambo, too.
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fyou're looking for something completely new
and/or different in a
turntable design, you won't
find it in Musical Fidelity's
new $5600 M1 turntable.'
The M1 uses tried and true
mechanical concepts, design
strategies, and materials, with
an emphasis on precision
machining. The goal, according to MF's press release, was
"very low mechanical and
electrical noise, excellent
mechanical isolation, speed
accuracy and stability, [and]
pitch control."
The M1 weighs almost 50
lbs. Its modular design begins
with four large, handsome
feet of mil-spec metal, (material not specified) each of which incorporates an outer rubber 0-ring
that fits over the foot's post, and a
soft insert of orange elastomer that
serves to damp the post from the
foot itself and to isolate the upper
plinth. Once the feet are positioned
appropriately on a precisely level
surface (the M1 itself has no leveling
system), the acrylic platform incorporating the motor assembly is lowered over the four posts until it rests
on the 0-rings. The upper acrylic
platform containing the bearing assembly and aluminum arm housing is
then lowered onto the posts, which fit
into recesses machined into the bottom
of the acrylic. The top of the motor
assembly and its tall pulley post protrude through acircular cutout in the
upper platform. The bearing-platter
chassis is thus isolated from the motor.
This approach is not novel, but it's
effective when correctly implemented.
One potential problem with such adesign is if the upper platform's horizontal compliance permits excessive
displacement, which can vary the distance from motor pulley to platter and
1Musical Fidelity Ltd., 15-17 Fulton Road, Wembley,
Middlesex HA9 OTF, England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)181900-2866. US Distributor: Signal Path Import,,, 215
Lawton Road, Charlotte, NC 28216. Tel: (704) 3919337. Fax: (704) 391-9338. Web: www.musicalfidelity.co.uk.
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Musical Fidelity MI with Lyra Titan, from the ground.

Motor controls are on the motor!

The M1 uses tried and true
mechanical concepts,
design strategies,
and materials, with
an emphasis on
precision machining.
thus affect the platter's speed of rotation. When Andy Payor attempted this
approach in his original Capella 'table,
the combination of aheavy upper platform, ahigh-compliance air-suspension
system, and alinear-tracking, air-bearing arm of relatively high moving horizontal
mass,
created
sufficient
WorldRadioHistory
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displacement to affect speed
stability. That proved not to
be aproblem with the Ml.
Once the platform is
assembled, it's time to place
the 12.7-lb platter — two slabs
of acrylic separated by peripheral aluminum cylinders, to
which are affixed thin elastomer pads —atop the inverted bearing's shaft, attach the
SME toneann to its platform,
and then place the round
cross-section rubber belt
around the platter and motor
pulley. Other than installing
and aligning the cartridge, and
attaching the motor's DIN
plug to the outboard power
supply, assembly of the M1 is
now complete.

Design details
Musical Fidelity states that the M1
"uses the most expensive brushless
DC motor available." And of that
model of expensive motor, MF
claims they select only the samples
with the lowest levels of noise. 'The
power supply is outboard, but the
knobs for switching platter speed
(33 V
3 and 45rpm) and adjusting
pitch are conveniently located on a
plate atop the motor. The platter
speed is controlled via a motormounted optical sensor that monitors
the shaft speed, then feeds the resulting
information into a16-bit "fuzzy logic
algorithm" that controls the DC drive
voltage. The Ml's speed accuracy is
claimed to be within 02%.
Protruding from the plate atop the
motor is the 1"-tall motor spindle, aVshaped groove machined around its
girth. This is daring design—if not perfectly machined and polished, such a
tall, gleaming shaft will, as it spins,
appear to wobble far more than the
usual squat, thin motor spindle, to
which is affixed awider-diameter pulley. How that pulley is affixed is critical
to speed consistency, for even if the pulley is perfectly machined, if it's snugged
down with asingle set-screw, it will end
up being slightly eccentric — and on
this precision-sensitive playing field,
29
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"slight" is "great." Two or three setscrews will alleviate the problem,
assuming they're carefully and symmetrically tightened.2
In choosing aV-grooved pulley and a
round 0-ring belt riding in agrooved
platter, Musical Fidelity's concept runs
counter to those of such well-respected
turntable designers as Andy Payor and
A.J. Conti, both of whom argue that,
when it comes to belt drive, aflat belt
driven by acrowned pulley offers the
best speed accuracy and consistency. I
wouldn't bet against Payor's ideas in this
arena, but because my reference Simon
Yorke Designs S7 'table also features an
0-ring belt and agrooved platter, I'll cut
Musical Fidelity some slack on this.
Finally, there's the main bearing,
which is key to aturntable's quietness.
Musical Fidelity has chosen an inverted
design manufactured from mil-spec,
high-carbon steel ground to better than
5um tolerance, with a0.1pm surface finish. The platter rides on ahigh-quality
carbon-steel ball machined to aspherical
accuracy of better than 211m. The bearing
outer shell, built into the platter, is made
of high-tensile stainless steel with amilspec brass insert with an integral lubrication spiral. The contact point between
the shell and bearing is aTeflon pad built
to close tolerances.
An SME toneann
Built from some new and many familiar
parts, the new M2 features astraight,
lightweight armtube of stainless steel
and adetachable magnesium headshell
(also used on SME's Model 10 arm). If
you're at all familiar with SME arms,
you'll recognize many of the M2's parts
and design concepts, including the basic
mounting platform, the cuing lever, the
antiskate mechanism, and the autolocking arm rest. The M2 is available in
lengths of 9", 10", and 12". Musical
Fidelity's specs claim alength of 11",
measured from stem to stern (back of
threaded counterweight stem to tip of
headshell), but who measures that way?
In fact, the M2 supplied with my M1
was the 9" version, which was fine by
me. I'll trade infinitesimally greater
tracking distortion for greater rigidity
and lower moment of inertia every
time. The dual ball-race bearing system
appears similar to the one used on the
arm supplied with the SME 10.
The M2 generally follows SME's
2On her La Luce tumtables, Judy Spotheim solves this
problem by freezing the motor shaft so that it contracts
sufficiently to accept the tight-fitting pulley. When the
shaft returns to room temperature, it expands to create
asnug, symmetrical fit that doesn't require aset screw.
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standard setup system. The
headshell has fixed holes, so
overhang is set by sliding the
mounting base fore and aft. But
instead of the smoothly operating geared mechanism found
on more expensive SME arms,
you slide the M2's base plate
manually after loosening two
clamping screws —not as convenient, but it keeps the price
down. Otherwise, setting overhang is accomplished using the
same basic gauge supplied with
other SME arms. It fits over the
spindle and features an outline
of the arm and atiny dimpled X
where the stylus goes. You slide
the base fore and aft until,
when viewed from above, the
SME M2 arm: some things borrovved, some things sew.
armtube and headshell conform to the drawing and the
stylus remains in the dimple.
Another clamping screw
locks the threaded plastic arm
pillar that's used to set VTA.
Once it's loosened, you rotate a
knurled surrounding knob to
move the arm up or down. Not
the system for obsessive VTA
twealcers, but more than
acceptable for most of us. VTF
is set via atungsten counterweight riding on another
threaded shaft. It includes asystem for setting VTF without an
external gauge, but most users
will want the comfort of amore
Inverted bearing close-up: note ground path.
exacting measurement via an
external gauge. Antiskating force is set have been made to reduce costs without
via the familiar method of weight,
impinging too much on performance —
monofilament, and grooved post.
though I'd give up the convenience of
I've auditioned many SME arms, and
the removable headshell to get the extra
this was the first one where the tiny
rigidity of afixed design.
dimple on the alignment gauge was not
stamped in the exact center of the X Setup and measurements
That made precise setup abit more difThe Mrs unusually tall, flat-topped spinficult than usual. Itrust my sample was
dle is machined to avery tight tolerance;
an aberration. Better me than you!
many LPs in my collection offered abit
Ialso was somewhat surprised by the
more resistance than I'm used to before
slight amount of bearing play Icould
they slipped down onto the platter. But
feel and hear when giving aslight pull
better that than too loose afit, and in
on the arm. This is not normal for an
general, playing records on the M1 was
SME arm, in my experience. Iassume easy. The supplied brass collet-type
my review sample of the M1 came with clamp was rather lightweight, and no
an early edition of the arm, but if Iwere matter how much Iturned the knurled
Musical Fidelity, I'd check the play on
knob to tighten it, it woukln't grip the
each tonearm before packing it with the
spindle with sufficient force to lock an to
'table. Iam not used to feeling or hearit. To improve the clamp's grip, Itried
ing any play with SME arms.
tightening the collet by twisting the knob
Setting up the M2 arm was relatively
with the spindle not inserted. That closed
fast and foolproof, although manually
the collet grooves too much —I couldn't
sliding the baseplate back and forth
get the collet to fit over the spindle until
made getting the correct overhang
1spread the grooves with ascrewdriver.
tricky. Overall, though, rational choices
Don't try that at home. Interestingly,
WorldRadioHistory
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[Hello] Yellow Brick Road

All Elton John fans have reason to celebrate. Because his classic

It's Easier than You Think.

album Goodbye Yellow Brick Road is now available as aspecial

You can experience Goodbye Yellow Brick Road in multichannel

30th Anniversary Deluxe Edition Super Audio CD (SA-CD). This
unique two-disc set comes beautifully packaged and even

SUPER AUDIO CD

surround on avarie:y of SA-CD compatible products. From dedicated
audio components that will turn your living room into aconcert

includes four bonus tracks.

hall to surprisingly affordable De-Video players and home theater systems that

It's All About the Music.

allow you to also enjoy the latest movies and concert videos.

SA-CD is anew higher resolution music format that looks like aCD but offers awhole

And because it's ahybrid disc, this 30th Anniversary Goodbye Yellow Brick Road

lot more. It sounds better—both in stereo and in 5.1 surround—than anything you've

features two versions of the recorcing. One that plays on the latest SA-CD hardware.

ever heard. Songs like "Bennie and the Jets"and "Saturday

And another that plays on virtually any home, car or portable CD player. So what

CO Layer

Night's Alright for Fighting" will rock you like never before.

are you waiting for? Say hello to this extraordinary SA-CD of Goodbye Yellow Brick

SACO Layer

And the previously unreleased acoustic version of"Candle

Road and you'll say goodbye to o[dinary sound forever.

in the Wind" sounds so beautiful it will make you cry.

Super Audio CD. Because there's so Much More to Hear.'

0

ISLAND

443> reme rocket
A UNIVERSAL MUSIC COMPANY

For more information on SA-CD titles available from Universal Music, please visit wwmunmusic.com and click on "New Formats." For more information on Super Audio co, visit www.sony.com/sacd
WorldRadioHistory
(D
1151090 are radenufla Sorry Corporation. The Island Def lam Near Grourardercurt Recardr,Oversides and Rodret are registered
trademark of Unnersal Reaffirms, Mc Hyland SA-CDs el play In both CD» SACO compact* Masers. benjoy ins album in 5.1 Multichannel Suriookttou rilust l‘ere
%Jlik I
annel ACD player and 5.1 speaker
system.
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when Itried using aspare
SME precision-machined,
collet-based damp Ihave
on hand, it wouldn't fit
over the spindle. Perhaps
Musical Fidelity made the
spindle diameter abit too
wide? In any case, the
clamp needs improving,
though that's aminor issue.
Flip the motor-mounted switch to 33 1
/
3 or 45,
and when the platter gets
up to speed, the adjacent
LED turns from orange to
green. You're ready to go.
Should you vary the platter's rotational speed by
±6% is possible (using a
second knob on the motor plate), the
LED reverts to orange, telling you that
you're no longer at the standard speed.
Before listening to any music Iperformed afew tests, the first being to
check
the
Ml's
speed using
Clearaudio's excellent 300Hz strobe
record and light. (The record is grooved
so that you can play it while measuring,
to account for stylus drag, if any.) The
disc indicated that the M1 was running
slightly slow, but when Iadjusted the
pitch upward, the smallest amount I
could deflect the pitch control increased
the speed by too much, and the 'table
ran fast by an undetermined amount.
Since new 'tables often need "run-in"
before playing at the correct speed(s), I
let the M1 spin for awhile, then tested
it again. The 'table then ran at the correct speed with no pitch correction applied; measured with a hertz-reading
voltmeter, a 1000Hz tone measured
999Hz, or about as good as it gets. The
'table's speed remained consistently
accurate throughout the review period.
After the initial speed check, Iperformed astethoscope test by placing the
'scope's receiver on the lower plinth and
turning on the motor. Sure enough, I
could easily hear the motor whirring up
to speed, and aconsistent noise thereafter. But there was complete silence
when Iplaced the stethoscope against
the upper plinth, which indicated that
the isolation system — at least when it
came to keeping motor noise from
entering the playback mechanism —
was working as advertised. Tapping a
finger on the stand and on the lower
plinth also confirmed the effectiveness
of the isolation system.
When Iplayed arecord with the preamp muted (Classic Records' 200gm reissue of Peter Gabriers third album), I
heard almost complete attenuation of

ferent, and if one is
damped and another is
not, the comparison is
probably not valid.

Half aplatter sandwich.

The isolation system
worked as advertised,
keeping motor noise
from entering the
playback mechanism.
the music's vibrational energy with the
stethoscope placed on the arm-mount
platform walls, but when Imoved it to
the upper plinth's acrylic surface, it got
much louder. This makes sense, as the
mechanical energy generated by the styIns/groove interface travels in both
directions: up through the cantilever
and into the arm, and down into the
platter. The closer the stethoscope got to
the motor cutout — the area with the
least rigid support — the louder and
more distinct the music became.
Finally, with anewly acquired Leader
wow and flutter meter (thanks, Wally
Malewicz), Imeasured the MI's flutter
using a3kHz tone. Wow proved more
difficult to measure, as the concentricity
of the record is far more critical when
measuring low frequencies, and none of
the test LPs Ihad on hand was perfectly
concentric. Musical Fidelity daims
0.15% weighted wow and flutter; Iwas
able to confirm that excellent flutter
measurement. Howevet keep in mind
that these measurements are probably
extremely subjective —what's measured
not only depends on the turntable but
also the tonearm geometry, the cartridge
compliance, and their interactions with
surface irregularities. Keeping the LP
and cartridge consistent can help in
comparisons, but if the tonearms are dif-

So what did the M1
sound like already?
With
the
excellent
Transfiguration Temper
W cartridge installed in
the Ml-M2's headshell, I
sat back to listen to afew
dozen LPs. Believe me, if
this is work, Iwon't retire
until Ican't hear anymore.
(For some of you skeptics,
Iknow that means now.
No such luck.)
My initial perception of
the M1 was one of quiet —quiet and
smooth, with outstanding midbass control and fine bass extension and dynamic
expression. Overall clarity, transparency,
and rhythmic certainty were all impressive for a$5600 integrated turntable, as
was the Mrs resolution of low-level
detail. More important, the entire sonic
picture had apleasing coherence aiid a
lack of obvious coloration that made
picking apart the presentation extremely
difficult The M1 is awell-designed turntable, no doubt and no mystery about it.
It spun quietly at the right speed, was
well isolated both from the outside world
and from its own drive system, and
comes with atonearm of good pedigree.
Its weakest mechanical link would seem
to be its less than totally effective evacuation or damping of the energy created at
the stylus/vinyl interface.
I'm no big fan of acrylic as aplatter
material. I'm convinced it has asignature sound. (In fact, any material will
have adistinctive sound, no matter how
well-damped, rigid, and/or nonresonant it is claimed to be.) Acrylic is aconvenient material to use for turntables
because it's not hideously expensive and
is relatively easy to machine. It's also
said to have many attractive mechanical
attributes,3 and it looks cool, as the M1
demonstrates. Acrylic is an excellent
material for building inexpensive
turntables, but based on my listening, I
wouldn't want to spend $10,000 on an
acrylic-based turntable, no matter how
good the bearing and pulley machining.
That's why, while Igreatly respected the
Basis Debut and consider it aworld3 One such is the (unconfirmed) fact that acrylic's
vibrational impedance is very similar to that of avinyl
LP, hence stylus/groove-induced vibrations in the disc
are not reflected back to the stylus at the LP-platter
interface as they would be with heterogeneous materials.
— JA
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class 'table, it wouldn't be my choice. I
prefer apresentation with more punch
and greater focus. Of course, one man's
punch and focus might be another's resonances and colorations.
That's acan of worms Idon't want to
open. Considering how many highly
regarded turntable platters are made of
acrylic, Imay hold aminority opinion.
But to my ears, acrylic platters tend to
have an attractively smooth, quiet
sound, with aslightly soft and forgiving
character. Midbass and bass, in particular, seem to soften and spread somewhat, while high-frequency transients
exhibit apleasing clarity and organization, but at the expense of the sharpness
and clarity heard at live performances.
Acrylic is better for French horns, worse
for cymbals.
To help rout these prejudices or confirm my perceptions, Irecorded anumber of reference tracks using the Alesis
MasterLink digital recorder. First I
played them on my reference rig of
Simon Yorke S7 'table, Immedia RPM2
tonearm, Lyra Titan cartridge, Walker
Audio Motor Controller, and Vibraplane
isolation stand. Then, after moving the
Titan to the Ml, Irecorded the tracks a
second time. The phono section was the
ASR Basis Exclusive. (You may wonder
if it's fair to compare a$5600 rig with
one costing around $16,000. Idid it
because the Mrs performance was good
enough to make the comparison worthwhile, and because, in its press releases,
Musical Fidelity habitually invites comparisons with "far more costly units,"
and usually for good reason.)
The tunes were Davy Spillane's
"Atlantic Bridge," from Atlantic Bridge
(Tara 3019); "Bluesville," from the stupendous 45rpm edition of Count
Basic's 88 Basie Street (Acoustic Sounds
AJAZ 2310-901); Respighi's Suite No.1
(Balleto), from Ancient Airs and Dances
(Mercury Golden Imports SRI 75009);
and an excerpt from Michael Praetorius'
"Dances" from Terpsichore (Archiv
198653 SAPM, reissued by Speakers
Corner and highly recommended).
These very revealing tracks told me
everything Ineeded to know about the
Mrs sonic performance compared to
my reference. Istand by my acrylic prejudices, though of course the arm variable has to be taken into account, as
does the undamped energy Iheard with
the stethoscope, which could also account for aslighdy smoother, softer, less
focused delivery compared to my far
more expensive reference.
On the Spillane track, which features
noteworthy bass extension and dynamStereophile, March 2004

ics set against Béla Fleck's banjo, Jerry
Douglas' Dobro, and the bodhran (a
handheld drum with head of stretched
goatskin), the instant comparison demonstrated both just how good the M1 is,
and where it falls just short of arig costing more than three times as much. The

The Ml's noise floor
consistently seemed
somewhat lower, its
backgrounds "blacker:"
Mrs sound was definitely somewhat
softer and less focused, the bass not having quite the explosiveness, the banjo
sounding slightly more muted. The distance between the music and the reverberant field seemed somewhat less
distinct with the Ml, but Idid note that
the Mrs noise floor consistently seemed
somewhat lower, its backgrounds
"blacker," which resulted in outstanding
resolution of low-level detail.
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The Praetonus track was particularly
revealing, as it includes agreat deal of
transient information, including the
sharp, buzzy-sounding regal, asmall renaissance organ rarely heard today. Its
raspy sound stood out in greater relief
through the expensive rig, but taken in
the context of a$5600 'table complete
with SME arm competing with one costing more than three times as much and
sitting on an active Vibraplane, the M1
was plenty good!
Once the Titan was mounted on the
Ml, Ispent three weeks listening to it
almost exclusively. Whatever Imissed
about my reference rig was not so great
that Ifelt in any way seriously deprived.
That's because, other than shaving off a
bit of sparkle here and some bottomend whomp there, and pulling back the
overall dynamic scale afew notches, the
M1 made no serious tonal or timbral
mistakes. That's the sign of an accomplished design.

Vinyl happiness for $5600
At $5600 complete with a fully adjustable SME tonearm, the Musical
Fidelity M1 occupies an interesting
niche in the turntable market. The price
traces an interesting line among anumber of other acrylic-based 'tables —
IIIIP
11111 from Basis, Clearaudio, etc. — that,
In Heavy Rotation
once you add a Rega RB300, a
stripped-down Graham, or some other
,) Otis Redding, Dock of the Bay,
tonearm, are either more expensive
. Sundazed 180gm LP
)The Thrills, So Much For the 4 without offering more features, or less
. City, Virgin 724358 180gm ' expensive while offering fewer features.
Ican't say how they compare to the M1
, import LP
because Ihaven't heard them, nor can I
3) Oliver Nelson, The Blues and
say how the M1 compares with the less
the Abstract Truth, Impulse/
expensive, non-acrylic Rega P9. Isure
Speakers Corner 180gm LP
wish [had them all here for ashoot'
)Nina Nastasia, Run to Ruin,
out. Your choice in metal 'tables at this
Touch and Go TG241 180gm
LP
price are aGerman Acoustic Signature
model and perhaps a few others of
, 5) Rubinstein, Brahms, Sonata
which I'm not aware.
6 in F Minor, JVC XRCD JM
As for the Ml, it was easy to set up
XR24010 CD
and use, features effective isolation,
)Andrew Hill, Passing Ships,
looks good, and is beautifully
Blue Note 724359041728
CD
machined throughout. Its sophisticated
'
drive system with pitch control is par7) Begoña Olavide, Salterio, M'A
ticularly impressive for the price. Once
Recordings M025AV 180gm ..
again. Musical Fidelity's design goal of
LP
providing "outstanding value-for8) Wayne Horvitz, Forever, Hi-Res
money coupled with excellent techniHRM2001 24/96 DVD-A
cal performance and great aesthetics"
9) NRBQ,
Interstellar—Live
has been met. You can put the finest
1970, Sundazed 10" 180gm LP
cartridge on the M1 and be assured
0) Bob Dylan, Rolling Thunder
that you're getting most of what you've
Review, Classic 200gm Quiex
paid for. (To get it all, you'll have to
' SV-P LPs (3)
spend agreat deal more than $5600 on
,
aturntable and tonearm.) Although it's
Visit www.musicangle.com for fu
not inexpensive, the M1 would be a
reviews.
great way to go.
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ne of the nicest
things about communicating online is
the potential for immediacy.
One person can offer up a
statement, another can respond
within seconds, and voilà: instant town hall.
Nicer still, print magazines
are now relieved of all pretense
of dialogue, the first casualty
being those stupid fake
advice columns: "Dear
Editor: My amplifier has
insufficient bloom in the
lower mids, and I'm
thinking of replacing it.
What do you recommend?" Such a letter
would require at least three
months to be read, edited,
proofed, set in type, laid out,
proofed again, printed, and
distributed to readers alongside its doubtlessly insightful
and witty response — during
which time any real audiophile who
had something wrong with his amp
would have either taken his own life or
committed aserious crime, probably
involving hostages. Goodbye, advice
columns, and good riddance.
Still, Iworry that some hobbyists are
being left out. In particular, every month
Ireceive anumber of letters responding
to things Isay in these pages — but either
because of space constraints or because
such mail was sent directly to me instead
of to editor John Atkinson, they've gone
unanswered in print. That means the rest
of our readers have been denied the
pleasure of actually sharing these letters,
some of which range from ire and petulance all the way to dander, conniption
fit, rage, spitting rage, murderous rage,
and awful spitting murderous rage.
One might argue that anice magazine like this shouldn't stoop to publishing outbursts that aren't fit for asport
like Naked Jaundice Paintball, let alone
agentle, artistic pursuit such as home
audio. Idisagree. As Chris Matthews is
reputed to have said of Valerie Plame,
this is fair game — so here are the letters
from the past year that might have
otherwise fallen between the cracks.
Stereophile, March 2004

One might argue that a
nice magazine like this
shouldn't stoop to
publishing outbursts that
aren't fit for agentle,
artistic pursuit such as
home audio.
You ain't got no friends on your right
No sense beating around the Bush: The
thing that really irks some readers is
when I make references to current
events and social issues. At least six readers have suggested to The Management
that liberal politics have no place in the
pages of ahi-fi magazine. When Isee it
written out like that, Ihave to admit
that they have apoint.
Of course, one could also say that conservative politics have no place in the
pages of ahi-fi magazine. One could,
but one never has: In my column and
reviews for Stereophile, during 2003
alone, Ihave: lambasted liberal educaWorldRadioHistory

Dudley

tors for lowering the bar in the teaching of math and grammar, and for
their ridiculous and culturerotting campaign against
"Eurocentrism" ("Listening," October 2003);
ridiculed National Public
Radio for placing insufficient emphasis on competence in the hiring of their
newsreaders and engineers
("Listening," November 2003);
poked fun at gay men for their
fascination with police officers'
hats (ibid.); insinuated that
lavender is an insufficiently
manly color for buttons on a
remote handset (Linn IClimax
review, June 2003); taken a
swipe at Bill Clinton for lying
about Monica Lewinsky
(Reference
3A
review,
December 2003); and continually
made good-natured fun of liberal males
as bald, beret-wearing Francophiles
who drive rusty Saabs adorned with
Greenpeace stickers. How many liberals wrote in crying that bad old
Art Dudley was "at it again"? Zero. I
guess some guys can take alittle poke
without going all to pieces like ... well,
like agirl.
In atruly free society, people can
think, say, or write whatever they want.
Ido. People can also choose what they
do or don't wish to read or listen to. You
should. If every few months, a3000word column in Stereophile contains 16
words that go off message, and if those
16 words spoil the whole thing for you,
then you should definitely avoid reading
that column. But before you bail on me,
take apeek at the following, sent to us
via e-mail on April 17, 2003:
"Mr. Atkinson:
"I have completed reading the May
2003 issue of Stereophile magazine. In
the contents section Iread the following: 'Art Dudley continues to inspire
controversy amongst our readers...
Bravo!' Imust tell you that Ipay asubscription cost to this magazine because I
wish to read about audio equipment
and sound reproduction, not political
leftist propaganda. Ihave no desire to be
35
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insulted by people who depend on my
subscription for their livelihood. [Who,
then, jf not me?— AD] Therefore, Iwill
wait three issues before canceling my
subscription unless the situation
changes. Dudley does not have to
change his political beliefs in order to
write for an audio magazine, but he
should leave them out of the copy that
he types."
Chris Henderson, BS, MA, MIS
Okay. Fair enough. Mr. Henderson and
Idon't see eye to eye, but at least he's
not insisting that Icome around to his
way of thinking, and at least he's not trying to insult me — except where he
finds it necessary to refer to the expression of viewpoints other than his own as
"propaganda." But, in all fairness, Isee
people on every side of an issue doing
that all the time, so I'm not going to
have ahissy.
But imagine my utter shock when
we received the following letter — sent
November 18, 2003, a full seven
months later:
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"Mr. Atkinson:
"This letter is anote to let you know
that you have lost another subscriber
due to the leftist-socialist agenda being
promoted in the magazine of which
you are the editor. It has been disheartening through the last several years to
read within the pages of Stereophile leftist propaganda. You and your writers
may have the notion that your articles
are cleverly written and therefore
amusing, but Iam afraid that many are
not laughing.
"I have abachelor's degree and two
master's degrees and am afirm believer
in the Holy Bible as God's only written
account given to man. It is the foundation of the United States' Rule of Law.
When Mister Dudley writes his witty
little articles, he may fancy himself as
something of an entertainer. Unfortunately, the only readers that he appears to be aiming his barbs at are
Bible-believing Christians. How sad
that Stereophile has decided to pursue this
slippery slope of slanted prose. This has
led to the devolving of the reviews of
stereo and other multichannel soundreproduction equipment into an assault
on the United States' traditional JudeoChristian values.
"As far as can be seen by the consumer, sound-reproduction equipment
has no political ethos associated to it. It
may indeed be that the designers and
manufacturers of sound-reproduction
equipment are aconglomeration of leftWorldRadioHistory

ist radicals supporting an anti-Biblical
agenda. [I doubt this. Most radicals are too
busy keeping their old Saabs on the road. —
AD] If this magazine is nothing but a
reflection of the sound-reproduction
industry, then you and your writers are
doing aportion of your readers aservice
by unmasking an undercurrent of antiFederalism of which we as consumers
had no prior knowledge. Many of the
rest of the world's countries may find a
socialist agenda intriguing and agood
match for their nation, but the United
States is aFederal Republic and not a
Socialist Democracy. Do read this letter
understanding that there are others who
have let, and are letting, their subscriptions lapse due to this bias.
"I understand that you are from Great
Britain and that that country has a
socialist government. Please remember
that your main audience consists of
those from the United States, not the
United Kingdom.'
"Regards,"
Chris Henderson, BS, MA, MIS
Note that he closes with "Regards," not
"Kind regards." This guy was really mad_
As much as I'd love to blow acouple thousand words questioning Mr.
Henderson's interpretation of the
Bible, the United States Constitution,
and Western history, I'd prefer to trust
the intelligence of our readers. People
who are inclined to think this sort of
letter just plain nutty — especially the
penultimate paragraph, which is best
enjoyed with Wagner's Sieerried's Rhine
Journey playing in the background _
won't need any prompting from me;
people not so inclined probably
wouldn't be open to my point of view
in the first place. In any event, here are
afew brief observations:
1) In his second letter alone, ostensibly
submitted
for publication,
Mr.
Henderson subjected Stereophile's readers to more words on religion and politics than Ihave in ayear of columns.
2) At the time we received that letter, I'd
worked for Stereophile for less than one
year —not "several." (It only seems like
several, Chris.)
3) Most of my "witty" articles aren't "little" at all. Some have been almost 4000
words long.
4) Although it's no one's business but
my own, and although Iresent the sort
of McCarthyesque rhetorical bullying

1On apoint of order, Ishould point out that while I
was born and raised in England, Iam au American citizen. Not that either fact has anything to do with how
Iedit Stereophile.
-JA
Stereophile. March 2004
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Listening
that forces decent people to "confess"
their faith — again, cue the Rhinemaidens — let me observe for the
record that I'm apracticing Christian,
albeit one who knows that pride and
intolerance are fundamentally antiChristian characteristics.
And while I'm on the subject ... :
"Editor:
"I read with much interest Art Dudley's
report on the Dynavector 10X5 MC
cartridge in the October 2003 issue.
What Ifound deeply troubling was
Art's flippant reference to Christ's
teachings: 'Sermon on the mounting,'
followed by His crucifixion: "It's
finished." It is inappropriate to tie the
supreme sacrifice of my risen Lord to a
cartridge review."
Paul Beyer

seven months before his untimely
death.) My point was simply that "Long
Black Veil," the only non-Dylan cover
song on the album, was out of step with
the rest of the material. Whereas the
other songs aspired to acertain artistic
honesty and timelessness, "Long Black
Veil" was written in 1959 as acomeback single for Lefty Frizzell, by
Nashville songwriters Danny Dill and
Marijohn Wilkin — who were also
responsible for such fake-folk as "The
Streets of Laredo," "Big Bad John," and

Listeners may find
much to enjoy in
Gershwin's colorful,

brilliantly crafted
What /find troubling is this reader's
Assumption that my references were
orchestrations,
"flippant." That's not only incorrect, it
betrays a pugnacious approach to
but "great" music
Christianity that Ifear has become all
too common in the US; je, the attitude
it is not.
of "I love Jesus more than those other
people do," said other people typically
being liberals, foreigners, people with a
sense of humor, and residents of large
"The Ballad of P.T. 109." (I'm not makcities in the northeast. By the way, Paul,
ing this up.) The song was anovelty
you missed afew.
item meant to get afading star back on
the radio by cashing in on the burgeonHas anyone here seen my old friend
ing folk-music scene (à la Dion's last
Dion?
hit, the Hallmark-esque tearjerker
But enough about religion and politics:
"Abraham, Martin, and John," which
Let's listen to some music:
caught the tail end of the same craze).
As much as Ienjoy the Band's perfor"Mr. Atkinson:
mance of "Long Black Veil," Istill think
"I will say that I disagree with Mr.
it sticks out like asore thumb.
Dudley on one thing: The Band's cover
And that was what Iwrote in my colof 'Long Black Veil' is anything but umn: that Music from Big Pink, brilliant
'lightweight.' In fact, Iconsider it to be
though it is, contained "a few stylistic
one of the best tunes on the Big Pink
dead-ends." But I've realized since that
LP."
Pat Schubert I'd forgotten about Moondog Matinee, the
Band's 1973 collection of cover songs,
First, Iapologize for besmirching Mr.
some of them just as lightweight as
Schubert, an intelligent and open-mind"Long Black Veil." (Now Iguess I'm
ed reader, by lumping him in with these
going to get angry letters from readers
other guys. Mr. Schubert's was simply who consider "The Third Man Theme"
the most concise and decent of the letand Clarence "Frogman" Henry's "Ain't
ters Ireceived on the subject, the others
Got No Home" to be the very acme of
of which were from the sort of hotsongwriting.) In case you're keeping
headed juvenile males who rank musiscore, the home team just lost apoint.
cal artists in a manner suggestive of
While we're still on the subject of
baseball stats.
music, here's alittle something for clasNow: No one has to defend the
sical fans:
Band to me in ageneral sense; I've just
about worshipped them and their
"Mr. Atkinson:
music since the day in 1971 when Ifirst
"Art Dudley is at it again. Gershwin's
discovered Music from Big Pink (I had
Concerto in F is abad piece? Wrong,
bassist Rick Danko autograph my wellMt Dudley! It's agreat piece. He just
worn LP of it when Iinterviewed him
doesn't happen to like it. Dudley critiat amixing session in May 1999, just cizing Gershwin is like George W Bush
38
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criticizing Shakespeare."

Paul Randall

First, I'm shocked and offended to see
someone so frivolously attack our
Commander-in-Chief in a time of
war. If only Chris Henderson were
still aStereophile reader, he'd put Paul in
his place.
Second, Art Dudley criticizing
Gershwin isn't at all like George W.
Bush criticizing Shakespeare. I've actually listened to lots of Gershwin, whereas
George W. Bush has acknowledged
publicly that he: a) does not read for
pleasure, and b) is not given to introspection — two things necessary in
order to appreciate, let alone criticize,
any work of art.
Iadmire some of Gershwin's output — the songs much more than his
attempts at "serious" music. But when I
listen to the Concerto in F, all Ican do
is paraphrase Truman Capote's quote
about Jack Kerouac: That's not composing, that's arranging. Listeners with a
taste for that style may indeed find
much to enjoy in Gershwin's colorful,
brilliantly crafted orchestrations, but
"great" music it is not.
Then there are those letters that simply defy categorization:
"Editor:
"In his review of aLinn preamplifier
and amplifier (June 2003), Mr. Art
Dudley believes the euthanasia of
canines to be an amusing matter to be
treated with lightheartedness. In the
first three paragraphs of his review he
finds it necessary to deal with this matter twice. In the first instance we have
'like the veterinarian who calls to tell
you how happy Skippy looked just
before he slipped his leash.'
"In the lives of nearly all dog owners, we are faced with that immeasurably sad moment, after having
exhausted every means possible, to
have to resort to this dreaded measure
to spare the suffering of a beloved
family member. It demonstrates
extreme insensitivity to make reference to this matter in ajocular vein
having absolutely no positive merit in
reviewing apiece of audio equipment.
Since Ido not believe such an insensitive person can be truly sensitive to
whatever audio event he happens to
be perceiving, and because Stereophile
magazine financially supports Mr.
Dudley, and Isupport Stereophile magazine, in regret Iwill do so no longer
and therefore will not renew my subscription. One day Iwill be forced to
miss the companionship of my dog
Stereophile, March 2004

ha" like that — especially people who
have just demonstrated that they don't
recognize jokes when they see them —
it's actually quite creepy.
And, finally:
First, Iwasn't thinking of euthanasia; I
was imagining an excitable dog that got
away from his handlers, ran into the "Mr. Atkinson:
road, and came to abad end. "Slipped "Your new 'writer,' Art Dudley, to coin
his leash" was meant literally and not as a phrase, 'sucks.' John Atkinson describes Mr. Dudley's writing as using
ametaphor —like "went west."
Second, Idon't know if you realize 'keen wit,' to inform his readers. Well,
this or not, but in your fifth and sixth Mr. Dudley's writing certainly can be
sentences you go from saying that my described as ajoke, so Iguess that's
remark had nothing to do with audio where the keen wit comes from.
reviewing to saying that my remark had
agreat deal to do with audio reviewing.
Perhaps predictably, Imust now chalIf my failure to understand
lenge you to make up your mind.
Obviously — obviously, Norman —
your point of view has
there is no way Icould gain an iota of
pleasure from anything that would
desensitized me to the
bring pain to another human being. I
love animals, although Iadmit I'm not
extent that I've caused
in tune with the apparently increasingly
you real grief, Iapologize.
popular notion that the loss of apet is
on apar with the loss of ahuman family member or friend. But if my failure
to understand your point of view has
"Your magazine is just amazing in
desensitized me to the extent that I've
how many incompetent writers you
caused you real grief, Iapologize.
But, dude, you are wrapped way too have hired in the last couple of years.
Lisa Astor, with her witty pantyhose
tight.
comments, to name my favorite politiRecent quotation-mark shortage cally correct writer of late. Now this baboon, trying to live out his fantasy of a
explained
Maserati, which Mr. Dudley is in des"Editor:
"Regarding Art Dudley's review of the perate need of so at least some women
Linn Klimax preamp and power amp would look at him, is your latest writer(Stereophile, June 2003), let me get this reviewer-baboon.
"Funny how Mr. Dudley states,
straight — the need to push Play twice
`for the first [CD] you play in any given 'Music is easy to miss for the listener
listening session' is 'one more reason to who thinks his job is to concentrate on
hate the little silver bastards.' Is that cor- the sound' ['Listening,' January 2003].
rect? It's not the fault of the Linn engi- Your reviewers, Iwould suspect, have a
different opinion of what their job is.
neers and how they designed the
amplifier's sleep mode? It's the fault of Your reviewers' job is to concentrate on
those damned CDs? Got it. Oh, look! the sound of for instance, cables, interThere goes logic, sailing out the win- connects, speakers, amplifiers, line condow once more, flapping its merry, dis- ditioners, spikes, turntables, and the like.
"Mr. Dudley seems to think the
torted way to mono tube land, where
'digital' is just another four-letter word retailer is selling 'music' now, and not
that is never mentioned in polite com- 'hi-fi' systems. Sorry, Mr. Dudley, the
pany and God smiles down on all that retailer does not sell music; the stereo
groovy vinyl. Isuppose Dudley still system that he sells 'enhances the music'
watches movies at home on VHS tape, that Ilike.
"Stereophile, once again you have
too, rather than use those bastardly
DVDs. Oh, wait — maybe he doesn't come up with a real winner in Mr.
Dudley as your latest incompetent
even own a TV, just basks in the
warmth of the glowing tubes of his AM writer. You seem to be bailing in the
radio. Sorry."
Terry Hertzler water to an already sinking ship, aka
James Peale
"PS: Love that 'residual hiss of some Stereophile."
tube phono preamps' too. Ha ha ha ha
Actually, James, the joke's on you: I
just
ha..."
got you and your friends to write my
When people write out "Ha ha ha ha column for free.

much more than I will ever miss
future issues of your magazine."
Norman M. Schwartz

Stereophile, March 2004
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have always had asoft spot in my
heart for Jeff Rowland's products.
Going back to the Model 7monoblock power amplifier and the Model 5
stereo amplifier of nearly 20 years ago,
Rowland's designs always sounded
essentially musical to me, and quite forgiving and non-fatiguing.
At atime when other designers of
high-end solid-state equipment seemed
to be pushing the envelope in terms of
definition and detail — which, in some
setups, was often at the cost of grayness
or graininess (or at least fatigue) —
Rowland's amps were usually acongenial
refuge. Especially in the context of certain loudspeaker designs of that era — examples being the original Wilson Audio
Specialties WATT, and the smallest
ProAc screechers, Imean speakers —
Rowland's amps were acountervailing
influence, even acurative.
Those less charmed by the result
could point out that there did seem to
be a Rowland "house sound"; and,
from that, infer that the amps (and preamps) imparted their own characteristic to the music.
Thus the battle was joined. Yea-sayers claimed that because Rowland's
amps employed fully complementary
dual-differential circuit architecture,
achieved by use of input transformers,
what one was hearing was the music,
freed from the electronic hash that
other designs allowed to ride along.
Nay-sayers muttered that the transformers acted as midpass filters.
Iwill always remember aRowland
Model 5driving Spendor SPls (ca 1989)
as one of the standout combinations
from my on-the-upgrade-merry-goround days. That combination had
solidity and swagger, as well as subtlety.
Organ music was particularly wellserved. Back then, one of the things that
made Rowland amps particularly desirable was the option of gold-anodized
front panels (alas, no longer available,
due to the difficulty of unit-to-unit
matching). Rowland gear was always
characterized by qualities of design and
build that were robust and uncompromising, with the highest level of fit and
finish, and the best switchgear and connection hardware.
Stereophile, March 2004

In the 1990s, Rowland's styling further evolved with the use of diamond
buffing on extraordinarily thick faceplates. The resulting uniform, extremely
fine scratches acted as an optical diffraction grating (memories of Edmund
Scientific catalogs from the 1960s!) that
broke up ambient light into rainbow

Rowland gear was
always characterized by
qualities of design
and build that were robust
and uncompromising.
colors where two rows of the herringbone-pattern buffings met.
Industrial design was not the only
thing that was changing
the Jeff
Rowland Design Group
G) in the
1990s. Rowland's circuit designs had always used discrete components. However, with the advent of Rowland's first
integrated amplifier, the Concentra,
JRDG for the first time released aproduct that used integrated circuits as output devices.
The Concentra impressed me mightily. My only reservation was that its treble seemed abit too polite or reticent. I
must not have been the only one,
because the Concentra was revised as a version II, with
eater output power (up
I
TOITI
100
to
150Wpc), and adistinctly livelier treble — but one that
still did not call
attention to itself.
That
revision
brought the Concentra, for me, into
the realm of products
Icould enthusiastically recommend, if your
room acoustics and
speakers and other associated
equipment
worked well with it.

Marks

Permit me to climb up on my soapbox once again. Audiophiles often obsess about things while looking through
the wrong end of the telescope. Perhaps
because swapping out wire goods is
comparatively easy to do, people get
hung up on it. But swapping out wire
goods when your room acoustics stink is
the moral equivalent of getting your
teeth whitened when your real problem
is that your cholesterol level just hit 400.
There is indeed ahierarchy (my, how
the zeitgeist hates hierarchies!) of factors
that influence how your stereo system
sounds. The most important factors form
a constellation of room acoustics, the
interaction between your speakers and
the room, and your listening position.
Only after these factors does the essential
sound of your loudspeakers themselves
come into play. Please take amoment to
ponder that. The essential, Platonic-ideal
sound of your loudspeakers, in and of
themselves, is less important than their
interaction with your room's acoustics,
and where you sit to listen.
After that, the factors include the
source material you listen to, your
source components, then your amplification, then the adequacy and cleanness
of your wall current (good wall current
is not that likely to
help your

•1 I
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The
sound agreat deal, but bad wall
current is very likely to hurt your
sound agreat deal).
Ihave listed eight factors so far,
and only now do we get to wires.
Wires can help agood system —
that is, one in which all the more
important factors are working
together — sound good, but wires
are unlikely to rescue asystem in
which something is basically
wrong higher up the hierarchy.
Keeping these points in mind,
the Concentra II's sonic character
was such that Icould both imagine
situations in which it would be
eminently satisfying (highly articulate speakers in asomewhat lively
room), and settings in which it
might be a source of frustration
(somewhat reserved speakers in a
damped room).
So it was with great anticipation
that I began unpacking Jeff
Rowland's latest full-boat stereo
power amp, the Model 302. (The
packing materials were, of course,
exemplary. And the same basic chassis
can also be had in mono, 2-in/4-out
biamp, or discrete 4-channel versions.)
While the first generations of
Rowland amps had inch-square illuminated PhD (Push here, Dummy) buttons
on their front panels for power switches,
the 302 has a small round metal
Standby/On button about 3
8
,in diameter, and atiny blue LED that seems less
than lmm in diameter. These may be an
indication that the 302 is expected by its
designer to see duty in some dual-purpose listening rooms/home theaters.
The 302 is rated at 300Wpc, weighs
95 lbs, and, at 15.5", is just slightly narrower than the standard rack width. It is
10" tall and 18" deep. Hefty handles on
its rear panel help when it comes time
to position it, but in many situations,
that will be atwo-person job. Fit and
finish are exemplary. The 302 takes
both single-ended and balanced audio
inputs, on RCA- and XLR-terminated
cables, respectively. In the realm of practicalities, my only beefs were that its 20amp LEC power receptacle accepted
none of the power cords Iprefer to use
(although its stock power cord was
beefy), and that the 302 has—darn it
all —Euro-Nanny speaker terminals.
Iam probably beginning to sound
like someone's great-aunt —you know,
the kind who thinks we lost our most
important personal freedoms when the
Food and Drug Administration, in the
1920s, outlawed the use of real sassafras
in root beer and sarsaparilla (hint for

/
.
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Nordost Valkyrja interconnects

foreign readers: that is pronounced saspa-ri-la), 1but, really. Do people need to
be protected from the risk of trying to
plug their speaker wires into an electrical outlet? And if they do, is there not
something to be said for the resulting
Social Darwinism?
JRDG's Euro-Nanny speaker terminals are fine for what they are, and
there are two dual terminals per channel for biwiring; it's just that they won't
accept banana plugs (only spades, in
fact). Seeing that the 302's terminals
use one knob to tighten both the positive and negative poles for one speaker
at the same time, this makes connecting
speaker wires ajob to be undertaken
only with the amp unplugged.
Nordost's Joe Reynolds graciously
made up aset of triwire speaker cables
from Nordoses very impressive new
Valkyrja (retail price about half that of
the Valhalla), with spades at the amp
ends and bananas at the speaker ends,
and Iwas in business.
The design brief for the 302 (found in
a white paper downloadable from
wwwjeffrowland.com) was to continue
the sonic evolution of Rowland's previous designs in the areas of noise floor
and transparency, while making great
strides in the areas of power consumption, energy efficiency, and thermal efficiency. One does not need to be Carnac
the Magnificent to intuit that, as laudable as those goals are, they also dovetail
1But Inote that, apparently, one can now again buy
absinthe. Go figure.
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with the needs of home theater
and custom installers.
To achieve
those
goals,
Rowland went one step beyond
the Concentra's integrated-circuit
output devices. The 302 uses proprietary power modules by Bang
& Olufsen Powerhouse ais. Although these devices use digital
circuitry, they are claimed not to
be class-D amplifiers. [I believe that
as they do use aswitching output stage,
it is not incorrect to refer to them as
dass-D. — Ed.] Furthermore, the
302's power supply is of the
power-factor-correcting sort. The
result is an amplifier that
remained cool no matter what
demands Imade of it.
But, you may ask, how did it
sound? The one-word answer:
wonderful. The more extended
answer is that, while the 302
retained the stateliness and subtlety that Rowland aficionados crave
and treasure, it had amore open
and extended treble than any Rowland
product Ihave heard before. That didn't
mean that the treble called attention to
itself as such; it just meant that if, in the
past, the treble reticence many perceived as the characteristic sound of
JRDG porducts had put you off, perhaps you should now listen to the 302
with fresh ears, and without preconceived notions. The 302 did not
sound like a"solid-state" amplifier, let
alone one with digital goings-on inside.
As Iwrite this, Iam listening to classical guitarist Góran Sóllscher's recital
disc, Cavatina (CD, DG 413 720-2), and
the balance of liquidity, warmth, articulation, and ring-out is just about perfect.
Spatial localization is eerie —I felt that I
was hearing (as well as visualizing)
Sóllscher's hand sliding several inches
down the fretboard (toward the tuners)
as he changed positions.
The source is the Orpheus Zero onebox CD player, and the line stage is a
Rowland Synergy Ili (generously lent
by Goldman Audio, of Newington,
Connecticut), all hooked up with
Nordost Valkyija balanced interconnects. Ialso played both pop and orchestral music rather loudly, and the 302
never lost its composure. Ithink that its
300Wpc are more than Iwould ever
need in my medium-size room.
Caveats? A few. The 302's bass was
ample, but perhaps not as energetic as
that of Plinius' SA-250. However, the
Plinius SA-250 might be in aclass by
itself in that regard.
A more perplexing issue was caused
43
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(in part) by alack of total attention to detail by me. The 302's owner's manual
stated that the amp was non-inverting of
absolute polarity. Itook that as agiven,
and neither read nor thought further.
However, Ialso felt—over weeks of
listening — that, swap things around as I
might, Iwas just not getting all that the
302 was or should be capable of. In a
phone conversation with JRDG's Rich
Maez, Iwas brainstorming possible explanations, and mentioned that it
sounded almost as though the amp was
inverting polarity. To which Maez responded that it did. Ah.
The owner's manual did state that the
302 was non-inverting, but, more
specifically, only when it was connected
by an XLR cable for which Pin 3was
hot. Ah. Here in the US, Pin 2is more
likely to be hot.2 Iused the Orpheus
Zero's menu commands to invert polarity, and suddenly everything fell into
place. Ahhh...much, much better.
It has been my experience that the
more revealing asystem is, the more it
will suffer from polarity inversion.
Once that issue was resolved, my reservations about the 302 evaporated, with
the exception that its $14,000 price is a
lot of money, and there is alot of competition in that neighborhood.
To sum up: Pros: awonderful-sounding amp from one of the High End's
great companies; gorgeous looks and
bulletproof operation, with high energy
efficiency and flexibility of placement
and installation thrown in. Cons: delicate treble requires elegant system synergy; idiosyncratic connection architecture
requires special care in hookup regarding proper signal-throughput polarity;
high price.

cartridge importer Jay
Bertrand, who has been
using Megalines for some
time, not only assured me
that that was the case, he
had reservations even
about the MS5's two 8"
woofers in my room. But
seeing as there was a
review pair of MS5s on
the East Coast, Idecided
to give them ashot and rearrange the room if need
be — or, worst case, send
them back and ask for the
next smaller DALIs.
For weeks Istruggled
with bass woolliness, only
to find out that I was
playing all my favorite
discs, and even some of
my own recordings, assbackward (note to foreign
readers: we know that
that expression does not
make sense, but it's what
we say) as respects
absolute polarity, owing
to the Rowland amp's
idiosyncrasy in that
regard.
Igot that fixed, and
suddenly the bass tightened up. Regardless, these

wrote
that the
InCognito might be
the apotheosis of
the two-way monitor, and indeed it
had
many
extraordinary virtues
— uncanny coherence and placement
flexibility
among
them.
However,
although the Peak
Consult had bass, it
did not have deep
bass; perhaps partly
related to that, Ifelt
that it did not come
alive until turned up
slightly more loudly
than Iwould otherwise listen.
The
DALI
Euphonia MSS was
nearly as articulately
coherent as the Peak
Consult InCognito
(although of course
not as easy to place in
a room), and went
the Peaks two better
in having just about
as much deep bass
as anyone could
want, as well as —
EuplIoÑa tsAS5
even more impor° loudspeaker
tant for me—
sounding remarkThe DALI Euphonia MS5
ably rich and full at lower
volume levels.
was nearly as articulately
The difference in drivers and configcoherent as the Peak
uration goes along way toward explaining this. The Peak Consult InCognito
Consult InCognito.
has a6.5" woofer mid and asoft-dome
tweeter, in acabinet one would have
DALI Euphonia MS5
been able to tuck under one's arm, had
The primary reason Ihad been interestare not speakers for nearfield listening.
it not been permanently affixed to its
ed in trying out Rowland's 302 was that A listening position at least 8', if not stand. For the same price, the DALI
Iknew Iwould soon be auditioning
10', from the (not toed-in) speakers'
MS5 houses two 8" woofers, a 6.5"
DALI's next-to-top-of-the-line loudcenterline is necessary for midrange
midrange, adome tweeter, and aribbon
speaker, the Euphonia MS5 (list price
coherence.
supertweeter in acabinet that stands 50"
$12,000/pair, www.dali-usa.com). I
In speakers these days, there's alot of tall, 11" wide, 22" deep, and weighs
wanted an amp that could do the DALIs
action at the $12,000/pair price point.
more than 150 lbs. So, at least on apartsjustice. ("DALI" does not refer to the
Last September Iwrote up the Peak
and-poundage
basis, the
DALI
Spanish surrealist painter; it is an
Consult InCognito; there are also the Euphonia MS5 seems like the bargain
acronym for Danish Audio Loud- Wilson Audio Specialties Sophia, to
champ in its price tier. (This is no knock
speaker Industry.3
which John Atkinson gave afull review
on Peak Consult. DAL' is avery large
DALI's top model is the Megaline.
in July 2002; the new, yet-to-becompany, and doubtless can take advanDespite their modular construction,
reviewed Wilson Benesch ACT; and tage of economies of scale not available
however, Ijust could not imagine the
the evergreen Shahinian Diapason. I to smaller firms. Further, they may even
Megalines working well in my room —
think that, for $12,000/pan; one should
be pricing their high-end speakers
just too much speaker. Phono- get aspeaker for which no apologies or
aggressively, hoping to make it up evenexplanations are necessary.
tually in volume.)
In that precise regard, the Peak CoAs Iwrite this, Iam listening to yes
2Pin 2hot is the AES Standard.
—JA
nsult InCognito is an instructive com- first Cantus recording, Let Your Voice Be
3"Salvador Dah" is an anagram of the Spanish words
for "lover of (or hungry for) dollars": avida
parison to the DALI Euphonia MS5. I Heard (CD, Cantus Cn-1201, available
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from www.stereophile.com). For the first
time, at the moderate volume level that
seems, for me, congruent for image size
and distance, on "Shenandoah" I can
clearly hear —in the background, of
course —the air-handling equipment that
bedeviled those sessions. Not that Iwanted to hear it, mind you: that is just astraw
in the wind indicating the MS5's prodigious range and resolving powet As an
example of hall sounds one does want to
hear, ambience retrieval on Roy
Goodman and Hanover Band's recording
of Schubert's Symphonies 3and 5(CD,
Nimbus NI 5172) was extraordinary.
Along the same line, my wife
walked in as Iwas playing one of my
2002 "Records To Die For," Sir David
Willcocks' recording of Vaughan
Williams' An Oxford Elegy (CD, EMI 5
67221 2). No hi-fi fan, she spontaneously remarked that she could not
recall ever hearing the inner voices so
clearly. Iassume she knows whereof
she speaks, as she and our kids have
sung An Oxford Elegy in the chorus —
www.chorusofwesterly.com.
(This
may be attributable to the midrange
driver's being positioned close to the
height of aseated listener's ear, or to a
slight emphasis in the 1-2kHz "presence" region.)
The DALI MS5's cabinet is of a
slightly Nuevo style. The top panel
slopes downward slightly from back to
front; the sides bulge out slighdy from
the front panel, then curve back; and, at
the bottom of the rear panel, there is a
bit of a cutaway. An eggshell-finish
black polymer-granite plinth extends
about 1
/
2"all around. The driver baffle,
too, is eggshell black. Grilles are black
fabric over some kind of thin composite board. The rear panel has two ports,
each about 3.5" in diameter, and aterminal block set up for triwiring or triamping. Jumpers are supplied for
single-wiring, as are spikes. The cabinet
top, sides, lower front panel, and rear
are veneered in some kind of dark
amber burl veneer so perfect it looks
fake; but it's real wood, for whatever
that's worth.
To sum up: Pros: Superb value for
dollar; all the bass extension one should
need; rich and full sound at lower volume levels; engaging detail and musicality. Can go either way: weight, visual
bulk. Cons: Not a speaker for small
rooms or nearfield listening; bass extension requires care in placement electrostatics or dynamic two-ways will often
nose ahead in absolute coherence.
Jeremiads, eulogies: jmrcds@jmrcds.
corn.
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or audiophiles who love multichannel music, the center-channel
speaker is aproblem second only,
perhaps, to that of bass management. In
many ways, the rerouting of bass to a
subwoofer or to the front left and right
main speakers is dictated by room
acoustics or the bass limitations of the
other speakers. On the other hand, most
of us had no real need for adiscrete center-channel to fill in the middles of our
traditional stereo systems. In fact, one of
the glories of really good stereo is the
simulation of aconvincing central image,
such that there's aseamless soundstage
from beyond one speaker, across the
room, to beyond the other speaker.
But that's not all there is to it. Even
plain old stereo benefits from athreespeaker array across the center. The research supporting it goes all the way
back to Alan Blumlein in the 1930s, and
was impressively demonstrated by Paul
W. Klipsch at audio shows in the late
1950s and early '60s. In alarge demo
room, Klipsch placed apair of his massive Klipschorns in the corners at each
end of along wall; asmaller Klipsch
speaker, such as aBelle or Cornwall, fed
by asummed signal from aseparate
amp, was placed in the middle of that
wall. With judicious level-setting for the
central speaker, ahuge but remarkably
seamless and stable stereo image was
created, one so impressive that most listeners probably remember the experience to this day.
More contemporary and convincing
approaches along these lines include the
Meridian TriField synthesizer, which I
generally preferred to two-speaker
stereo, and Jim Bongiomo's Trinaural
Processor (www.ampzilla2000.com/
Web_Processor.html), a highlight and
award-winner at the 2003 Consumer
Electronics Show. Both of these methods are more sophisticated and effective
than asimple summed center channel.
Summing reduces separation by combining different signals, and creates
phase errors by blending nearly common signals with different arrival times.
Both of these newer methods greatly
enhance the palpability of central
images and voices without distorting or
displacing them. They also permit
Stereophile, March 2004
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wider spacing of the L/R speakers without a"hole in the middle."
A different argument is made by such
record labels as Chesky (www.
chesky.com) and MDG (www.mdg.de/
indexeng.html), which use the six channels of the DVD-Audio format in an
innovative way. Such releases have no
center-channel signals, but rely on the
stereo performance of the main L/R
speakers to provide afull frontal soundstage. They also eliminate the dedicated

For audiophiles who love
multichannel music,
the center-channel speaker
is aproblem second
only to that of
bass management.
low-frequency effects (LFE), or subwoofer channel, and rely on the bassmanagement facilities of the user's
system to derive that channel, if needed.
The freed-up channel space is used to
provide discrete left and right signals that
are higher and/or more to the sides than
the main left and right channels. Set up
carefully, such an arrangement provides
an even more enveloping and surprisingly natural spatial effect.
The height information literally adds
another dimension to the spatial representation. The side information, however, is the important contributor to the
overall illusion, because the human earbrain, which can synthesize acentral
signal from L/R inputs, is not nearly so
good at synthesizing alateral signal by
combining front and rear inputs. That's
one reason many of us are disturbed by
the apparent jumping of sounds from
front to rear on some multichannel
recordings, rather than feeling as if the
music surrounds us on all sides.
If this six-channel, or 2+2+2, arrangement has such advantages, why do only
MDG and Chesky release recordings in
this format? The answer, in great part, is
WorldRadioHistory

home theater. Multichannel music technology did not evolve from first principles but rode into the market, and users'
homes, on the back of home theater, a
medium whose needs are defined differently. One of these needs is for aspecialized [FE channel to permit the
reproduction of the nonmusical sound
effects so important to cinema. The
other need is to anchor all the voice
sounds solidly to the central screen.
Audiophiles already know how much
careful setup work is needed to get that
center image just right. Pop abig-box
TV in the middle and all bets are off. In
fact, considering that most home theaters and nonaudiophile stereo systems
are still determined more by the needs
of décor than by anything else, it's a
wonder that anyone gets anything better
than Ping-Pong stereo.
Where does all this leave the multichannel audiophile? Keep in mind that
virtually all multichannel releases, with
the exception of remasterings of older
quadraphonic recordings (such as the
Pentatone RQR series), were mixed
and mastered to have adiscrete centerchannel signal. There are other exceptions, and there is often afair amount of
phantom center signal mixed into the
main channels, but outside of some
purist recordings, we can't know how
the recording was made and must assume that, if there is acenter-channel
signal. it contains unique information
not common to the LF and RF channels. Consequendy, setting your player
and/or preamplifier-processor or receiver to create a "phantom" center
channel will result in cancellations and
phase errors complementary to those
that result from combining the left and
right signals. You can't simply add half
of the discrete center signal to the
mixer's phantom signal and expect to
get the intended effect.
With most multichannel recordings, then, we're forced to have a
center-channel speaker. If you trust
Blumlein, Klipsch, Stuart, Bongiorno,
et al, that's undoubtedly agood thing.
The obvious requirement is that it
match the left and right speakers in
timbre and attack, and that it integrate
its dispersion with that of the L/R pair.
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But rarely does a"matching" centerchannel speaker look anything like the
main pair. And when you listen to
what happens when awhite-noise signal is played sequentially over the left,
center, and right speakers in amultichannel system, the L/Rs can sound
pretty much the same, given roughly
symmetrical placements, but the center almost always sounds different.
Why? Because the center speaker is
in the center. Each main speaker is significantly closer to its sidewall than the
center speaker is to either. In addition,
the center's probable proximity to a
massive monitor further influences its
performance. Also related to the presence of that monitor, the center is rarely
at the same height as the L/R speakers.
Many manufacturers deal with these
problems by constructing their centers
as horizontal arrays that control lateral
dispersion. Some even add switchable
internal filters that modify the dispersion in the vertical plane to compensate
for placement above or below the
height of the main speakers.
Nonetheless, I have never heard
multichannel sound reproduced as
seamlessly and coherently as when done
with identical or nearly identical speakers and without aboxy video monitor in
the way. On that list are demos with
three large Meridian DSP8000s, three
Wilson WATT/Puppys, and four
Magnepan MG-20.1s across the front.
(Because the Maggies are asymmetric,
an angled pair was used for the center
channel.) Even my experience with two
Meridian DSP6000s and aDSP5500C
stands apart from the usual multichannel demo in terms of seamlessness
across the front soundstage.
Iwrote to and spoke with five manufacturer-designers of high-end speakers
(costing from under $1000 to more than
$100,000/pair) about the center-channel
issue. Each believed that identical' speakers are ideal, but each promoted what he
saw as a"real-world" solution. All —save
the one who does not (yet) make adedicated center-channel —justified their
different approaches to dedicated center
speakers, the designs of some of
which accounted for the
presence of a video
monitor, with the
implication that the use
of identical speakers
was unlikely in most
homes. Some emphasized the necessity
for aholistic approach
to the array of speakers,
some the fact that

achieving matched output might require
that the center have asignificantly different conformation, and some that their
center speakers could be effectively used
for left and right with success —which,
of course, begs the issue.
My own limited experience leads me
to believe that careful vertical placement
of the center and main speakers' midand high-frequency drive-units is an
important factor in speaker matching.
With my Magnepan Home Theater
System speakers, this was made simple
by wall-mounting the front main pair.
With my resident Paradigm Reference
setup, this was not possible — the center-channel sits atop the TV, the L/Rs
on the floor. The only valid sonic solution was to dump the TV to make room
for aproper center speaker in its proper
place. (Is there aplasma or projector in
my future?)
If Ineeded any more impetus for this
than the matters discussed, SACD reissues of the original Mercury Living Presence classics are promised for this spring.
These will come from the three-track
master tapes that Wilma Cozart and Bob
Fine mixed down into some of the most
celebrated stereo spectaculars. Now, for
the first time, we'll get to hear them in
three discrete channels. Paul Klipsch
would have loved that.
The preamps keep on coming...
Over the past few months I've auditioned
two more all-analog multichannel preamps, afact that some might find remarkable. Just this past week Ichatted with
Jonathan Scull, who wondered about the
market for ahigh-end, all-analog multichannel preamp. Idon't know how much
of amarket exists, and I, too, wonder
about their future. But Ido have acloset
full of them, and during this period of
transition from two to many channels,
they're essential. Some of us still have traditional analog sources and we are also
forced, for the most part, to use the analog outputs of our SACD players and
most DVD-Audio players. On the other
end, most of us are using analog-input
amplifiers to run our speakers.

But in the future, analog intercomponent communication will become less
and less common as high-resolution
multichannel digital links will increasingly permit signals to remain in the digital domain until, of necessity, they're
converted to analog in the power amp or
at the loudspeaker. The longer we postpone that D/A conversion, the more
convenience and processing power we
retain. Sony's i.Link system is the thin
end of this wedge.
But until such digital distribution
becomes the standard, I'll continue my
survey of analog preamplifiers to be
used as control centers for both stereo
and multichannel music. Here is the
next candidate.
McIntosh C45 multichannel
preamplifier
The C45 ($3600) is the first McIntosh
component I've ever had in any of my
systems. Iwas abeginner audiophile in
the 1950s and '60s, McIntosh's heyday,
and the C45 seems so sexy, elegant, and
nostalgic to me. The black-glass front
panel with its gold trim and illuminated
blue display make it impossible to identify the C45 as anything but aMac from
anywhere within eyeshot. Even the control layout is traditional: volume and
input control knobs (real knobs!) on the
right, with bass and treble controls on
the left. One input is Phono and, glory
be, it's a real moving-magnet phono
input, not just aline input for an external phono stage. Selection of the tuner
input connects aline input, or, if you
add in the option, an integrated
AM/FM tuner. Anyone who has used a
component amplifier or preamplifier in
the last 50 years will be comfortable
with the C45's basic operation.
Below the C45's main control knobs
is an array of what look like rocker
switches but are actually touch switches
with, in many cases, more than two
positions. From right to left, they are:
Power, Standby (with power-indicator
LED), Mute, Setup, Trim (for selecting
channels), Up and Down Trim Level
(for matching input levels), Mode (for
selecting between twoand six-channel
operation or
for entering
station presets
for the optional tuner module), and Tone
Bypass (which
also selects options during
setup).
The

McIntosh C45 multichannel preamplifier
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tone controls affect only the front L/R
channels. Farther to the left are an IR
sensor for the remote control and a
stereo headphone jack.
The stupendously large and bright
front-panel display could be easily read
from anywhere in my listening room.
The substantial remote control has all
the controls needed to operate and
trim the C45, as well as some useful for
setup. The remote is illuminated by
pressing any of its buttons, or by pushing the button on its side, normally
activated as soon as one grasps the unit.
Together, display and remote made it a
pleasure to operate the C45 from my
listening chair during the rare times
when Icould actually resist playing
with those silky front-panel knobs.
The rear panel is more revealing
of the C45's capabilities. Across the
top are six-channel XLR outputs,
with duplicate jacks for the front
channels, and two sets of six-channel
RCA inputs. The middle tier has sixchannel RCA outputs (again with
duplicate jacks for the front channels), one stereo XLR input, and
eight stereo RCA inputs, including
one that can be either aline-level or
an RIAA phono input. The bottom
tier sports an EIA power receptacle, a
jack for an accessory keypad, three
power control/trigger outputs for
integration with other McIntosh system components, and nine data ports
for remote control of compatible
source components connected to the
associated inputs. Finally, the extreme
right side bears aground terminal for
turntables and panel space for the
optional AM/FM tuner.
The TM1 tuner module ($500)
arrived afew weeks after the C45. Its
simple installation gave me the chance
to look inside the chassis, where everything was cleanly arranged, much like a
computer motherboard, with plug-in
cards and ribbon connectors. My only
disappointment was that the top cover
of the chassis, while entirely adequate
when in place, seemed a bit flimsy
when detached, and not in keeping
with my overall impressions of the C45.
One can assign any one of the C45's
physical inputs to any logical and displayed input, induding the multichannel ones. In addition, any unused input
can be turned off so that the input selector switches only among the usable
ones. Also, each input can be trimmed
to match the level of the others, and
there's memory to store tone control
settings, including bypass for each input.
Finally, and as acknowledgment that
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this is a multichannel preamp, a
summed but full-range mono output on
asubwoofer output can be derived from
stereo sources. Because this output is
full-range, it can also be used to power a
"center-fill" speaker (see above) or a
remote mono speaker.
While sound quality is our greatest
concern, operational comfort is also
important. The C45 was the most intuitive and pleasant-to-use preamplifier I
have yet encountered. Push abutton on
the remote and the unit switches silently. Operate the volume control from the
remote or the front panel and the preamp and display respond briskly. Want
to change or trim any of your settings
while that unit is in operation? No
sweat. There are no surprising mutes or
reboots, just results. The phono stage is
quiet and clean but, of necessity, only
two-channel; all I'll say here is that it
worked well with an old Grado movingmagnet and ahigh-output Dynavector
moving-coil.
The C45's TM1 tuner module, also a
two-channel device, was more than
okay. FM reception in the Litchfield
Hills is chancy; the Mac module was no
worse but no better than my Pioneer
Elite F-93 in catching the meager pickWorldRadioHistory
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ARTS' recording (www.artsnA
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super-transparent and, despite acl
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than is usual for multichannel recci
ings, there's sufficient rear-chani
ambience to transport the liste
Listen to the delicacy and detail o
violins in the Prelude to Act
Lohengrin, or the spikes of brass ir
overture to Der Fliegende Hollander o
Ride of the Valkyries. The lower s
and percussion have sufficient
and power that, along with the
parency and treble dynamics of
C45, Ifelt as if Iwere in the fr
of ahighly exciting concert.
While its calling card is in th
half of the frequency spectrum,
is no slouch when it comes to
tom end; it's just that it's abi
markable. Ipopped in the po
dynamic Un Segundo Una
Romero (SACD, 333ente
333ESA001), astudio mix of
derived world music that re
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on dose-miked acoustic guitars and percussion. Immediately, Iwas struck by the
force of the guitars' resonance, which on
most tracks sits right in the plane of the
main speakers. Add to that the varied
drums and Romero's warm voice, and I
heard apowerful presence via the C45.
This disc ranges from solos to ensembles
with added instruments and voices, and
makes pointed if subtle use of the rear
channels for palmas (clapping) and other
details. True, this is amore immersive
mix than Igenerally prefer, but the use
of the surrounds for details as well as
ambience is less gimmicky than musically engrossing and satisfying.
At $3600 including phono stage, the
C45 sits between the Bel Canto Pre6
and the McCormack MAP-1 in price
and in sound. It seemed abit brighter
than the Pre6 at the upper end, but was
equally formidable at the bottom. The
transparency of the C45 and the Pre6
seemed equal, although the difference
in balance may cloud that issue in the
absence of A/B comparisons. Pending
critical auditions in my main stereo system, my feeling is that the Bel Canto is
more neutral than the C45 or the MAP1. The C45 and MAP-1 sounded even
more alike. Their balances are similar,
but the MAP-1 is abit tighter at the bottom and, depending on the amp and
speakers, could be just right or lack requisite bloom.
The C45, however, is more atwochannel preamp that can accommodate
and switch two multichannel inputs but
that lacks interchannel balancing for
multichannel sources, or even LIR balancing for stereo. The Bel Canto and
McCormack preamps, on the other
hand, are true multichannel devices
with facilities that permit interchamiel
trimming. The McCormack can even
synthesize asurround mode from stereo
inputs. Nonetheless, for overall ease of
use and convenience, the McIntosh C45
is aclear winner.

JPS developed Alumiloy®
wire to deliver sound like no
other. Cur proven cable
designs bring a live
performance to your ears
with proper timbre and an
impeccable balance. Try any
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-Digital Cables
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Coming attractions
As Icomplete this column, rm preparing
for the 2004 Consumer Electronics
Show, where there will be lots of new
stuff. Of primary interest to me will be
new multichannel recordings, the market penetration of multichannel hi-rez
digital interfaces, and the expansion of
choice in universal players. Check this
space in June for the news. And next
month, in abonus "Music in the Round,"
Iwill be writing about another promising multichannel preamplifier, the Pre5
from Audio Refinement, as well as the
Marantz DV8400 universal player.
Eel
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You have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to STEREOPHILE recordings!
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN'S 32 PIANO SONATAS
This beautifully packaged 10-CD boxed set features pianist
Robert Silverman's stunning performance of all 32 Beethover
Sonatas. Recorded by Stereophile's own John Atkinson and
featured in the January 2001 issue (Vol.24 No.1), this set
is available from Canadian label OrpheumMasters
(www.magicflute.com/orph.html) and Stereophile. $74.95
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BRAVO!
John Atkinson's fourth recording of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, featuring noted violinist Pinchas Zukerman
with longtime collaborator Marc Neikrug on piano, along with
soprano Heidi Grant Murphy and the Kalichstein-LaredoRobinson Trio. Delight in Elgar's symphonic-scaled Piano
Quintet and Mozart's demonic G-minor Piano Quartet.
20-bit multitrack recording preserves the whole sonic
experience. $16.95
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RENDEZVOUS
Stereophile's first jazz CD, featuring the Jerome Harris
Quintet. Recorded and mixed by John Atkinson with 20-bit
resolution. $16.95

stceophile

ENCORE
Stereophile brings the best of the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival to you. Music by Mendelssohn and Brahms, featuring
Christopher O'Riley, piano; Nathaniel Rosen, cello; and other
artists. $16.95
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sampler
8. test cd

SERENADE
Superlative performances of chamber music by Brahms,
Mozart, and Dvoiák, recorded live with 20-bit resolution and
"U-R-There" transparency. $16.95

NEW!
Rumisony

Editor's Choice
$9.97

SONATA
Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt, including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with 20-bit resolution. $16.95
DUET
Violinist Ida Levin teams up with pianist Diane Walsh to perfor
the dynamic works of Eastern European composers Janadek,
Enescu, and Schulhoff. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.95
RHAPSODY
Gershwin's Three Preludes, song transcriptions for solo piano,
and the Fantasy on Porgy and Bess, arranged by Earl Wild.
Plus a Stereophile-commissioned arrangement of Rhapsody in
Blue. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.95
FESTIVAL
Orchestral works by Copland, Milhaud, and Kohjiba performed
by the world-renowned Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned microphones and 20-bit
resolution. $16.95
PLUS:
CONCERT This omni-miked, two-CD set features Robert Silverman
in arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin, Bach, and Schumann.
Includes the bonus track, "Mapping the Soundstage." $16.95
INTERMEZZO Robert Silverman in abrilliant all-Brahms program:
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5, and Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. One of the
finest piano recordings ever made. $16.95
POEM An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked performances ol
works for flute and piano by Prokofiev, Reinecke, and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes' Poem. $12.95

o
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FESTIVAL:

Check your system
with STEREOPHILE Test CDs
TEST CD 1 Phase your system, test your speakers and listening room, and hear the difference amike can make. Take this disc
with you when evaluating equipment. $8.95
TEST CD 2 Speaker placement and distortion tests. Check your
amp for distortion, too, and hear what CD jitter sounds like. $9.95
TEST CD 3 Use the signals to test your speakers and your
room. Burn-in components. Home in on your home theater's
balance. Check out your system with the soundstage map. Also
includes audiophile music tracks. $11.95
•
eo o

TO ORDER: Call 888-237-0955

or visit our website at www.stereophile.com
MasterCard or Visa accepted •Cashier's check
or money order (no cash or personal checks, please)
WorldRadioHistory
Price does not include shipping and ,handkng — please inquire about rates.

BY JOHN ATKINSON
PHOTOS BY JOHN ATKINSON, ERICK LICHTE, &VVES PHILLIPS
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JOHN ATKINSON RECORDS CA

Ii
US PERII

hen Canals's artistic
coordinator
(and
Stereophile reader) Erick
Lichte phoned me in the
summer of 2000 about my
recording this Minnesotan
male-voice choir, it didn't occur
to me that Iwas entering alongterm relationship. But just as sure as 16bit digital is not sufficient for long-term musical
satisfaction, my first Cantus CD led to asecond, and now
athird. For Deep River, Itraveled to Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, where the city has spent millions of dollars to
transform the downtown high school into agloriously
warm-sounding, state-of-the-art performing arts center.
My two earlier CDs of Cantus, Let Your Voice Be Heard
and ... Against the Dying of the Light, are very different from
each other. Voice is alighthearted world-music romp, Light a
moving progression through death, remembrance, salvation, and acceptance that pays homage to those killed in the
9/11 tragedy. (Details on how these recordings were made
can be found at www.stereophile.com/features/465 and
www.stereophile.com/features/714, respectively.)
In contrast to both, Deep River explores the repertoire of the
African-American spiritual. In the words of Erick Licite:
"Our first goal was to present the spiritual in away that
takes the listener on a
journey through the history of the spiritual from acompositional perspective, and in away that mirrors the African-American experience in the US. The
different compositional styles give insight into the roots of so
much great American vocal and choral music. We also want
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"Our first goal was to present the spiritual
in away that takes the listener on ajourney through
the history of the spiritual fr T1 acompositional perspective,
and in away that mirrors the African-American
experience in the US."
rick Lulu,
Stereophite, March 2004
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B&W Bowers&VVilkins

Outstanding speakers that don't stand out
The new B&W FPM Series

1

11

Bowers & Wilkins' new range of Flat Panel Monitors provide
traditional B&W loudspeaker sound quality in stunning,
streamlined, contemporary cabinets. Designed to complement
42", 50" and 60" flat panel monitors, the FPM4, FPM5 and FPM6
possess alevel of poise and elegance all too rare in high-end
home theater and audio components.

Hear these outstanding new speakers at your authorized
B&W dealer.

a
mék
walla
www.bwfpm.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W Flat Panel Monitor Series please visit our site,
www.bwflatspeakers.com or call +1 978 6642870
WorldRadioHistory

Ilove to shout llove to sing: It took three pairs of
microphones (foreground) to capture the sound
of Cantus in the Washington Pavilion.

The trumpet sounds
within my soul:
Artistic director
Erick Lichte
monitors the
takes from
day one.

"Cantus is performing this music as American choral musk,
perhaps the American choral Music"—Erick Lichte
Tis rumbling through the land: Basses & baritones Adam Reinwald,
Kelvin Chan, Alan Dunbar. and Erick Lichte work out atricky pesage.

No evil thoughts can harm me: John Atkinson,
looking uncharacteristically relaxed in the
command center at the rear of the auditorium.

elite
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solo recital and for choral ensembles. These four men,
whose arrangements are represented on Deep River, were
classically trained musicians and composers. For most of
these men, their purpose in arranging these songs was to, in
their eyes, `elevate' the spiritual by infusing this powerful folk
music with more sophisticated compositional techniques in a
spirit inspired by or akin to the Harlem Renaissance ideals.
"Cantus enters into this recording project with all of this in
mind. As with any other music, singing the arranged spiritual
requires understanding of its style, and we approach this music
as classical singers in atradition handed down from generations
of other classical singers and choral musicians. We believe that
singing this music requires great vocal technique, complete
emotional commitment, and educated understanding of the
style of the arrangers and the songs they set. We believe that
legitimate, honest interpretations and performances can come
from any singer who takes the time to truly learn the spiritual."
56
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Let Your Voice Be Heard and ...Against the Dying of the Light
were recorded in relatively small halls, which were appropriate for the chamber-waled nature of the works. But presented with the magnificent acoustic of Sioux Falls' 1500-seat
Washington Pavilion of Arts & Science, the question facing
me was how to present what are still fairly intimate works
while taking advantage of that supportive acoustic. Itherefore set up three pairs of mikes, all at different distances from
the singers, to give the maximum flexibility when mixing the
songs when Iwas back in the sanctuary of my listening room.
For my primary pickup, Iplaced two DPA 4011 cardioid
mikes, set up as aquasi-coincident ORTF pair, 25' from the
choir's center point, with the singers arranged in ashallow arc
22' wide. The cardioids would provide abasic well-defined
stereo image, although, as is always the case with directional

WorldRadioHistory
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BATTERIES ON A

CABLE?

credibly simpic The world of audio/video cables has long been famous for hype and mystique
... and sometimes for profound and ii •pertant variations in performance. Into this clutter of both reason and
irrationality, AudioQuest introduces areintrkably simple solution to auniversally acknowledged problem.
In addition to insulating and protecting a conductor, insulation is also a "dielectric." While insulating ability is
defined by how well insulation can block current, a dielectric is defined by its "permittivity" and "permeability."
These parameters define how much the dielectric material will slow down asignal. Insulation causes "propagation
delay" which is measured as apercentage of the speed of light, and it causes "phase shift."
If all of asignal were slowed down exactii, the same amount, the integrity of the signal (and what we hear) would
be unaffected. However, when the molecules of an insulating material are electrically unorganized, the time delay
caused by the insulation is different foi every frequency and different for every signal level. A nearly infinite
number of nonlinear phase shifts corrupt the signal's information content.
This problem of time delay cannot be completely prevented, but the damage it causes can be dramatically
reduced. In much the same way that a rnagnetic field causes a compass to point in a certain direction, the AG
Dielectric-Bias System (patent pending) creates a fixed stable field which electrostatically organizes (polarizes)
the insulation. Once organized, the insulation no longer causes multiple nc.nlinear time delays. Sound appears
from asurprisingly black background with much better preserved clarity and dynamic contrast.
The reason your equipment and your cables sound better when you leave the power turned on, or after playing
music for a while, is because you are partially biasing the dielectric material present throughout every
component. In contrast, AQ's Dielectric-Bias System (DBS) puts a continuous DC voltage potential (DC bias)
between a DBS-only conductor in the cable's center and an outer shield-le conductor. This keeps a cable's
insulation fully polarized all the time, something no level of signal can come close to accomplishing.
The 12V hardware-store batteries used in the AO DBS packs will last for years because they are only used to
maintain an electric field; there is no closed circuit, no drain on the batteries. A test button and LED allow for the
occasional battery check.
The technicalities are complicated, but the DBS solution is remarkably simple and
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incredibly effective.
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aucloquest
tel: 949.585.0111 •fax: 949.585.0333 • nfo@audioquest.com
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If you cannot sing like angels: Back row: Adam Reinwald, Peter Zvanovec, Albert
Jordan, Kelvin Chan, Tom McNichols, Wes Phillips, Alan Dunbar, Lawrence Wiliford.
Front row: Brad Erbes, Brian Arreola, Erick Lichte, Michael Hanawalt, Timothy Takach.

..'M'ere you there? The
Wagbirfgton Pavilion of
Arts IL Science in
downtown Sioux F

"If there is o- thing Ihave learned over years of recording... it's
always use whatever worked the last time."—John Atkinson

¡gota harp, you got aharp: It can take alot of
stuff to make apurist recording: two computers,
two tape recorders, and monitoring and talkback systems.

Sorrretimes Ifeel discouraged: Long days full of hard work take their toll.

/

44.1kHz sample rate is transparent, and the hi-rez on
can be used for alater DVD-Audio or SACD release.
The Earthworks omnis and DPA cardioids were amplified
with low-noise Millennia Media HV3B sohd-state preamps
and converted to digital with word-clock—linked dCS 904
ADCs. The two sets of 24/882 two-channel data were temporarily stored on Nagra-D and Tascam DA-38 MDM
recorders, respectively, the latter using aPrismSound MR1024T "bit splitter" to spread the two-channel hi-rez information over all eight of the recorder's 16-bit channels. The
four channels of music data were later transferred to hard
drive as 24-bit AIF
The outputs of the DPA 4003 omnis were brought up to
line level with their power supply-preamp then fed to two
channels of an eight-channel Metric Halo MIO 2882 —an
immensely versatile, FireWire-controlled preamp and AID
converter. This was hooked up to an Apple Titanium
60

PowerBook G4, and my original plan was to record the two
omni channels straight to the laptop's hard drive using Mac
OS X and the Bias Peak 3.0 program. However, Icould not
get areliable lock with the program clocked from the MIO
2882, which in turn was slaved to the master dCS converter.
While the MIO had no trouble locking to the incoming
word clock, Peak would change the MIO's sample rate from
8821cHz to 44.1kHz when Ipressed Stop even though it,
Core Audio, and the MIO were all set to 882kHz. (The 4.0
update of Peak, which Isubsequently purchased, does not
have aproblem in this regard.)
My workaround at the session was to use the PowerBook
for control and signal monitoring, using the MIO's
AES/EBU digital output to feed data to an R/VLE Digi96/8
Pro soundcard mounted in aPC. This was aPentium 4
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Ilooked over Jordan and what did Isee? In the foreground, the
are the 4011s on the Starbirc, the white platform supporting one

the stars begin to
fall: The stage viewed

of the Earthworks omnis can be seen in the left of the frame.

from the catwalk above.

DPA 4003 omnis on their let idin mount; directly in front of them
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Iwant to cross over into campground: .19-.e class of 1935 donated
this plaque to the Sioux Falls high school, now the Washington Pavilion
of Arts 8. Science.
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Looked all around me, it oked so fine: The View from the stage
expla ining Deep River's reverberant acoustic.

goes a long way toward
used before when the session clock is ticking.
In theory, the notebook-sized MIO, hooked up to a
laptop, is all anyone would need for eight channels of high-

2882 and one of the

For the Sioux Falls sessions, the MIO

quality 24/882 recording,' but as Iwas still going to run tape

dCS converters were slaved to the other dCS converter so

as a backup, I was not going to reduce complexity:. And an

that all three pairs of microphone channels wese converted to

hitherto unappreciated virtue of tape is that, unlike a file on

digital with the same word clock. This way, when the data

a hard drive, it can 't be easily erased! My setup may be con-

were loaded into a digital audio workstation, they would be

voluted, but it has served me well in the past. The ADCs

synchronous and could be edited and mixed without phasing

sync up as expected, the Millennias are ultra-quiet, gremlins

problems. As with all of my recordings, I could slide the

know to keep their distance, and the sessions go smoothly.

microphone pairs backward and forward in time in post-pro-

(Smoothly,

duction,

that is,

apart

from

traffic, planes,

police

heli-

my

goal

being

to present

a stable, well-defined

copters, distant trains, squeaky piano pedals, air-conditioning

soundstage

that the custodian insists can't be turned off, birds, and once

each pair. To facilitate this process, each take began with the

even a bat that kept circling the microphones.)

singer standing at the precise center of the stage swinging a

while

preserving the

characteristic benefits

of

slapstick to give a timing reference for all six channels.

1The MIO 2$82's mike preamps are not quiet enough for distant classical miking.
(For that purpose, Metric Halo makes atwo-channel FireWire model, the ULN-2.)
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The

necessary

882k1z-to-44.1kHz

downsampling

for

the CD master was performed with a dCS 972 D/D con-
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Goin .to walk all ewer God's heaven: Cantus takes abreak
while JA burns CD-Rs of the dais takes for the producers.

Fare you well: This view of the Washington Pavilion at night
doesn't hint at the activity going on inside.

I "We hope that this

ling will sem

definnitive recording
UI

bu

hale-vuitc

spiritual arrangements "

Goin' to shout all over God's heaven:
Alan Dunbar punches home asolo.

4...ammarm•
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verter, while the 24-bit master mixes were dithered to the 16
bits required by the CD medium with the excellent-sounding POW-R algorithm, this running on the Z-Systems rdp-1
digital equalizer-preamplifier that Ipurchased following Kal
Rubinson's rave review in July 1998.
No compression was used in the preparation of the master. However, Idid apply judicious equalization, both with
Cool Edit Pro and with the rdp-1, which is about as sonically transparent as you could wish. Reflecting how technological developments democratize the making of recordings, I
made the CD master on my PC, using aPlextor Premium
CD burner and Sony's CD Architect program. The beauty of
the Plextor drive is that it comes with asuite of software that
allows you to analyze the integrity of the burned disc, monitor time-base error (jitter), log the incidence of corrected and
uncorrected errors, and even examine the physical state of
the pits. You can therefore burn and reburn, experimenting
Stereophile, March 2004

with different media and write speeds, until you get adisc
you can send to the pressing plant that has no uncorrected
errors and minimal corrected data errors, thus the maximum
possibility of sounding as good as the original.
Wes Phillips gives ablow-by-blow account of the making
of Deep River in the accompanying photo essay, but I'll give
the final word on the project to Erick Lichte: "We hope that
this recording will serve as the definitive recording of these
male-voice spiritual arrangements. It is our hope that the person who buys Deep River because it seems like pleasant and
familiar music should, after hearing it a couple of times,
understand the narrative of the African-American experience
in this country in asubconscious way or even, perhaps, consciously."
Deep River costs $16.95 plus S&H and can be ordered by
clicking on the "Recordings" link at the foot of the www.
stereophlle.com home page.
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FRESH OFF A
LESS-THAN-STELLAR
BEETHOVEN SET,

F.

or the first time in his conducting career, Sir Simon Rattle has a
bit of explaining to do.
Discussing bad reviews and
dealing with growing pains in a
relationship with an orchestra
are nothing unusual for those who devote
their lives to performing classical music. But
Rattle, now 49, has been Mr. Exception — a
Stereophile, March 2004
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CONDUCTOR

•brit »VION ittéàjl.E
NOW TRIES TO
FIND HIS VOICE
WITH THE BERLIN
PHILHARMONIC.
by David Patrick Stearns
WorldRadioHistory

protective halo has hung around him even
as his bushy hair has turned increasingly
white. Rattle is so smart, diligent, likable,
and emotionally available to the music he
conducts that the classical music industry
can't help cheering him on. Star soloists
love working with him because he's such an
attentive, stimulating collaborator; audiences are always looking for acharismatic,
65

Leonard Bernstein-esque
figure; and the orchestras he
conducts find that, under his
baton, there's rarely aroutine moment.
Born in Liverpool, Rattle
made his name, beginning
in 1980, by bringing the
City
of
Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra out of
provincial obscurity. Together, they rode the compact-disc boom with aseries
of much-honored recordings for EMI that bucked
the trend toward complete
cycles. He recorded some
Mahler here, some Haydn
there, contemporary works
by Nicholas Maw and
Marc-Anthony
Turnage,
and concerto recordings
with guitarist Julian Bream
and pianist Leif Ove
Andsnes. But never did
Rattle seem to be making
just another recording; his
concerts always had the air of special occa"THE AVERAGE AGE IN THE BERLIN PHILHARMONIC
sions. When he announced in 1998 that
he'd leave Birmingham, the Philadelphia
IS SOMEWHERE IN THE 30s. THEY GIVE YOU
Orchestra and the Berlin Philharmonic
competed for his affections. That Berlin
SO MUCH ENERGY, SO THAT CONDUCTING THEM
won — he took up his post there in
September 2002 —was no surprise; Rattle
IS TAKING THAT — AND MOLDING." — SIR SIMON MULE
had been spending more and more time in
central Europe, having also established an
ongoing relationship with the Vienna Philharmonic
David Patrick Stearns: You said in one interview that dl will be
Orchestra.
well with the Berlin Philharmonic if you don't massacre each other.
It was with the VP0 that, Rattle decided, he would finalWhat the hell did that mean?
ly record the Beethoven symphonies. He spent years honing
Sir Simon Rattle: I
just wondered what the clash of styles
his interpretations, which favored the lean, low-vibrato
and temperaments would be. Iwas completely wrong. It was
sound of historically informed performance without turning
the warmest welcome I've ever had. For them, it was interhis back on the Vienna's distinctive, dark-hued sound. But
esting to get used to English humor. In Germany, if you're
instead of becoming the crown jewels of his discography, the
making ajoke, they think, 'Ah, now you're joking, it's not
Beethoven cycle received mixed reviews. Some said Rattle
serious and we can all misbehave." For an Englishman, when
hadn't yet found his voice as aBeethoven conductor. On
things get really serious and you need to find away to get
Amazon.com, words such as "fussy" and "inconsistent" pop
'round things, you make ajoke. Now they know that when
up in what must be some of the most extensive consumer reImake ajoke, that's when I'm the most deadly serious.
views on that website.
Stearns: The big surprise in the United States is that this isn't
Since then, Rattle has recorded only with the Berlin
Herbert von Karajan's Berlin Philharmonic—quite literally. Many of
orchestra, including his recent outing with Beethoven's
the players who ejected Karajan in the late 1980s are no longer there.
Fidelio, with which he'd given an extensive series of perforThe turnover has been huge.
mances at the Glyndebourne Festival Opera with the historRattle: There was amuch tougher generation — and they've
ically informed Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment. That
gone. Now, the average age is somewhere in the 30s—early
recording, too, has had mixed reviews.
30s. It's like abig chamber music party, and I'm this poor old
In fact, Rattle and his Berlin orchestra have yet to match
gray-haired thing. One of the loveliest letters Ireceived was
the breakthrough success of their first recording together, the
from abass player, saying, "Simon, please remember we're a
much-awarded Mahler Symphony 10, which came out four
young orchestra and don't have ashared memory of how we
years ago. And in a series of concerts with the Berlin
play most pieces. We're looking to you to build that foundaPhilharmonic that Rattle gave at the 2003 London Proms, retion." When you come to the Philadelphia Orchestra, there
views indicated that Rattle's "golden boy" status is now a
are any number of major pieces that orchestra can play cold.
thing of the past.
We don't have that in Berlin. It's adifferent way of conductBut if Rattle has been stung—or is stniggling —with any of
ing. They give you so much energy, so that conducting them
this, it didn't show one recent morning at aManhattan hotel,
is taking that — and molding.
thanks to his protective shield of intelligence and good humor.
Stearns: Ican't imagine Karajan's Berlin Philharmonic playing a
66
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New Year's Eve performance of
Leonard Bernstein's Broadway
show, Wonderful Town. But
yours did—including that big
brassy showstopper, "Conga!"
Rattle: We had aconga line
going all around the Philharmonie [the BPO's concert
hall]. Ilost some of the players
to it. Ididn't know if I'd ever
get them back.
Stearns: People talk about how
you're changing the Berlin Philharmonic. But what about how it's
changing you? Comparing your
recordings ofMahler's Symphony 10,
thefirst made 25 years ago with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
and the other more recently, with the Berlin Philharmonie you might not
guess that it's the same conductor
Rattle: Ihope that's acompliment. It could be aslippery
slope downwards.
Stearns: It is acompliment. But let's talk about the rather uncomplimentary things written about your Berlin Philharmonic appearances at
the London Proms this summer. What did you think of those reviews?
Rattle: Oh, they were terrible! Iran into [stage director] Peter
Sellars and he said, "Simon, you're still alive! I've read so many
obituaries of you!" And there were! Ithink I'm fair game. This
is aterrible thing to say, but we all felt that these were good
concerts. There are occasions when you think this could've
been much better, but who knows? It's upsetting. And Iwas
very surprised. There are occasions when I've much more
deserved to be blasted. But they didn't attack the orchestra.
They said it was agreat orchestra with amediocre conductor.
Stearns: While we're on unpleasant topics, lees talk about the
Beethoven symphony set with the Vienna Philharmonic You don't see a
lot of new Beethoven recordings these days because the market is so glutted. But you're amature musician, and there was alot ofcuriosity about
what you'd do with this music It puts you under a
strange microscope
Rattle: Any recording is the art of the pos-

like when Kenneth Branagh
transformed himself from a
normal English body to a
Hollywood body. It became
more steady and monumental
and less personal, for me, and
more impressive maybe. This
was apiece written at the time
of the [unpretentious] Fourth
Symphony. It even looks like it
on the page. What one is talking about is an essentially lyric
concept —a lyric painting outside the frame, but it comes
from something human.
Stearns: Those aregreat ideas, but
their execution changed much
between Glyndebourne and Berlin.
Rattle: You have to work with
who you have, and everybody
has different things they can do.
There's absolutely no point in
asking asinger to do what they
can't do. Most of the roles are stunt parts, like Cirque de Soleil.
Stearns: And then there's the Berlin Philharmonic
Rattle: The instruments speak in different ways, and there's
ahuge difference between an English and aGerman orchestra. It's abig process of discovery. Of all the orchestras I've
come across, this one is the most curious and open-minded. I
hadn't expected that.
Stearns: The Berlin Philharmonic certainly isn't making you more conservative You dosed the 2003 Lucerne Festival with Heiner Goebbels'
big sprawling high-tech piece Surrogate Cities, whichfeatures lots ofprerecorded sounds, not to mention arambunctious performance artist. But
Lucerne was gamefor it. Iwas there
Rattle: Even those who weren't sure they loved it knew that
it was important.

"I WAS VERY SURPRISED. THERE ARE OCCASIONS

sible. It's aprivilege nowadays to record,
WHEN I'VE MUCH MORE DESERVED TO BE BLASTED."
and I'll record only things Ireally believe in.
But I'm aware that I'm not amiddle-of-the— SIR SIMON RAT! LE
road conductor. Th
no point in my trying to make myself something Fm not. So
all Ican do is work away and try the best Ican.
Stearns: You're doing alot of modem musiy much ofit knotty, centralStearns: It's not easy having the historical awareness ofperformance
European modernism. In America, there's been ahuge backlash against
practice that comes with afull century of recordings. It's hard not to be
that But in Europe that kind ofmusic is still being written and performed.
self-conscious, to be looking over your shoulder at what the giants beOre
Rattle: One of the more intelligent Berlin critics got very angry
you have done especially with Beethoven.
at me for conducting Nicholas Maw's opera Sophiès Choice.
Rattle: You're almost completely doomed to failure on Fidelio.
Germans find Nicholas Maw extraordinarily old-fashioned, but
It's far too difficult for anyone to play or to sing. It's aquestion
Ifind alot of the modernist music old-fashioned. That doesn't
of how well have you made amiserable failure —you'll never
mean I'm not interested in it So much of the music looks as if
get anywhere near it. But there are many many ways to look
it's been written by the same person. There's alimited range of
at it. It's the Beethoven piece that is most affected by politics.
style. So if you're going to write in that style, you'd better be a
Stearns: You must'vefelt you had something to contribute to the long
staggering talent —as some of them are.
line of recordings.
Stearns: Such repertoire requires some of the most precise conducting
Rattle: I've known Fidelio since Iwas achild, but never owned
fue ever seen from you.
the score. But when Ilooked at it, the score seemed to bear no
Rattle: Istill can give aclear beat sometimes. But Idon't think
resemblance to the tempos Igrew up with. There are certain
that's what people hire me for. Iloved [the late Czech conducthings the notation will tell you. But for the first time ever Ilistor] Rafael Kubelik. At his rehearsals, he'd say, "Gentlemen,
tened —thanks to afriend who collects recordings —to Edelio
why do you think that perfection equals precision? I'd like
from the earliest recording, conducted by Bruno Walte4 who is
another type of perfection." Fm thrilled when Iget precision,
faster and more frenetic than any of them. It leaves me standing.
but ies not what Fm looking fon But it is possible to go too far
As Ilistened though, Icould hear the piece taking on steroids,
in the opposite direction. So there you are: Fm amess.
11
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DAVID RUSSEL
DISCOVERS

-

SOUTH AMERICA

pril 5, 2003, it seemed as
ry classical guitarist in
York was gathered in a
church on the Upper
ide. After atwo-hour concert, most of them exited
sagape and expressions of da7ed disbelief, having
exhibition o virtuosity that prompted considerations
David Russe u
teffect on guitarists. But he's impressive even if you don't play guitar.
Long considered aguitarist's guitarist, the 50-year-old Russell
is younger than the pioneering generation of such classical guitarists as John Williams and Julian Bream, who advanced the
instrument beyond the foundation laid by Andrés Segovia, but
he studied with the legendary José Tomás, who introduced Russell to the great man himself
These days, Russell is considered every bit as
awe-inspiring to anew generation of guitarists as
Segovia was to him. In an interview with Patrick
Francis, Russell claimed that Segovia finally had to
tell him, "C'mon, kid, don't be so nervous. Just play
me something!"
Russell wears the adulation well. "There's acertain
advantage to teaching master c12sses — the students
never get bored with you, and you're never bored with
them. They come because they really want to learn
from you, which makes it an inspiring way to teach."

Russell was introduced to the guitar at ayoung age, when
his family moved from Glasgow to the Spanish island of
Menorca. When he was 16, he moved to London to study at
the Royal Academy of Music with Hector Quine. He won
the Julian Bream Guitar Prize twice, and was granted ascholarship from the Ralph Vaughan Williams Trust. Later, the
Spanish govenunent offered him agrant that allowed him to
study with Tomás in Santiago de Compostela. As ayoung
concert artist in the 1970s, Russell monopolized the guitar
competitions of the era, taking first place in the Alicante
Guitar Competition, the José Ramirez Competition, the
Andres Segovia Competition, and the Francisco Tarrega
Competition.
These days, Russell divides his
time between his home in Vigo, on
the north coast of Spain, and touring the world giving concerts and
master classes. He spends far more
time on the road than at home,
touring as much as nine months of
the year.
Along the way, he has compiled
an impressive list of recordings,
many of them as notable for their
superb recorded sound as for his
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ABOUT ALPHA-CORE
Founded in 1982 as amanufacturer of magnetic
cores for transformers and inductors. In 1993
branched into products minimizing distortion
in fine audio systems.
In 1988 developed

JjflTM

composites of

foil conductors and dielectric film, used as
winding conductors and for EMI/RF shielding.
In 1995 developed flat magnet wire, now
used in motors and power supplies
throughout the world.

Milestones in Audio
1993
GOERTZni speaker cables US Patent. 5,393,933,
1995
Air-Core Foil Inductors for crossover circuits.
2001
Micro Purl 8t TQ2 interconnects. US Patent 6,22'5563
2002
AV'
BP30, Symmetrical, Balanced power supply.

e

All products are created and manufactui cti at
our facility in Bridgeport, Connecticut, 's.1.

Allpha-Core, Inc. 915 Pembroke St., Bridgeport, CT 06608

www.alphacore.com

•800-836-5920 •203-335-6805 •Fax 203-384-8120

Introduciny

Audiophile APS

Power made simple.
If you want your audio and lome theatre systems to perform up to thei• potential, you would be well
advised to supply them with pure AC power. Constant 120 volts, unwave•ing frequency. clean pure sine
wave cycle after cycle. Free from RFI and EMI line noise, harmonic disto—..ion, damaging spikes and
surges, harmful over arid under voltages, annoying brown-outs and power outages that
ruin listening pleasure and interrupt recording operations to tape ry disc.
The Audiophile APS delivers just that. Pure regenerated AC power from
an advanced double [emersion teehnology that provides the ultimate
protection from the threats posed by power quality problems found in the
typical wall outlet. Threats both to your sensitive components, and your
sensitive eyes and ears.
Product details at www.audiophileaps.com or (905) 812.8795
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Strung

fluid, engagingly musical technique and phenomenally robust
tone. A traditionalist, he has recorded entire discs devoted to
Bach, Barrios, Giuliani, and Torroba, as well as collections of
baroque and Spanish works — many of which he has transcribed himself. Yet he also recorded Message of the Sea: Celtic
Music for the Guitar (Telarc CD-80492), which mixes traditional Celtic jigs, reels, and hornpipes with concert pieces
based on Scottish themes by Fernando
Sor and Mauro Giuliani, as well as
contemporary compositions by Ron
Moore and Sir Peter Maxwell Davies.
His newest recording ventures
solidly into the 20th and 21st centuries, as well as voyaging to anew
hemisphere. Aire Latino: Latin
American Music for the Guitar (Telarc
CD-80612) is proof that "modern"
doesn't have to mean "hard to like."
Infused with beautiful melodies, infectious dance rhythms, and joie de
vivre, it's exactly what classical music
needs right now: acrossover disc that doesn't make you
check your intelligence at the door.
Could the guitar be the salvation of classical music?
That may be astretch, but Russell's choice of composers
for the disc argues that, like Ireland in the 14th century,
South America may have benefited directly from its distance from the cultural centers of 20th-century music.
Composers like Jorge Morel, Eduardo Falú, and Joao
Pernambuco either never heard or never cared that
music had to be "challenging" to be taken seriously —
they wrote music that speaks directly to heart and soul.
Russell's matchless technique is the ideal delivery system.
His readings swing. They're as informed by dance rhythms as
they are by his classical perfection. In his hands, these are
clearly serious works, as full of substance as they are of beauty and grace.
When Iasked Russell about the works on Aire Latino, he was
enthusiastic about the material. "I've tried to mix some very
well-known pieces with works that Ithink are fantastic but that
people won't have heard of yet These are really great South
American pieces —and they are not difficult to listen to either.
"Hopefully, they'll become part of the repertoire with
time. Perhaps we won't always only hear Charos No.1 by
Villa-Lobos [1887-1959] — which is also agreat piece, but it's
nice to have other ones as well. Jorge Morel [b. 1931] actually lives in New York. He's from Argentina. Many guitarists
already know his music, but more people should know it.
"There are also some pieces by Joao Pernambuco
[1883-1947]. One little piece is quite well known; it's called
`The Sound of Bells,' or Sow de carrilhiies. I've included two
others by him — and there are others Iconsidered, but I
thought three was enough. He wrote so many lovely pieces
and his music is really fun. He's Brazilian and he wrote in the
1930s, before the samba or bossa nova movements.
"Chopi is anice piece by Pablo Escobar [1900-?], from
Paraguay. It's really neat and not very well known. Ithink
John Williams recorded Manuel Ponce's [1882-1948]
Scherzino Mexicano, so it's not completely unknown. Ibelieve
it's actually an arrangement Ponce made himself of one of his
little piano pieces. Ireally love it —I think it's great.
"Other than that, most of these works were composed for
guitar. There's apiece by Ariel Ramirez [b. 1921], called
A(fonsina yel Mar, which features areally nice arrangement,
which I'd love to claim, but it's not mine. It's by Jorge
Stereophile, March 2004

Out: DAVID RUSSELL

Cardoso [b. 1949], who also composed two other pieces on
the disc [Vals Peruano and Milonga], and Iforgot to credit him
on the recording, so I'd really appreciate it if you'd mention
that. Jorge's afriend and I'm sure he'll understand, but I'd
still like to tell everyone that this beautiful Ramirez arrangement is his."
Also included on Aire Latino are works by Eduardo Falú [b.
1923], Dilermando Reis [1916-1977], Carlos
Payés [b. 1944], and Guido Santórsola
[1904-1994]. It's easy to imagine Bach getting
along with all of these composers — they combine forward momentum with melody in away
that recalls the old Lutheran, albeit with aparticular fluidity about the hips that his cantor's robes
must have concealed, if it was present at all.
Sublimity is evident in every note of Aire
Latino. Jorge Cardoso's Vals Peruano, for example,
is full of grace and beauty,
combining forceful melodidsm with delicacy in amost
addictive manner.
Then there's Escobar's irrepressibly dancelike Chopí, in
which Russell taps his guitar's
soundboard with such vigor
that you might find yourself
running to the door to see
who's there. Note to audiophiles: Turn down your listening level to arealistic volume
or risk having your midrange
drivers in your lap on this one.
But it is, perhaps, Ponce's wistful Scherzino Mexicano that
will linger longest in memory. One can clearly hear Russell's

A DAVID RUSSELL DISCOGRAPHY
Aire Latino, Telarc CD-80612
Cathedral: The Music ofBarrier, Telarc CD-80373
David Russell Plays Bach, Telarc CD-80584
Message of the Sea, Telarc CD-80492
Music eederico Moreno 'Torraba, Telarc CD-80451
Music of Giuliani, Telarc CD-80525
David Russell Plays Baroque Music, Telarc CD-80559
Reflections ofSpain, Telarc CD-80576
Rodrigo: Concierto de Aranjuez, Fantasia para un gentilhombre,
Para una Fiesta, Telarc CD-813459
clothing scrape against the instrument, but rather than
detracting from the mood of loss and longing, it reminds us
that even guitar gods are flesh and blood.
In atime when technical perfection is often achieved in
the editing suite, this level of audio venté can be seen as a
virtue. Russell does not leave his passion on the cutting-room
floor — it's evident throughout Aire Latino. And if we now
routinely expect our classical guitarists to have uncanny technique at their command, it is partially attributable to Russell's
raising of the bar and his tireless round of master classes.
Possibly the most impressive thing about Aire Latino is that
it stands as evidence that even David Russell is still growing,
still learning, still exploring new continents. When that
results in adisc as delightful as his new one, that's good news
for everyone.
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II

T

he Sonus Faber Cremona is
the finest cabinet-built
speaker I have heard for
under $10,000/pair," wrote the usually
reticent Sam Tellig in the January 2003
Stereophile "Bravissimo...Molto, molto bene'
he added to his paean of praise for the
Italian speaker manufacturer's founder
and chief engineer, Franco Serblin.
So I
just had to take alisten for myself
to this relatively inexpensive ($7495/pair),
smaller descendant of the $22,000/pair
Amati Homage, which had been
Michael Fremer's reference at the end of
the 1990s; and of the $10,000/pair
Guarneri Homage, which had impressed Martin Colloms in the pages of
this magazine adecade ago. 1An unfortunate backlog in my reviewing responsibilities meant that it took rather longer
than Ihad expected to set the Cremonas
up in my listening room. But, like everything worth experiencing, the wait was
worth it.
We open in Venice ...
... or rather, in the northern Italian city
of 'Vicenza, where Sonus Faber's 24
employees toil in aspanking-new factory to produce loudspeakers that reflect
1In July 1994. Both this review, and MPs of the Amati
from June 1999, are available in the free online archives
at www.stereophile.com.

Description: Three-way,
reflexloaded, floorstanding loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 1" (25mm) ring-radiator
tweeter; 5.5" (140mm) paper-cone
midrange unit; two 6" (153mm)
paper-cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: not specified. Crossover filters: first-order, "optimized for
acoustic phase response!' Frequency
range: 32Hz-40kHz. Sensitivity:
90dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance: 4 ohms. Power handling:
50-300W without clipping.
Dimensions: 42.9" (1090mm) H by
8.9" (225mm) W by 18.1" (460mm)
D. Weight: 75 lbs (34kg) each.
Finishes: Solid and laminated maple,
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that country's preoccupation with music
and art. Like the Amati and Guarneri,
the gorgeous-looking Cremona features
acabinet made of layers of maple, with
curved sidewalls that give it across section something like that of alute. This is
intended not so much to eliminate vibrational modes as to control and tune
them so that they have the minimum
deleterious effect on the music. The
front baffle is covered with black
leather, and the grille consists of vertical
black cords stretched with a small
amount of tension from top to bottom
of the baffle to ensure that any vibrations are well below the audioband. The
strings are silk-covered silicone rubber
and are considerably thinner than, for
example, those comprising the grilles of
the Krell LAT speakers.
The four drive-units are all sourced
from VIFA's Scanspeak division.
Covering the high frequencies is a
custom-made version of the Danish
manufacturer's popular ring-radiator
tweeter. This has acopper cap on its
pole-piece to reduce distortion. The
doughnut-shaped fabric diaphragm,
surrounding a brass "phase plug," is
set back in aslightly flared front plate.
Immediately beneath the tweeter is
the midrange driver, this a5.5" paperconed unit with a"Symmetric Drive"
motor. The paper cone is marked by

with a medium-gloss, "ecologically
sensitive" lacquer in light orange or
dark gray.
Serial number of units reviewed:
187 (both).
Price: $7495/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 75.
Manufacturer: Sonus Faber s.r.I., via
A. Meucci 10, 36057 Arcugnano,
Vicenza, Italy. Tel: (39) 444-288788.
Fax: (39) 444-288722. Web: vvww.
sonusfaber.com. US distributor:
Sumiko, 2431 Fifth Street, Berkeley,
CA 94710. Tel: (510) 843-4500. Fax:
(510) 843-7120. Web: vvww.sumiko
audio.net.
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cuts spiraling out from the dustcap to
the rubber half-roll surround, these
filled with apolymer adhesive. This
treatment is said to break up standing
waves in the cone. The midrange
driver is loaded with its own internal
chamber and is vented via aport just
over 1" in diameter on the black gloss
rear section of the cabinet.
The twin 6" woofers also use Symmetric Drive and paper cones modified
with the oblique, adhesive-filed cuts.
The woofers handle the region below
300Hz and are reflex-loaded with aport
nearly 3" in diameter, this again positioned on the cabinet rear. The crossover uses first-order filters, and there is
asingle pair of brass binding posts at the
base of the cabinet's rear panel. Franco
Serblin doesn't believe in biwiring or
biamping. "It just introduces complications," he told Sam Tellig.
We next play Cremona
Stuniko's John Hunter was fortuitously
visiting the Tri-State area soon after I
had set up the Cremonas, so he visited
to see what kind of job I'd done. Ihad
toed both speakers in toward the listening seat. As he had done with Sam
Tellig, John repeatedly played Jennifer
Warnes' "Ballad of the Runaway
Horse," from Rob Wasserman's Duets
(CD, MCA MCAD-42131), while he
made small adjustments in placement
The left speaker ended up pretty much
where I'd set it up; the right speaker was
moved closer to the side wall than I'd
had it. The result was asmoother transition through the upper bass to the
midbass, as heard on Wasserman's bass.
Hunter then made small adjustments
to the rake-back angle of the front baffles by altering the relative heights of
the Cremona's front and rear pairs of
carpet-piercing spikes, which screw
into the two metal crossbars on which
each speaker sits. He appeared to be
balancing the precision of soundstage
focus against the overall smoothness of
the mid-treble balance, as revealed by
Warnes' rather sibilant voice.
After Hunter declared himself satisfied, he drove off to see his family in
Stereophile, March 2004
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Connecticut and Idid some more experimenting with position and baffle rake.
Even so, Ireturned to his setup, which
provided the best overall performance.
Sumiko goes to considerable lengths to
train its dealers and their sales staff in
speaker-setup techniques; Ididn't feel I
was getting unusual treatment.
All my initial auditioning and John
Hunter's adjustments were done using
the Musical Fidelity kW monoblocks,
which had sounded so magnificent

with the Revel Ultima Studios Iwas listening to immediately prior to
installing the Cremonas. However, the
Sonus Fabers seemed more sensitive
than normal to amplifier choice. The
kWs exhibited the same iron control,
sonic transparency, and impressive
dynamics with the Cremonas, but the
system balance tended alittle toward
the threadbare side of things.
Changing to my long-term reference,
the Mark Levinson No.33H mono-

blocks, resulted in asound that was less
lean in the bass than with the kWs, with
sweeter highs, though the balance occasionally sounded a little too warm. I
ended my auditioning with the excellent dual-mono darTZeel NHB-108
from Switzerland, which John Marks
wrote about in his September 2003
"The Fifth Element" column, as well as
the Halcro dm38, which I'll be reviewing in afuture issue. I'll save my comments on the Halcro for that review, but

Measurements

T he

Cremona was significantly
more sensitive than average, at an
estimated 91dB(B)/2.83V/m. It
should therefore work well with moderately powered amplifiers. However,
that amplifier must still be capable of
delivering agoodly amount of current.
Even though the Sonus Faber's impedance magnitude remains reasonably
uniform at higher frequencies, it drops
to 2.8 ohms through the upper bass,
with acruel combination of 4.5 ohms
and a—53° electrical phase angle evident at 73Hz (fig.1).
The saddle at 30Hz in the magniUg
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Sonus Faber Cremona, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

tude trace indicates the tuning of the
port that reflex-loads the twin
woofers. However, both traces in this
graph are also perturbed by discontinuities at around 120Hz and 900Hz,
which might indicate the presence of
problematic resonances. The solidly
built cabinet was generally dead to a
knuckle-rap test, but did seem alittle
lively in afew places. Investigating the
cabinet's vibrational behavior with a
plastic-tape accelerometer, I found
modes present at 387Hz, 477Hz, and
539Hz (fig2). It's possible that the
presence of these panel resonances
correlated with the trace of coloration
Iheard with the clarinet. What might
be more possible is a strong resonance at 900Hz in the output of the
upper port (not shown). 'This port
doesn't appear to do much of anything, but the resonance indicates that
something is amiss at this frequency.
The colored traces in fig.3 are the
responses of the midrange unit (blue),
woofers (red), and lower port (green),
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Fig.2 Sonus Faber Cremona, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's side panel level with the lower woofer. (MIS
driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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all measured in the nearfield and plotted with their levels in the ratio of the
square root of the radiating areas. The
midrange unit takes over from the
woofers above 300Hz or so, with
what appears to be 6dB/octave filter
slopes. The woofers have the expected notch in their output at the reflex
port tuning frequency of 30Hz. The
port itself has arather broader peak
than the norm, and is significantly
down in level. However, this behavior
correlates rather nicely with the tight,
unboomy character of the Cremona's
low frequencies. What is less commendable, however, is the notch in
the output of the woofers just above
100Hz, which coincides both with a
peak in the port output in the same
region and with one of the glitches in
the impedance graph. There is obviously some sort of internal acoustic
resonance present in this region.
Higher in frequency, the presence
region is slightly depressed compared
with the levels in the upper midrange
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Fig.3 Sonus Faber Cremona, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of the nearfield
midrange, woofer, and port responses,
taking into account acoustic phase and
distance from the nominal farfield point,
plotted below 300Hz, along with the
nearfield responses of the midrange
unit (blue), woofer (red), and lower
port (green).
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Sonus
the darTZeel was avery pleasant surprise: quite the sweetest-sounding solidstate amplifier Ihave heard.
With all these amplifiers, the
Cremonas produced an impressive
sweep of sound that quite belied the
modest lineup of four 6" woofers. The
soundstage was expansive yet stable and
well-defined, without any image bloat.
The speaker's treble was its strong suit.
Clean, airy, smooth, it made violins
sound natural without doing so by sup-

pressing high-frequency detail. The
strings on Bruno Walter's traversal of
Beethoven's first two symphonies (CD,
CBS Masterworks MK 42009) sounded
sweet, despite the 1959 recording's analog tape hiss being clearly audible. And
oh, did the double-bass players on this
CD dig into their entrances with gusto!
In fact, the Cremona's bass performance, both in extension and in definition, was so good for aspeaker in its
price and size categories that Ikept dig-

and the top octave. However, it
should be remembered that these
measurements were taken on the
tweeter axis, which is ahighish 38.5"
from the floor. 'With the tiltback provided by the spikes, the actual listening axis will be a little below the
tweeter, which has asignificant effect
on the response. This is shown in

fig.4, which shows the changes in response as the microphone moved
above and below the tweeter axis. At
extreme off-axis angles, asevere suckout develops just below 31(Hz, which
appears to be the crossover frequency
between the tweeter and midrange
unit. But there is more presenceregion energy 5° below the tweeter

Fig.4 Sonus Faber Cremona, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 15°-5° above axis, reference response,
differences in response 5*-15° below axis.
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ging out recordings Ihadn't played in a
while to see what it could do with them.
At the suggestion of reader Earl
Thomas— and much to my surprise —
the Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD
player proved capable of playing DVDVideo discs. Where these had alinear
PCM
soundtrack — Paul
Simon's
Graceland Concert, for example (Warner
Reprise 7599-38136-2) —it sounded
better, in that it was less strident on the
Cremonas than either my Technics

axis. The intended tatback of the
speaker does more to even up the
perceived treble balance than it does
to confer true time alignment.
The lateral dispersion (fig.5) is
wide and uniform through the midtreble, correlating with the stable,
well-defined stereo imaging Inoted
in my auditioning. However, the
speaker's output drops rapidly to the
sides above 81d-lz, which will work
against the slight on-axis peak in this
same region. In a large room, the
Cremona's sound will lack top-octave
"air," while in asmall, lively room, the
flare in rhe radiation pattern in the
bottom octave of the tweeter's passband might make the speaker sound
alittle bright. In my own room, with
the Sonus Fabers in the positions
arrived at by Sumiko's John Hunter,
the frequency balance throughout the
treble is impressively even (fig.6). The
lower-midrange and midbass regions
are alittle suppressed, but this was the
tradeoff Hunter had arrived at in getting the best balance between upperbass bloom and low-bass extension.
And in-room, with the expected lowfrequency boundary reinforcement,
the Cremonas' bass extends down to
the 25Hz 1
/
3-octave band.
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Fig.5 Sonus Faber Cremona, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
axis, from back to front: differences in response 90*-5" off-axis, reference response,
differences in response 5*-90° off-axis.
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Fig.6 Sonus Faber Cremona, spatially
averaged, 1
/
3-octave response in JA's
listening room.
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Sonus
DVD-Audio player alone or the Technics feeding the Levinson No.30.6.
The Tri-Vista would not play DVDAs, however, which is where the
Technics-Levinson combination drew
ahead, particularly with one of those
few discs where the content provider
has allowed an in-the-clear 24bit/96kHz
digital
output — Ray
Brown's classic Soular Energy, for example (Hi-Res Music HRIVI 211). Brown's
bass had a superb combination of
weight via the Cremonas, yet without
any tendency to boom. As Brown
walked his way through the bass line of
"Cry Me aRiver," all his notes spoke
evenly, with both asatisfying purr to,
and excellent pitch differentiation of,
the E-string fundamentals.
Ifollowed Soular Energy with Reptet

(MCMC2 2003), alimited-edition jazz
quartet CD recorded live to two-track by
Doug Haire in Seattle. Evan Flory-

...The Cremona's midrange
was as uncolored as Ihave
come to expect these days
from high-performance
speakers.
Barnes' double bass had considerably
more body than Ray Brown's, but was
less well-defined overall. This CD sounded better with the kW monos driving the
Cremonas than with the fatter-balanced

Faber

Cremona

Levinsons. But on both albums, as well as
on my own Rendezvous CD (Stereophile
STPH013-2), the ambience surrounding
the drums was dearly evident on the
Sonus Fabers, placing all three jazz
ensembles in well-defined, tangible
acoustic spaces.
Provided Isat just below its tweeter
axis, the Cremona's midrange was in
general as uncolored as Ihave come to
expect these days from high-performance speakers. Voices had anatural,
unforced quality that Ifound addictive.
The male singers on my new Deep River
CD (Cantus (Jlb 1203), for example,
were richly detailed without sounding
overly aggressive. However, the pianos
on Soular Energy and Reptet occasionally
had alittle more bite than Iwas expecting; some notes sounding more forward

Measurements
Fig.7 shows the effect of the "vertical string" grille on the Cremona's
quasi-anechoic response. A regular
series of peaks and dips can be seen,
which will have asmall effect on the
speaker's balance, but these are surprisingly small in amplitude compared with the gross effect introduced
by the similar-looking grille of the
Krell LAT-1 (see my measurements
accompanying Larry Greenhill's re-

view in August 2001). Idid most of
my serious auditioning with the
grilles in place.
In the time domain, the Cremona's
step response (fig.8) indicates that,
even with its first-order crossover, the
speaker is not time-coincident. The
tweeter's sound arrives first at the ear,
and is connected in inverted acoustic
polarity, followed then by the correctpolarity midrange unit, then the
inverted woofers. However, the step
response of each drive-unit smoothly
hands over to the next lower in frequency. This indicates good frequencydomain integration, su K esting that
this is the meaning of Sonus Faber's
statement that the crossover is "optimized for acoustic phase response."
Note that on the tweeter axis, which is

where this step response was taken,
the tweeter's output is very slightly
ahead of where it needs to be for the
best integration of its step with that of
the midrange unit. Tilting the speaker
back slightly, as recommended by
Sonus Faber, will bring the tweeter's
output into the correct alignment.
Finally, the Cremona's farfield
waterfall plot on the tweeter axis
(fig.9) is dean throughout the treble.
However, there is some delayed energy in the 11cHz region, which Iimagine correlates with the internal
acoustic mode mentioned above. All
things considered, this is excellent
measured performance that suggests a
careful balancing of factors on the part
of the Cremona's designer.
-.John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Sonus Faber Cremona, effect of the
grille on the anechoic response on the
tweeter axis (1dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Sonus Faber Cremona, step response
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Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek
LP12-Cirkus-Trampolin-LingoEkos-Arkiv LP player on a Sound
Organisation table.
Digital sources: Mark Levinson
No.31.5 CD transport; Mark
Levinson No.30.6, Benchmark
DAC 1 D/A processors; dCS 972
upsampler; Technics DVD-A10
DVD-Audio player; Musical Fidelity
Tri-Vista SACD player; Mark
Levinson No.390S CD player;
Apple 15" Titanium PowerBook
with iTunes and Metric Halo MIO
2882 digital interface.
Preatnplification: Linn Linto,
Sutherland PhD phono preamps;
Mark Levinson No.380S line preamp; Z-Systems rdp-1 digital control
center (updated to handle 961cHz
sources).
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.33H, Musical Fidelity kW

in the soundstage than others.
Listening to the cabinet walls with a
stethoscope while Iplayed the half-step
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monoblocks;
Halcro
dm38,
darTZeel NHB-108 stereo amps.
Cables:
Datalink:
Kimber
Illuminations Orchid AES/EBU,
AudioQuest
SVD-4
S/PDIF.
Interconnect: AudioQuest Cheetah,
Madrigal CZ Gel-1 (balanced);
DiMarzio, AudioQuest Lapis (unbalanced). Speaker: AudioQuest
Kilimanjaro. AC: Synergistic Research Designers' Reference 2,PS
Audio Lab Cable.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
300 at 90Hz (preamps, CD players
only); Audio Power Industries 116
Midi, PE-1 AC line conditioners
(not power amps); ASC Tube Traps,
RPG Abffusors. AC power comes
from two dedicated 20A circuits,
each just 6' from the breaker box. A
monoblock was plugged into each.
—John Atkinson

toneburst track from Editor's Choice
(Stereophile STPH016-2), Icould hear
some distinct resonant modes between
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Faber

Cremona

200Hz and 600Hz; when Iplayed pink
noise, Icould also hear an acoustic resonance at around 900Hz emanating from
the midrange unit's port. Most of the
time with most kinds of music, any coloration due to these narrow-band
modes was below my threshold of
detection, but they did pop into view
with specific instruments on specific
recordings. As with my speaker reviews
last month, while preparing this report I
was working on arecording of Mozart's
Clarinet Concerto that Iam hoping will
be released on SACD and LP in the
near future. Icould definitely hear some
of the clarinet's notes "hooting" alittle,
with aslight resonant overhang.
Ihear the mission bells a-calling
That slight criticism aside, the Sonus
Faber Cremona is asuperb performer. It
is also competitively priced, considering
that its peers include the Wilson Audio
Sophia ($11,700/pair), the Revel Ultima
Studio ($11,000—$12,000/pair), and the
Quad ESL-989 (around $9000/pair). It
is also one of the best-looking speakers
I have had in my listening room.
"Sweet, smooth, completely free from
grain," wrote Sam Teffig. Imust agree.
Highly recommended.
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Equipment

Report
Art

Dudley

Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer 805 DT
monoblock power amplifier

A

nyone over 40 who's worked in
a hi-fi or record store will
remember the Pfanstiehl catalog, apulpy thing that most shopkeepers chained to their counters, like a
phone book. Pfanstiehl made replacement styli for virtually every
record-playing device of the day, and
their catalog contained page after
page of tiny line drawings of nothing
but phonograph needles, all lovingly rendered in three-quarter
view. You couldn't browse it
without being brought
up short: My God,
how many different
needles are there?
And how is it possible that a single
company could tool
up for so many products and still make a
profit?
Irelive those feelings whenever
I visit the Antique Sound
Laboratory website, which contains descriptions of 36 amplifiers, 11
preamps, and more individual parts than
Ican count. (The company offers their
home-wound transformers and other
components to anyone who wants to
buy them.) What's more, ASL adds several new products to their line every
year. How is it possible that one company can work so hard and still succeed?
(Wait aminute ... )
Ithink there might be two secrets to
ASUs success. First, they keep their toolup costs low by doing almost everything
in-house, from sheet-metal work to
powder-coating to laminating and
winding those trannies. Second, they
have an imaginative design team that

Description: Single-ended monophonic tube amplifier (God, I enjoyed typing that). Input impedance:
100k ohms. Input sensitivity: 2V. Output power: 50Wpc into 4, 8, or 16
ohms (17dBW). Signal/noise ratio:
78dB. Frequency range at 1W:
10Hz-30kHz. THD: <0.25% at 1W,
<8.0% at full power.
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Exploring the Explorer

Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer 805 DT
monoblock power amplifier

seems to thrive on challenging themselves. Would anyone out there be interested in a$99 push-pull monoblock?
Here you go. How about a$400 passive
preamp? Done. Anyone want asingleended 2A3-tube amp with input transformers for less than $1000? No
problem. To consider the wide range of
ostensibly clever designs coming out of
Antique Sound Laboratory is to believe
these guys can turn on adime.
Now comes one of their wildest
concepts of all: a50Wpc hand-wired,
single-ended, transformer- coup led,
parallel-feed, monoblock amplifier...
that sells for less than S3000/pair. As
they say in China, "What's not to like?"

Dimensions: 11.5" W by 8" H by 20"
D. Weight: 57 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
0903001017242/43.
Price: $2995/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 32.
Manufacturer:
Antique
Sound
Laboratory, Ltd., Room 2038, Block D,
Wah Lok Industrial Centre, 31-35
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The Explorer 805 DT is
not the first high-powered single-ended triode
(SET), of course; Audio
Note's
astronomically
priced, 27Wpc Ongaku
is probably the most
well-known SET amp
of all, if not the first to
cross most hobbyists'
attention — and others
abound. Parallel feed
isn't new, either, having
been put to such fine use
by Exemplar Audio's John
Tucker. And the late Nobu
Shishido showed everyone
how good transformer interstage coupling could sound in
the amplifiers he designed for
WAVAC, the luxury brand that
carries on his tradition.
But the ASL Explorer 805
makes use of all of that. Andfor all of
that, the Explorer is simplicity incarnate. Input duties are performed by a
dual triode tube, the ubiquitous 12AX7.
The cathode of that tube's second half is
capacitively coupled to the grid of a
pentode driver tube (a 6L6), said capacitor being aneat, retro-looking paperin-oil design bearing the trade name
Illusion. The music signal that appears
on the driver's plate then goes through a
coupling transformer to the grid of a
direct-heated triode output tube: the
"805" of the model number. A20k ohm
potentiometer is used to adjust the bias
current that flows through the secondary of that coupling trannie.
Then, the AC signal that appears on
the plate of the 805 tube is capacitively

Shan Mei Street, Fotan, Hong Kong.
Tel: (852) 2671-3062. Web: www.
tubehifi.com. North American distributor: Divergent Technologies, Inc.,
342 Frederick Street, Kitchener,
Ontario N2H 2N9, Canada. Tel: (519)
749-1565. Web: www.divertech.com.
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coupled (another olive-green Illusion
cap) to the primary of the output transformer. DC rail voltage appears on that
plate courtesy of achunky plate-load
transformer, itself mounted at the center
of the Explorer: aplace of honor.
That last bit is unique to parallel-feed
designs. Normally — as if anything
about single-ended amps could ever be
considered normal —a SET is made in
such away that its rail voltage is tied to
the plate of the output tube through the
primary of the output transformer. That
means the transformer must be able to
handle
significant
DC
voltage
(300-900V, depending on the tube) and
very wideband AC voltage — ie, the
amplified music signal. That's an almost
impossible combination of requirements, and that's why SET trannies tend
to be so big and costly.
Parallel feed gets around all that — I
mean literally around it —by letting the
rail voltage bypass the output trannie on
the way to the plate. Instead, it goes
through adedicated plate choke. That
leaves the output transformer free to

Explorer

805

DT

carry the AC music signal only, allowing
the use of asmaller core than would
otherwise be possible.
But to look at the Explorer's enormous output transformer, you'd be forgiven for wondering: How big would

the Explorer's power supply is astraightforward solid-state type, albeit with fairly old-fashioned devices for rectification
and regulation, and asimilarly traditional pi filter for the rail voltage. Beyond
that, the only other unusual-for-a-SET
touch is athin white wire that goes from
the 8-ohm output tap back to the cathA look inside the Explorer
ode of the first half of the input tube: a
negative feedback loop, without which
shows amixture of
the Explorer would tend to oscillate, the
distributor says.
superb parts and
A look inside shows a mixture of
pedestrian ones,
superb parts and pedestrian ones, neatly
planned wiring and improvisation.
neatly planned wiring
Apart from the digital voltmeter used in
setting bias current and apair of very
and improvisation.
small boards containing filament regulators, apower-up relay circuit, and other
it be if not for the parallel feed? That is
bits of silicon, the amp is hand-wired,
an imponderable. In fact, those up-to- point to point, and all parts are fastened
date SET enthusiasts who already own
directly to terminal strips, tube sockets,
parallel-feed amps may be surprised to
large reservoir caps, and the like.
know that the Explorer weighs a Modifiers can have afield day, Isupwhopping 57 lbs —per channel.
pose, substituting their favorite caps, reWhereas the designers of other recent sistors, and hookup wire.
SETs have opted for tube rectification,
The Explorers were easy to use,

Measurements

A

h, Isee Art Dudley is reviewing a
,ingle-ended tube amplifier And
he expects my measurements to trigger
something along the lines of "This is
the most perversely distorted amplifier
I've seen in all my life, and if Art
Dudley thinks it's good, he needs therapy." Okay, let's see if Mr. D.
is in need of, if not therapy, then at least
what professional amplifier user Keith
Richard once called "heavy tank."
Iramped up the output tube bias as
recommended by the Explorer 805
Dl's manual, with the measurements
taken at 1388mA bias current and after
the amplifier had been turned on for
several hours. (I used the tubes that
had been marked for each sample.)
The Explorer offers ahigh 29.96dB of
gain from its 16 ohm output transformer tap, this dropping to 28.8dB
and 272dB from the 8and 4ohm taps,
respectively (all figures measured at
lkHz into 8 ohms). All three transformer taps preserved absolute polarity, and the amplifier's input impedance
remained close to the specified 100k
ohms across the audioband. The wideband, unweighted signal/noise ratio
(ref. 1W into 8ohms from the 8ohm
tap) was adigappointing 54dB due to
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the presence of hum, which Icould
not eliminate with the top-panel trim
pot. The S/N ratio improved to
69.6dB when A-weighted.
As expected, the Explorer's output
impedances were high, at 72 ohms (16
ohm tap), 3.65 ohms (8 ohm tap), and
2ohms (4 ohm tap). However, these
figures were taken in the midrange
and high treble; at 20Hz, the Explorer's source impedance was much
lower, and varied according to whether
Iwas loading the amplifier with 8or 4
ohms. This interdependence suxests
some sort of positive feedback arrangement, at least at low frequencies.
When we look at the Explorer's frequency response, therefore, we see not
only the usual changes due to the
Ohm's Law interaction between the
load and the amp's source impedance
—fig.1 shows the response from the 4
ohm tap, fig2 the 16 ohm behavior —
but adegree ofpeaking in the low bass.
This ranges from 2dB to 6dB at 18Hz,
depending on the output transformer
tap and the load impedance. While too
low in frequency to make the amplifier sound bass-heavy —"full" was how
Art described it —this boost will make
the speaker sound uncontrolled in the
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Fig.1

Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT (4 ohm tap), frequency
response at (from top to bottom at
1.5kHz): 2.83V into simulated laudspeaker load, 0.5W into 16 ohms,
1W into 8ohms, 2W into 4 ohms,
4W into 2ohms (2dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT (16 ohm tap), frequency
response at (from top to bottom at
1.5kHz): 2.83V into simulated loudspeaker load, 0.5W into 16 ohms,
1W into 8 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms,
4W into 2ohms (2dB/vertical div.).
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Antique
although they required abit more owner
involvement than, say, aNaim NAP250.
Separate gold-plated speaker connectors
are on the back for 4, 8, and 16 ohms,
plus return. A 100k ohm pot is there for
balancing the voltage at the output
tube's heater terminals, so the user can
dial out hum if necessary (in my case, it
wasn't). Then there's the bias adjustment, which requires some mention.
The meter is switchable, and adjustments are meant to be made with the
amplifiers connected for normal use —
ie, without the use of shorting plugs on
the input. The owner's manual suggests
that, before powering up, the user
should turn the bias voltage all the way
down, to its lowest setting — approximately 0.8V. About 20 minutes later,

Sound

Laboratory

bumping the bias to 12V is allowed.
Then, finally, amaximum bias voltage of
1.4V can be dialed in after "several"
hours of stabilizing. See what Imean
about involvement?
Prior to receiving these review samples, Ihad had no experience with the
805, alarge transmitting tube with athoriated tungsten heater — meaning it
burns brightly enough to double as a
nightlight. I'm told that most 805s are
made with acap-style terminal for aseparate high-voltage plate wire, but because
that can make domestic users abit nervous (and not without reason), the
Explorer is intended for use only with
the new Valve Art 805, which lacks that
terminal. The importer, Divergent
Technologies, says there's no reason the

Explorer

805

DT

Explorers couldn't be modified to
accommodate older types of 805 tubes, if
desired. Zw-zt!
Exploring the Music
Powering up the big Explorers was
straightforward and uneventful. There
was some audible hum at first, while
the big caps charged (easy, Roy —I said
caps), but that went away after afew seconds. Adjusting bias was straightforward: Settings, once arrived at,
remained much more stable than with
other fixed-bias amps of my experience. Ithought the Explorers sounded
better when their meters were
switched off. (You can still adjust tube
bias with the meters off, of course —
you just can't see what you're doing.)

Measurements
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Fig.3 Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT, small-signal IkHz squarewave
into 8 ohms.
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Fig.4 Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT, small-signal 10kHz squarewave
into 8 ohms.
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bass, as Art noted, and make the system prone to low-frequency feedback,
again as he found.
Note also that the Explorer's high
source impedance means that the
response changes with my simulated
loudspeaker load in these two graphs
are large, ranging from ±1.5dB from
the 4 ohm output (fig.1) to ±3dB
from the 16 ohm output (fig2). Such
changes will be very audible, meaning
that the amplifier's tonal balance will
change according to the speaker with
which it is used.
The amplifier's response starts to
roll out above 16kHz, but what
should have been asmooth rolloff is
disturbed by the presence of ultrasonic resonances at 53kHz and 150kHz.
The peaking due to these resonances
depends on the output tap used and
the load impedance, but is worst from
the 16 ohm tap into low impedances.
The subjective effects of these reso-
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Fig.5 Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 Cif (4 ohm tap), distortion (%) vs
IkHz continuous output power into
(from bottom to top): 16 ohms,
8ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms.
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nances are unpredictable, but they do
mar what would have been excellent
1kHz (fig.3) and 10kHz (fig.4)
squarewave responses.
The hig specification for asingleended amplifier is its output power.
Antique Sound Laboratory claims
50W for the Explorer, at <8% distortion, presumably with the output
transformer tap matched to the load.
Figs.5, 6, and 7show how the amplifier's THD+noise percentage varies
with output power into 16, 8, 4, and 2
ohms. The amplifier's output distortion remains below our usual 1%
limit between 100mW and 1W, with
the lowest figure —0.5% — obtained
from the 4ohm tap into 16 ohms. It's
fair to note that the measured percentage will include a contribution
from the hum Inoted earlier, and that
the amplifier will most often be used
in this power region, which goes
some of the way toward explaining
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Fig.6 Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT (8 ohm tap), distortion (%) vs
lkHz continuous output power into
(from bottom to top): 16 ohms,
8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms.
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Fig.7 Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT (16 ohm tap), distortion (%) vs
lkHz continuous output power into
(from bottom to top): 16 ohms,
8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms.
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The Explorers' lack of input filtering
became apparent the first time Iused
them to play an LP with an auxiliary
turntable I'd set up on afloor-mounted
stand: Footfalls induced some very-lowfrequency feedback between the 'table
and the rear-going output of one of my
Quad ESL-989 speakers, coaxing that
channel's amp into oscillation. Idon't
think that would be aproblem for an
experienced user with awell-set-up system, but Imention it in acautionary
way: Choose your preamp with care,
and avoid those known to have problems with DC offset. For its part, the
805's sensibly high input impedance of
100k ohms should prove an easy load.
Generally speaking, the sound of the
Explorers was spatially big, with pleasantly full bass and midbass registers.
Driving my Quad ESL-989s, the
Explorers endowed string bass, electric
bass, orchestral drums, and the like with
greater-than-average weight, yet with no
apparent penalty in note timing. Even
when used to drive my Lowther horns,
which don't have awhole lot going on
below 80Hz, the ASLs added more rich-

ness than usual to the sounds of those
and other instruments — and Iliked it.
The Explorers also did aconsistently
good job with musical and sonic textures. God knows Iwouldn't dream of
suggesting that the ability to reproduce
the distinctions between the sound of a
Marshall Nerd guitar amp (Mick Ralphs)
and that of aMatchless DC30 (Gary
Louris) should be important to ahi-fi
enthusiast.. but, important or not, these
amps nailed them. They nailed all kinds
of textures, in fact, though without anything in the way of brightness or tizz.
People who are leery of SETs may be
calmed to know that, apart from my
observations above, the Explorers behaved very well in my home —better, in
fact, than acomparatively "conservative"
push-pull design that came to visit. In
other words, they didn't hum, incinerate
my speakers, or make loud, uncalled-for,
startling, bug-zapper sorts of noises.
After afew days' playing around with
the Explorers and running them in, I
began my serious listening with Cisco
Records' recent reissue of the Dvorak
Violin Concerto with Nathan Milstein

and the Pittsburgh Symphony, under
Steinberg (LP, Capitol SP8382). Oh, did
the Explorers allow Milstein's fiddle to
sound sweet! The spatial presentation
was noticeably larger than usual, with
all the instruments spread out—more
or less realistically, Ithought — on a
stage much wider than usual. Yet the
scale of the solo violin remained "right"
throughout. And, again, its tone and texture were intensely pretty.
Of course, none of that would have
mattered had the amps not gotten the
notes right, in pitch and in time. But
they did. And musical flow and tension
were both served well. The line traced
by the solo violin was unfailingly just
that — aline, and one that was impossible not to follow — and the drama contained in the transition from the first
movement to the Adagio was put across
better than I'd ever heard before with
this recording. Iwas thrilled: an emotionally as well as intellectually successful in-home performance.
Ihinted early on that the Explorers
weren't at all lacking in bass, and that was
true with the Milstein and with most

Measurements

why Art wasn't driven from the room
510.01.....141111.11115. 5.11.412 .15.1.. en...
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Fig.8 Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT (4 ohm tap), THD+N (%) vs
frequency (from bottom to top): 2.83V
into 16 ohms, 8ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms.

screaming. But Ihad to relax the distortion limit to 10% for the amplifier
to deliver its specified power of 50W
(17dBW), which it did when the load
was half the nominal output tap.
Regarding how the measured distortion varied with frequency, the
curves for the 4ohm tap are shown in
fig.8. (The 8and 16 ohm graphs, not
shown, are very similar, other than
having correspondingly higher percentages of distortion.) The expected
dependence of the THD figure on decreasing load impedance can be seen,
but note also the catastrophically rising
distortion below 100Hz. Like the

reduced source impedance in the low
bass and the corresponding LF boost in
the frequency response, this indicates
that the Explorer has something weird
like positive feedback going on at low
frequencies. Iam surprised that AD
was not bothered more by the quality
of the Explorer's bass.
That he wasn't bothered more by
the amplifier's generally poor linearity
is due to the distortion being heavily
second-harmonic in nature (fig.9).
(The second harmonic lies an exact
octave above the fundamental tone and
so is musically consonant with it.) But
as figs.10 and 11 show, aregular series
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Fig.9 Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT (4 ohm tap), IkHz waveform
at 1W into 8ohms (top), 1.1% THD+N;
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Fig.10Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT (4 ohm tap), spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 1W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.11 Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT (4 ohm tap), spectrum of
lkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 1W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Antique
other records. The bottom octaves
weren't egregiously boosted, but rather
the effect was more like that of listening
to music in aslightly bossy as opposed to
bass-shy hall. The only negative was an
accompanying excess of resonance —you
could call it a"bloom" that got carried
away with itself, Isuppose — that Iheard
in the lowest brass notes during the
Adagio of the Dvorák. That made me
wonder if note decays weren't abit too
drawn-out. But that effect didn't interfere
with the amplifiers' sense of flow, or with
any other temporal qualities: If it was a
distortion, it was inarguably euphonic.
Ionly recently realized that Ihear
Tom Petty's "You and Me" every time I
go to the local supermarket. (It's the
Great American in Cooperstown, New
York, which would be anice place if not
for the many doctors' wives who park in
the handicapped spaces, crowd in front
of people at the deli counter, and leave
their baskets —just leave them there! —
in the checkout lanes.) That song
sounded lovely through these amps, as
did the harder-edged numbers from the
same album, The Last DJ (CD, Warner

of higher harmonics is also present in
the amplifier's output, these decreasing more or less linearly with increasing orden Fig.9 shows that the residual
120Hz power-supply component lies
at -56dB (0.15%), though the 60Hz
hum component is at a more respectable -79dB (0.011%). As Inoted
earlier, Icouldn't reduce the level of
this hum any furthet You can see in
fig.10 that it results in each spectral
component being surrounded by
120Hz-spaced sidebands.
The low harmonic nature of the
Explorer's distortion will be subjective-

Fig.12Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
805 DT (4 ohm tap), HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 1W into 8 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Sound

Laboratory

Explorer

805

DT

ing, and no sloggy, soggy beats. The way
Ringo worked his kick drum and snare
triplets together had all the impact and
timing precision it should have. It was
jumping, involving, great bushels of visceral fun. With tubes. With Quads.
Pressed to describe the sorts of things
The way Ringo worked
that seem available only from veryhigh-quality home audio gear — and for
his kick drum and
which, to some extent, I'm willing to
pay — Ioften point to the ability to consnare triplets together
vincingly reproduce sonic and musical
textures. The Explorer 805 UT is afine
had all the impact
example ofjust what can be had in this
and timing precision
regard. Listening to agood-sounding LP
of Kertész and the London Symphony
it should have.
playing Dvorák's Symphony 8 (LP,
London CS 6358) through the Explorers. Iwas impressed that even the
strings at the edges of the soundfield —
And, as with any fine SET, vocals came
such as the basses at far stage left—
forward of the instruments in amanner
sounded thrurnmy and vital and real.
that made them sound both musically
These amps not only got across the thick
more engaging than average and soniorchestral textures and ferocious playing
cally present and uncanny.
on my favorite recording of Brahms'
"Get Back," from the Beatles' new
and irrelevant and horribly titled Let It Piano Concerto 1, with Clifford Curzon
Be... Naked (CD, Apple/Capitol CDP 5 (LP, Decca/Speakers Corner SXL 6023),
they also did abetter-than-average job at
95713 2), also rocked greatly: no slowrevealing Curzon's artistry in the shaping
and accenting of each phrase: Individual
piano notes had distinct pitch and distinctive "flesh and blood," yet still held
their proper places in line.
And the Explorers accomplished all
ly benign only if it is not accompanied
of that — the abundant textural detail,
by high levels of musically dissonant
the apparent physical presence of solo
intermodulation distortion. Uninstruments and voices, the superb timfortunately, as is revealed by fig.12, the
ing and flow — without so much as a
Explorer does have relatively high IM
trace of undue brightness. Iwas being
distortion. The lkHz difference comserious afew hundred words ago, when
ponent that results from an equal mix
Isaid these amps were better than most
of 19 and 201cHz tones driven at 1W
at telling the timbral and textural differinto 8ohms from the 4olun tap lying
ences between various instrumental
at -40dB (1%).
sounds, including electric ones. Even
Irecommend that this amp be used
the transistory distortion in the sound of
from its 4ohm output transformer tap
the Univox keyboard on "The Words of
with sensitive speakers, but even then,
Aaron," from the Move's brilliant Mes"broken" is the word most engineers
would use to describe an amplifier
sage from the Country (LP, Harvest SHSP
4013), was portrayed well by these tube
that measures as poorly as did the
amps: awell-illumined sound that "felt"
Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer
as complex as the scales on afish, even
805 DT. All Ican assume is that the
as the sound overall was well-balanced
mainly second-harmonic nature of its
and not at all tizzy.
distortion and the lowish powers that
My months with the ASL Explorer
it would have been asked to deliver
805s reminded me that there are amps
with Art's chosen speakers didn't get
that sound too smooth and amps that
in the way of the music. Unless, of
sound too gritty —and then there are
course, they enhanced the music, Pass
amps like these, that confound hi-fi exme the heavy trank.
—Joins Atkinson
pectations by sounding simply, and at
times ruthlessly, true. Don't even consid1Every musical peak will be accompanied by a
er them if you're not prepared for that.
instantaneous burst of second-harmonic distortion
Isuppose the only can Ihave left to
that might well improve the sense of dynamics.
open is the one having to do with musiJA
cal drama — power, if you like. Did this
50Wpc SET sound like a50Wpc push-

Bros. 48396-2). On "Have Love, Will
Travel," the Explorers again showed that
bit of overhang on the electric bass. Yet
still, just as characteristically, they played
with precision and impact and drive.
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pull amp? Could it drive aQuad? Was
it satisfying?
The respective answers are "Not really," "More or less," and "Very much so."
The 805s didn't sound at all like a
Conrad-Johnson MV50 or a Naim
NAP140 — two nice amps Iknow well
that boast similar output power. The
Explorers sounded most powerful when
called on to reproduce nuances or
dynamic shadings within the framework of apiece of music. And throughout most pieces, they sounded poised
and unperturbed: Their sense of scale
didn't go to pieces when things got
loud, although in the largest of my listening rooms, other, more powerful
amps do abetter job of getting the big
Quad panels to really startle me.
And when Ilistened at too loud a
level overall with the Explorers driving
the Quads, the most extreme orchestral
peaks did get abit mushy — again, in
my largest room. In the 225-square-foot
room Iusually listen in, the Explorers
didn't run out of steam at all. So there
you go...

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn LP12 turntable with Naim Armageddon
power supply, Naim Aro tonearm;
Rega Planar 3turntable with Rega
RB-300 tonearm; ZYX Airy S,
Lyra Helikon Mono, Rega Elys
cartridges.
Digital source: Sony SCD-777ES
SACD/CD player.
Preamplification: Audio Note
AN-S2, Tamura L2-D step-up
transformers; Fi, Audio Note M3,
Audio Note M2 Balanced preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Audio Note
Kit One (300B), Fi 2A3 Stereo,
EAR 890.
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL-989,
Lowther PM6As (in modified
Medallion horns).
Cables: Interconnect: Nordost
Valhalla & Valkyrja, Audio Note
AN-Vx, homemades. Speaker:
Nordost Valhalla & Valkyrja,
Audio Note AN-SPx. AC: JPS
Labs Digital on Sony SACD player,
all others stock.
Accessories: Mana stands under
Linn turntable, Naim power supply, Sony SACD player, all preamps; Rega wall shelf under Rega
turntable; Loricraft PRC3 record
cleaner.
—Art Dudley
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Exploring these Explorations
I've never heard aperfect audio component; even the best have fallen short in
some way. And yet, while listening to the
Antique Sound Laboratory Explorer 805
DTs, each time some deviation from the
ideal crossed my attention my reaction
was asturdy "Yes, but..."
Yes, but abit of overhang in the bass
doesn't bother me, as long as it doesn't
interfere with the timing of the notes —
and with the Explorer it didn't seem to.
Yes, but awhiff of strain on Mahlerian
peaks with the system in alarge room just
doesn't keep me awake at nights. Yes, getting up to re-bias the amplifiers more
than once during alistening session is a
crick in the caboose, but it's more exercise
than some audiophiles get. Apparently.
But I'm bracing myself for abad end:
John Atkinson will perform his measurements and say, "This is the most perversely distorted amplifier I've seen in all my
life, and if Art Dudley thinks it's good, he
needs therapy." I respect and admire
John. John is my friend. But if such a
thing happened, Idon't think it would
matter to me — any more than Icared
when my high school friends su Kested
that my girlfriend had agap between her
teeth. Yes, Isuppose she did. So what?
Icouldn't not listen to music that was
being played through these amps. Even
music Ididn't like, or didn't think Iliked,
grabbed me and wouldn't let go. With
record after record, the Explorers found
the music and glorified it. In that sense,
they were archetypal SETs; in the unrelated sense that they could do that and,
for the most part, drive inefficient, insensitive loudspeakers like the Quads, they
were remarkable. Not to mention good.
In addition to that —perhaps even beyond all that —the ASL Explorers offer
superb value for money. Iadmit, sometimes Iget sick of having to tell the truth
when non-audiophile friends come by to
listen and ask the inevitable: "What's this
thing cost?" But when Itold one friend
that the pair of very large handmade tube
amps he was listening to cost "only"
$3000, he nodded. "Yeah, Ican see that."
More important, Ihad ahell of atime
pulling him away from the system.
If you're intrigued by the strengths of a
single-ended amp but you don't want to
give up your "normal" speakers — and
don't want to go completely broke doing
it —you simply must audition the ASL
Explorer 805s. Idon't know of anything
like them at this price—and given their
combination of SET presence and texture
with unassailable pitch, timing, and flow,
there may not be anything like them at
all. A heartfelt recommendation.
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Adcom GFA-7805
five-channel power amplifier

F

or me, the iconic Adcom
power amplifier was the GFA555. As an aspiring audiophile,
Iwas deeply impressed with Tony
Cordesman's review in Stereophile in
1985 (Vol.8 No.4). 'That did it! After
years of kit-building and doing it
myself, the '555 was the first factorybuilt amp that Iwanted and could
afford. Over the years, I changed
speakers several times, and even
added afully regulated power supply
to the '555, but it never balked. At
the end of its tenure at my house, it
had been demoted to my thirdstring backup; today it's making
someone else tap his toes.
That typifies my view of Adcom
amps and preamps: well-designed,
well-constructed, and well-priced.
For many, they're the first step from
an integrated system to separate
components, and Adcom's reliability
and simplicity serve well in that role.
Today, Adcom's line includes everything from aDVD player to multichannel controllers and amps. Still, it
was easy for me to decide on their topof-the-line five-channel powerhouse,
the GFA-7805, because it embodies the
same spirit that the GFA-555 did in its
time: lots of power, no frills, good value.
The GFA-7805 is an 88-lb block of
solid amp. Aside from the AC socket,
fuse post, and trigger input on the right,
the rear panel is arranged in five vertical
segments corresponding to the five
channels. From the top down, each segment has an RCA input, an RCA/XLR
switch, an XLR input, and a pair of
multiway binding posts. No heatsinks

Description: Five-channel solid-state
power amplifier. Inputs: 1 line-level
(RCA & XLR) per channel, switchselectable; 12V signal input for
remote power control. Binding posts:
1 pair multiway per channel. Continuous power: 300VVx5 into 8 ohms
(24.8dBVV), 450Wx5 into 4 ohms
(23.5dBVV); both at <1% THD,
20Hz-20kHz. Input sensitivity for full
output: 1.61V RMS. Voltage gain:
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'7805

are visible on the GFA-7805's rear or
sides; the ridged panels on the top and
bottom of the front panel seem more of
adesign motif harking back to the GFA555 II than functional heat dissipaters.
The central portion of the GFA7805's front panel bears an illuminated
power switch and two rows of LEDs,
two for each channel. The upper LED
lights when its channel approaches 1%
THD, as informed by a circuit that
monitors nonlinear distortion and clipping. These LEDs may flicker briefly at
very high levels; asteady glow indicates

29.67dB. Input impedance: 500k
ohms (RCA), 10k ohms (XLR).
THD+noise (typical): <0.135% (8
ohms), <0.3% (4 ohms). Frequency
response: 10Hz-20kHz, +0/-0.25c1B
at 1W, 8 ohms. Power bandwidth:
3Hz-130kHz, —3dB. Signal/noise:
>112dB, A-weighted. Damping factor: >500.
Dimensions: 17" W by 81
/" H by
4
19 3
/"D. Weight: 88 lbs.
4
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that the amp is being overdriven. Given
the GFA-7805's power capability; this
will probably mean that you're deaf or
soon will be. The lower LED indicates
when the internal heatsinlc of that
channel's amplifier has exceeded 85 °C
and the thermal protection circuit has
shut it down. That LED will extinguish,
and the sound will return, when the
temperature drops to within normal
range. One should never (well, hardly
ever) see any of these LEDs lit longer
than briefly. (But I did. See sidebar,
"Cable Issues.")

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
FCS0044, FCS0000.
Price: $2400. Approximate number
of dealers: 125.
Manufacturer: Adcom, a division of
Klein Technology Group, LLC, 8551
East Anderson Drive, Suite 105,
Scottsdale, AZ 85255. Tel: (480) 6072277. Fax: (480) 348-9876. Web:
www.adcom.com.
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Monster AC Line Filter

Labels -How important are they to you? Here's
adeal for those who are labelwise... We just
purchased a large quantity of the Monster
Cable PC1000 AC Line Filters at avery special
price. The PC1000 is the exact same product
as the highly rated Monster HTS-1000, but with
different labeling. The PC1000 is normally sold
in the PC market, so its outlets are labeled for
such devices, while the HTS-1000 is sold in the
HT market, and its outlets are labeled
accordingly. Other than the labeling, they are
the exact same device.

•8AC Outlets
•Stage 2Filtering

List Price $150

Sale Price

•Wide Bandwidth Stage
•Low Noise Stage

$59

The Target LRX-5T is a 5 shelf
design featuring adjustable
shelf spacing. Available in
Matte or Piano Black with your
choice of Glass or Wood
shelves. Includes bottom
spikes.

Sale Price

Music Hall MMF-5

41" x23" x16"

The MMF-5 comes complete with Record
Clamp, Dust Cover, and Goldring G1012
phono cartridge mounted and aligned.

The AC15 power cord
features six solid
LGC Hyperlitz copper
conductors in a
Helical Array design.
Noise is handled by
the AudioQuest RF

BONUS: Ask for "the Package" and
we will include a $95 AudioQuest
SorboGel Mat and
include shipping in
the US/48

Sale Price

$495 00

Sub-Woofer Blowout!

Stopper. Plugs are
the WattGate 320 IEC
and Hubbell 5965 AC.

These amazing little speakers offer the level of
detail and transparency that audiophiles have
come to expect from EPOS speakers. The big
news is that its now available for less than
$300/pr. A great choice for any small system.

Music Hall MAMBO

Pinnacle Sub150

a 12" powered unit with a 150 watt amplifier.
This little 15" cube will add true deep bass to
your system. One review measured "a peak
undistorted output of 103 dB at 40 Hz" To
sum it up, he states "At its modest asking
price ($595), this subwoofer is a real bargain.

•1 1/2" dual-layer coil
•50-150HZ Low Pass

95

$65

00
1Meter pair

Other lengths are avaitabre

List
Price
$125

Grado Headphones
We stock the entire
line of Grado
Headphones. We also

$259 00

List Price S600

replacement Earpads.

cords & adapters, and
Prices shown below

i
includes
n the US/48
shipping

All lengths available. See website for details

Audio

List
Price
111.15

stock headphone

Class-A
built in upsampling
Integrated Amp
DAC with

HCM

$66

Sale Price

•Includes Solid Brass Isolation Cones
•7/2 Year Warranty Sale Price

$1295

SPeClai Offer

Hyperlitz
conductors
and gold
plated RCA
plugs.

Pinnacle -designed & built in the USA since
1976 -known for offering high quality
speakers at affordable prices. The Sub150 is

bargain from Roy Hall -A

Ca" Fc"

Sale Price

Coral/CO is a
dual balanced
design with
solid PSC

SAVE 60% on
AudioQuest
VSB2 Video
Digital Cable

Another great audiophile

List Price $30G

AudioQuest Interconnect

¡ELS

Includes shipping
in the US/48

2095

SZ_J‘ji

AudioQuest Power Cord

EPOS Mini Monitors

$269 95

e

Target Equipment Rack

95

Sale Price

*******

include shipping.
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$265.50

SR225

$180.00
$135.00
$85.50

RS1

$625.50

SR125
SR80

RS2

$445.50

SR60

877-234-3465 •530-891-8326 •Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com

SR325

ate
NeereCe

$62.10

We ship
anywhere in
the world!

Adcom
All five channels at work
In my multichannel room, the GFA7805's power was overkill for both my
Magnepan Home Theater and
Paradigm Reference Studio speaker systems. No matter the signal's level or
dynamic range, the Adcom drove the
speakers with aplomb. There was ageneral feeling of smoothness and balance,
with no particular part of the spectrum
out of place. That was of great value
with older reissue material and FM
broadcasts. Newer, more dynamic material, such as Romero's Un Segundo Una
Vida (SACD, 333 Entertainment
333ESA001), was conveyed with tre-

mendous power and weight, as well as
great delicacy when appropriate. Iheard
no veiling or grain in my multichannel
system, although Ioften found that, in
an effort to hear some details, Iwas listening at somewhat louder levels than I
had with other amps. Imaging depth
and breadth were equally good with
two- and five-channel material. Overall,
Ihad the impression that the GFA-7805
was more sophisticated and liquidsounding than its '555 ancestors.
It was clear that the GFA-7805 was a
smooth, clean, powerful performer, but
also that it complemented the Maggies
somewhat better than the Paradigms.

GFA-7805

Because deep bass in the multichannel
system was handled by the Paradigm
Servo-15, it was not so much the quantity of bass as its quality and balance that
were at issue. The Maggie-Adcom
combo sounded relaxed, with transparent mids and highs and more than adequate midbass. The GFA-7805 lacked
some brilliance in comparison to my
Bel Canto eVo6 power amplifier, but
that was consistent with the Adcom's
more distant perspective. Overall, the
Maggies sounded most balanced from
top to (almost) bottom with the Adcom,
while both the eVo6 and my Bryston
9B-SST made the Maggies seem small-

Measurements
though the GFA-7805 is afivechannel amplifier, in general I
A
measured pairs of channels at atime,

make sure it has adequate ventilation.
Once the amplifier was running
again, its behavior changed depending
with spot checks on the other chan- on whether Iwas driving the unnels. The Adcom is specified as being balanced or the balanced inputs. Both
able to supply amaximum power of inputs were noninverting; however,
300Wpc into 8ohms with all chan- the input impedance (at lIcHz) meanels driven. Before Iperformed any sured ahigh 94k ohms unbalanced
measurements, Iperformed the usual but alowish 10k ohms balanced. In
preconditioning by driving the ampli- addition, while the balanced input had
fier (two channels only) at approxi- avoltage gain (into 8ohms) of 26.1dB,
the unbalanced input was 3.5dB highmately 1
/
3power (115W) into 8ohms
for an hour. (A solid-state amplifier er, at 29.6dB. On the positive side, the
with aconventional class-AB output gains of the five channels matched to
stage undergoes the maximum ther- within 0.05dB, which implies excelmal stress at 1, power.) Or rather, I lent QA on Adcom's part.
The GA-7805's source impedance
drove the amplifier until it shut itself
down to prevent damage from over- was superbly low, at 0.04-0.06 ohm.
heating, which happened 15 minutes As aresult, there was virtually no
into this period. (Note, in view of change in its audioband frequency reICaPs problems with the Alpha-Core sponse with differing load impedcables, that Iused lengths of spaced- ances. Fig.1 shows the Adcom's
twin speaker cable, which has negligi- response driven by its balanced input
jack into various loads. Its ultrasonic
ble capacitance.)
First, the fans mounted above the output can be seen to roll off slighdy
internal heatsinlcs switched on. Then, earlier with 2ohms than 8ohms, but
a few minutes later, the amplifier
shut itself down, the grilles above the
internal heatsinks way too hot to
touch. After the amplifier had cooled
down, it behaved normally, which
indicates effective protection circuitry. However, while this preconditioning is very much a worst-case
scenario for an amplifier, the shutdown also indicates that the GFA7805 has insufficient heatsinking
Fig.1 Adcom GFA-7805, balanced, frequency
capability for such ahigh-powered
response at (from top to bottom at
2kHz): 2.83V into simulated
design, particularly as Iwas driving
loudspeaker
load, 1W into 8 ohms,
only two of its five channels at the
2W into 4ohms, 4W into 2ohms
time. Those using the Adcom for
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed).
concealed custom installations should
mums
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the bandwidth is a wide —3dB at
160kHz. 'This results in awell-shaped
lIcHz squarewave (fig2), with the
very slight slope to the leading edges
of the waveform tops correlating with
the minuscule downward slope seen
in the fig.1 curves. There is aslight
overshoot visible in this graph, so I
repeated the test with a 10kHz
squarewave, again using an 8 ohm
load (fig.3). The overshoot is more
pronounced, but nothing to be concerned about.
So far, these tests had been done
with the balanced input. When I
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Fig.2 Adcom GFA-7805, balanced,
small-signal IkHz squarewave into
8ohms.
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Fig.3 Adcom GFA-7805, balanced,
10kHz squarewave into
8 ohms.
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er and closer. The SkrowaczewskiMinnesota recording of Ravel's orchestral works (SACD, Mobile Fidelity
UDSACD 4002) made the distinction
clear. The Adcom let the Maggies open
up awide, deep soundspace, and kept
the intra-orchestra positions very well;
nothing, not even brass or wind solos,
jumped out. The other amps moved the
soundstage closer, spread it wider, and
made it more intense, but with some
loss of stability in instrument spacing.
When Iswitched to the Paradigms,
the tables turned. Iloved the weight and
power of the Adcom with the full-range
Studio/60s. The GFA-7805's forgivingly soft rendition of the upper part of the
spectrum complemented the '60s, but
perhaps a bit too much. With Eric
Clapton and B.B. King's "Riding with
the King" (DVD-A, Reprise 47612-9), I

kept wanting the guitar licks on "Help
the Poor" to come out and grab me.
With such solo-oriented discs as the
SACD remastering of James Taylor's
Dad Loves His Work (Columbia CH
90750), JT was not in front of the band
but in it. There was clarity and detail to
spare, but abit too much velvet glove
covering the steel fist.
Pick any two!
After asojourn on John Atkinson's test
bench, the GFA-7805 (serial no.
FCS0000) was put back to work in my
stereo system in New York City. Instead
of the single-ended inputs, Iused the
XLR inputs and only two channels.
Arbitrarily, I chose the two on the
extreme left and right. The GFA-7805
has no bridging facilities, so the other
channels sat idle. I encountered no

stability problems with the Revel
Ultima Studios using AudioQuest,
Straight Wire, or Harmonic Technology
speaker cables.
In this system, due to the dynamic
capabilities of the speakers and awelldamped room (to say nothing of accommodating neighbors), Iwas able to run
the Adcom quite abit harder. No matter
what Iasked of it, and without flickering
its LEDs or turning on its cooling fan,
the GFA-7805 delivered full, extended,
defined bass, a balanced midbass and
midrange, and silky highs. In addition, its
performance quality was consistent at all
power levels, from easy-listening to
shake-the-walls. One might think that
two-fifths of a$2400 power amp might
be out of its weight class in ahigh-end
system, but the Adcom was apleasure to
listen to for extended periods.

Measurements
repeated the response test with the
unbalanced input, Igot avery different result (fig.4). Now the ultrasonic
response peaks up slightly into the
higher impedances before rolling off.
The extent of the peak is very mild,
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Fig.4 Adcom GFA-7805, unbalanced,
frequency response at (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, 4W into 2ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed).

+0.1dB at 61kHz, but its existence
does suggest that the amplifier may
not be unconditionally stable when
driven with single-ended signals.
Adjacent-channel crosstalk (not
shown) was less than 100dB below
1kHz, increasing slightly with increasing frequency due to capacitive
coupling. The '7805's signal/noise
ratios were respectably high considering the high power available. The Aweighted figure with the input
shorted was ahigh 92.5dB (ref. 1W
into 8ohms), this worsening to astill
good 80.7dB, unweighted, wideband.
The Adcom is avery high-powered
amplifier. Fig.5 shows how its measured THD+noise percentage changes
with output power into loads ranging
from 2to 16 ohms. Specified at 300W
into 8ohms with five channels driven,
it actually clipped at 398W into 8

ohms (26dBW), with very low distortion almost right up to the clipping
point. The 4 ohm power was even
higher, at 683W (25.3d.BW). The 2
ohm trace in this graph stops short at
351W, at which point the protection
circuit shut the amplifier down.
Fig.6 shows how the amplifier's
small-signal distortion+noise percentage changes with both frequency and
with decreasing load impedance. It is
respectably low overall, though the
usual doubling with each halving of
the load can be seen, as well as aslight
rise above the audioband. (This graph
is for balanced drive; with unbalanced
drive the THD+N levels increased a
little, especially in the top octaves, but
with amaximum figure, into 2ohms,
of around 0.1%) The notch at 120Hz
in these curves is due tu aresidual
120Hz hum that Icouldn't eliminate
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Fig.5 Adcom GFA-7805, distortion (%) vs
lkHz continuous output power into
(from bottom to top): 16 ohms,
8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms (one
channel driven).
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Fig.6 Adcom GFA-7805, balanced, THD+N
(%) vs frequency (from bottom to top):
2.83V into 16 ohms, 8ohms, 4 ohms,
2ohms (right channel dashed).
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Fig.7 Adcom GFA-7805, IkHz waveform at
20W into 4 ohms (top), 0.015%
THD+N; distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Adcom
That said, the GFA-7805 was not
without character. It seemed rolled-off
in the highs, which made it slightly distant and tended to soften high-frequency dynamics, even though changes in
volume, per se, were easily accomplished. Some of this had to have been
the smoothness and effortlessness with
which the GFA-7805 handled wide
dynamic change. Perhaps it made those
changes seem less imposing than if they
were announced with a shout. The
soundstage was as wide and deep as I
have ever experienced with this system,
but the central images lacked some of
the etched specificity I've come to
expect from the Revels. The Rosalyra
String Quartet's performance of
Shostakovich's Quartet 8 (SACD,
Artegra ART1002), via Theta Digital's
Generation VIII DAC-controller, was

particularly intense — especially the exquisite intimacy of the slow movements.
In switching from the Classé CAM-350s
($7000/pair) or the Sonic Frontiers
Power-3s ($10,000/pair) to the Adcom, I
sensed no loss of resolution or music,
but here and there Imissed little frissons
of delight that I'd experienced with the
other amps. The experience was too
relaxed to be as shattering.
Big stuff or jazz, such as the 24bit/96kHz rendering of Ray Brown's
Soular Ewe (DVD-A, Hi-Res Music
HRM 2011), had excellent presence and
detail. But Wayne Horvitz's Forever
(DVD-A, Hi-Res Music HRM 2001)
sounded abit "hooded" and dull. The
latter is decidedly not an open, airy
recording, so the Adcom was not itself
creating this effect, but rather emphasizing what was already on the disc.

GFA-7805

That, Isuppose, is the bottom line.
Every amp I've used has had some signature. The Adcom's was areticence in
the upper midrange and treble that I
perceived not as dimness or murk but as
alack of assertiveness. That's not necessarily bad. In the right context, all the
detail and resolution were apparent. In
my own fairly warm setup, the problem
was quke minor. Given the variations
among systems and sound rooms, the
GFA-7805 will be out of step only in
highly damped rooms.
What? 300INpc ain't enough for you?
They say that power corrupts. They're
right...but I
just had to try biamping the
Paradigm Reference Ultima Studios
with pairs of the Adcom's 300W channels. Because the Sonic Frontiers Line-3
has multiple line outputs, Ijust ran two
pairs of AudioQuest balanced cable into

Associated Equipment
no matter how I arranged the
grounding between the amplifier
and my Audio Precision System One
test set. However, as can be inferred
from the S/N ratios, this hum is vely
low in level, and won't be audible
with real-world speakers of normal
sensitivities.
The waveform of the Adcom's residual distortion is shown in fig:7.
Even with 32 readings averaged to
allow the harmonics to emerge from
the background noise, the distortion
is not much higher than the noise in
this graph. Of more subjective
importance, the distortion is primarily the benign second harmonic. This
is confirmed by fig.8, which, taken at
amuch higher level, also shows some
fourth and sixth harmonic present,
each around the -90dB level
(0.003%). In fact, the highest-level
spurious tone in this graph is the

0.00000. .100. 4000.0

al .501 .00

120Hz power-supply hum mentioned earlier, at -84dB (0.006%).
The Adcom's intermodulation,
however, was alittle higher than the
best amplifiers Ihave measured. An
equal mix of 19 and 20kHz tones,
with the GFA-7805 driven just
below clipping into 8ohms (fig.9),
resulted in alkHz difference tone at
-64dB (0.06%). This is still low in
absolute terms.
The Adcom GFA-7805's measured performance suggests that its
five high-power channels will probably work best when driven in balanced mode, while its heatsinking
shortfall will not be aproblem with
multichannel music drive and normal playback volumes.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.8 Adcom GFA-7805, balanced, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 115W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.9 Adcom GFA-7805, balanced, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 310W into 8 ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Two-Channel System
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD-Video/CD
player, Linn Unidisk 1.1 universal
player, Orpheus 0CD player.
Prearnplification: Theta Digital
Generation VIII, Orpheus One,
Naga DACs; Sonic Frontiers
Line-3 preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Sonic Frontiers
Power-3, Classé CAM-350.
Loudspeakers: Revel Ultima
Studio.
Cables: Digital: i2Digital X-60
BNC. Interconnect (all balanced):
AudioQuest Anaconda, Python;
JPS Super-Conductor 2. Speaker:
AudioQuest Granite. AC: JPS
Aluminata.
Multichannel System
Digital sources: Sony SCDXA777ES SACD player, Marantz
8400 universal player.
Preamplifiers: Bel Canto Pre6,
McCormack MAP-1.
Power amplifiers: Bel Canto
eVo6, Bryston 9B-STT.
Loudspeakers: Magnepan Home
Theater
System;
Paradigm
Reference Studio/60, Studio/20,
Studio CC, Servo-15.
Cables: Interconnect: Harmonic
Technology, RS Audio Cables
multichannel; Alpha-Core Goertz
Micro-Purl
copper.
Speaker:
Goertz MI 2Veracity
-Rahnan Rubinson
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Hardware, Accessories &Music!
From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware and accessories -with our 30 day satisfaction or your money back Guarantee
.

TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing!
Basis Turntables/Rega &Vector tonearms -SCALL!
Clearaudio Turntables, Tonearms &Clamps
Graham 2.2 ,Robin Tonearms &all Accessories
Music Hall -MMF 1, 2, 5, 7&9&Ringmats $CALL
VPI Scout/JMW9 &Dynavector Cartridges -SCALL!
VPI Aries 2&Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
NEW! VPI TNT 6&TNT Hot Rod 6-SCALL!

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES &FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 &2.5FI, Mini Pro 1&2
Nitty Gritty Pure 2, RRL Vinyl Wash, GruvGlide, VPI Concentrate
VPI HW-16.5 &17F Models &all Accessories -SCALL!
Orbitrac 2Cleaner S39.99!, Milty Zerostat Gun $69.99!
• HR-X Turntable
with JMW 12.6
Tonearm &SOS

ALL VPI Clamps, Dustcovers &Accessories -SCALL!

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starling at $174.99!
Clearaudio (all models) -starting at S199.99!
Dynavector (all models) -starling at S349.99!
Goldring (all models) -starting at $62.99!
Grado (all models) -starting at $35.99!
Koetsu, Lyra, Shure, Transfiguration (all models!)
NEW! Transfiguration Spirit Mk3
"`""Let one of our analogue specialists design
MC Phono Cartridge 0.4mV
acomplete system for you today!***
AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS &SACD PLAYERS
Music Hall Maverick SACD Player -SCALL!
Shoaling CD-T200 Tube SACD Player -SCALL!
Philips 763, 795 &963 SACD/DVD Players
Shoaling SP-80 Monoblock Tube Amps -SCAR
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier -SCALL!
Creek OBH-11/11se Headphone Amps
Grado RA-1 Headphone Amp -$CALL!

•

•
•

Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
Class-A Stereophile Recommended
Component! SSS

must have accessories under $40!
100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99 1
100 Japanese Resealahle Outer Sleeves -$29.99!
RRL LP#9, Vinyl Wash 8, Deep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
NEW' RRL Shine Ola CD Cleaner -$24.99!

Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaner $39.99
Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cordes RCA/XLR Cops -Starling at $29.99!

boric Illuminator CD System -$39.99!
Cants Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in 8, Dening Lp -$22.99!

MFSL Lift Lock Jewel Box $1.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -$16 99!

Sore/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Audioprism MK3 Ciuietlines -$24.99!
Grua Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!

NEW! Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge $19.99

Wbmpod Isolators (all models) -$5.99 each!

Visit www elusivedisc com or call us for
comolete list of all accessories we carry

LOUDSPEAKERS &HEADPHONES

VPI 17F Record Cleaner -Stereophile
Recommended Component!

Epos M12 Bookshelf Speakers &Stands- SCALL!
Epos M15 Floor Standing Speakers -SCALL!
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS18,2 Headphones! SCALL
POWER FILTERING &SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Audioprism Foundation .5, I, II, Ill &ACFX -SCALL!
NEW! Audioprism Quieffine MK3 Filters -S24.99!
Audioprism Waveguide $99.99! Bedini Ultra Clarifier SCALL!
Quantum Symphony/Sym. Pro &Electroclears- SCALL!
CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cable SCALL!
Audience powerChord -SCALL!
Audioquest Interconnects, Speaker Cable &Accessories
Audioprism Power Cords (all models) -SCAR!

Audience Au24 Speaker Cable,
Interconnect and powerChord -All
Stereophile Recommended Components!

PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE &NEW! PH-D Phono Stage SCALL
Clearaudio Micro Basic &Basic -starting at S199.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
NEW! Acoustech PH.D. Phono Stage
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PWX Upgrade! The PH.D. is stureing, absolutely no noise &
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages
very liquid..." Harry Weislield -VPI Industries

elusive disc inc.
call us today!

800-782-3472

or shop online: wwvv.elusivedisc.com
fax 765-608-5341 Info 765-608-5340 email. elusales@netdirect.net
4020 frontage road anderson. in 46013 m-f: 9am-6pm est, sat: llam-3pm cst

NEW audiophile recordings...
-call .us or visit our website for our most recommended titles! .........
.

AUDIOPHILE LP 'S $9.99 &UP!
Jacintha/Jacintha Is Her Name 245rpm 180g LPs
Pink Floyd/Dark Side Limited Edition 180g LP
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me 200g LP
Bob Dylan/Masked &Anonymous 2200g LP's
Procol Harum Mono 200g + Bonus 12" &7" LPs
Santana/Shaman 200g LP
Allman Brothers/Live At The Fillmore 2200g LPs
Roy Orbison Cryin' &Lonely &Blue 200g LP's
Simon &GarfunkeV13ridge Over Troubled... 200g LP Belafontelive at Carnegie Hall
Classic Records 200g 2LPs
ALL Analogue Production 45 &33rpm LP's
&BMG SACO!
MFSL, Nautilus... Out-of-Print 1/2 Speed &D2D LP's! !!
AUDIOPHILE DVD-A's $17.99 &UP! Over 200 titles!
Fleetwood Mac/Say You Will DTS Surround OVO -A
Steely Dan/Everything Must Go DTS Surround OVO -A
Chicago/II &VDolby Digital Surround OVO -A
Donald Fagen/Kamakirical DTS Surround OVO -A
AUDIOPHILE CD'S $11.99 &UP!
MFSL John Lennon/Imagine Gold CD
Sheffield Drum Record XRCD24
James Newton Howard &Friends XRCD24
Beethoven &Tchaikovsky RCA XRCD24s
New LIM, JVC, &IBM XRCD24s
10 Grateful Dead HDCD titles!

Burmester 03 Sampler CD
Various Classical &Jazz Artists

"
AUDIOPHILE SACD'S $14.99 &UP! Over 900 titles!
Jacintha/Jacintha is Her Name M-CH SACD
Norah Jones/Come Away With Me M-CH SACD
Peter Frampton/Comes Alive 2M-CH SACDs
Steely Dan/Gaucho M-CH SACD
Pink Floyd/Dark Side of the Moon M-Ch SACD
Bob Dylan/All 15 Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
Rosemary Clooney/With Love 2-CH SACD
Gene Harris Trio/Plus One 2-CH SACD
ALL Sony &Universal SACDs
New Channel Classics M-CH SACD releases
New Concord Records M-CH SACD releases

Bob DylariBlood On The Tracks
Sony Music M-CH hybrid SACD -15 Titles
&Ltd Edition 15 SACO Box Set available!!

New Proprius &Tacet 2-CH &M-CH SACD releases
New Sugar Hill 2-CH &M-CH SACD releases
Donovan/Storyteller 2-CH SACD
Ray Brown/Solar Energy 2-CH SACD
LA4/Just Friends 2-CH SACD
Patricia Barber/Cafe Blue, Modern Cool, Nightclub SACDs
Sam Cooke/All 4Titles 2-CH &M-CH SACDs
All Peter Gabriel, Police &Rolling Stones SACDs
Other available labels, AR AO, Absolute Analog, Albany Alto, Artegra,
Alto, Audio Fidelity, BIS, BMG, Blue Note, Challenge, Chesky, Classic
Records, DCC, DMP Decca, Delos, Diverse, EMI, RIM, Fidelis, Groove Note,
Hyperion, JVC, Linn, MA, MCA, MFSL Mosaic, Opus3, PentaTone, Proprios,
Red
Rose, Reference, Rounder, Simply Vinyl, Sony. Speakers Comer
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Sundazed, TBM, Tacet, Telarc, Vanguard, Water Lily& many more!

Jacintha/Jacintho is Her Nome
Groove Note 1110g 45rpm 2LPs
&Multi-Ch SACD

Adcom
four of the GFA-7805's channels, sparing the central segment. Such asetup invites megalomania, so Ihauled out the
appropriate blockbusters.
My favorite was Pierre Boulez's new
recording of Mahler's Symphony 3
(CD, Deutsche Grammophon 474 2982). Glorious! Played at levels that drove
the less committed from the room but
strangely evoked no reprisals from the
neighbors, the Adcom and Revels performed masterfully. From the powerful,
martial opening (oh, those drum
whacks!), the charming posthom serenades, the lighter-than-air "Bimm
bamm!" of the chorus, and on through
the hopeful and expansive exaltations of

the finale, it was athrilling experience
filled with piquant detail and emotive
power. Ihad to close my eyes — what I
saw of my modest room was in violent
contrast to the spaciousness of the
ensemble at full cry. As did many other
DDD recordings from DG, this one
benefited from the Adcom's smoothness and lack of edginess. While it's
likely that using only two 300W channels of the Adcom would have handled
this, the thrill of ultimate power probably added to my excitement.
Conclusions
It is very hard to fault the Adcom GFA7805. It certainly doesn't lack power, with

GFA-7805

five channels of 300 clean watts each. It
certainly doesn't lack clarity or transparency. or extended, powerful, and controlled bass. If anything, the Adcom
GFA-7805 was somewhat softer and
more forgiving in the highs than other
premium amps, but this very fault might
be an asset in abrighter room and/or
with abrighter system. For atwo-channel
system, it can be recommended to anyone looking for gobs of well-behaved
power. For a multichannel system, it's
hard to pass up. Like the two-channel
GFA-555 in its day, the five-channel
GFA-7805 offers great sound and all the
power most systems can use, at aprice
that's remarkably low.

Cable Issues

T

he kindly delivery guy hefted the
original review sample of the
Adcom GFA-7805
(serial no.
FCS0044) out of its crate and placed it
gently on the floor in front of my
equipment rack — it was too tall and
deep for the slot available. He left with
my gracious thanks for having saved
my back. Ithen transferred the RS
Audio Solution multichannel interconnects and the five Goertz speaker
cables from my Bel Canto eVo6 amp
to the GFA-7805, plugged in the
power cord, and fired it up. After a
few tense seconds as the front-panel
LEDs flickered (as is normal for the
power-up sequence), they dimmed
and the music poured forth.
That didn't last. The internal fan
soon switched on and, one after another, the distortion LEDs lit up. Shortly
thereafter, the thermal-protection
LEDs glowed and the indicated channels shut down. Curiously, this happened in apredictable sequence: RF
channel first, then center, then LS.
With three channels down, Ishut
off the amp and checked my connections. Everything seemed right. But
from then on, each time Ipowered
up, after five to ten minutes of listening the problem would repeat itself.
Trying to avoid the conclusion that
the amp was at fault, I switched
around which amp channel was connected to which speaker cable and
speaker. Whatever Idid, the result
was the same: the same three channels shut down in the same sequence.
Iconcluded that the amp was faulty.
Adcom's Matt Lyons had to drive all
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the way to Connecticut to deliver the
replacement GFA-7805 (serial no.
FCS0000), which, he averred, had
been thoroughly checked out. We
hooked it up, turned it on, and...same
problem. Lyons squinted at the AlphaCore cables and su ested that they
might be at fault. He said that the
GFA-7805 is awideband amp and is
definitely not rolled off anywhere in
the vicinity of the audible range. Using
"certain" cables —those that permit
RF to get into the output stage —
might cause the amp to oscillate and
overheat, even in the absence of audible
distortion. Ireplaced the stereo channel
cables with Straight Wire Teflon-12
(kept from my GFA-555 II days), and
all was well in those channels.
Alpha-Core, on the other hand,
acknowledges the possibility of such
problems in their literature and on
their website. They state that the
resistive load of loudspeaker voicecoils can rise to 10 times the DC resistance at 20kHz, along with an even
higher, almost purely inductive
impedance. Unfortunately, the feedback loops in certain solid-state
amplifiers does not satisfy the Nyquist
or Bode criterion for stability. The
amplifier might at times exhibit gain
bandwidths in the internal feedback
loop in the MHz order, meaning that
instability can arise above the audible
range. The problem arises when this
type of amplifier is connected to
speakers that exhibit high impedance
at high frequencies via an otherwise
ideal low-impedance matched cable.
Under certain circumstances, instead
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of stabilizing the gain via the internal
feedback loop, as is intended for a
low-impedance output, the amplifier
is turned into ahigh-frequency power
oscillator operating at a frequency
well above the audible range. This
may load the amplifier excessively,
"resulting in a higher-than-normal
operating temperature or overload
shutdown." Exactly!
Goertz's remedy is aZobel network
(BIC Match Links), now provided
free of charge with Goertz cables, but
not back when mine were delivered. A
0.1e capacitor in series with a10 ohm
resistor across the speaker terminals
becomes an effective noise shunt at
frequencies well above the audible
range. The Zobel network did the
trick. Matt Lyons, your trip to
Connecticut was unnecessary. With
the cable-compatibility problem cured,
the Adcom fairly loafed along with the
Alpha-Core cables, no matter what the
levels. The fan and the LEDs never
came on again.
Idon't know where to point my
accusing finger. The Goertz cables,
without the Match Links, have
worked fine with many speaker-amp
combinations in this system. Conversely, the GFA-7805 has worked
superbly with several other cablespeaker combinations in both of my
systems. My hunch is that this is one
of those lurking but curable incompatibilities that a competent dealer
should know about. Both Adcom and
Alpha-Core were aware of the possibility; Iassume that they've informed
their dealers of it. -Kalman Rubinson
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS, YOUR

ONE-STOP AUDIOPHILE SHOP
VPI Scoutmaster

TURNTABLES

(tonearm included) ,

ZERODUST
STYLUS CLEANER

NEW!

Extend the life of
your stylus and
enhance fidelity.

SME Model 30/2
(Shown wit.h optional tonearm)

GRAHAM 2.2
Tonearm

Call Roger
about cartridge
traze-ups and trade-ins
or to help build or

GRADO
Sonata

SUMIKO
Blackbird

LYRA
Helikon

.weak

BENZ
LP Ebony

1-800 -716 -3553
RECORD CARE

119
el

your dream system.

HOME THEATRE

ti9_
1111.

RGPC
600S

LAST
Preservatives
and Cleaners

ARAGON Stage One ,s a

ORBITRAC 2
Record Cleaner

ARAGON 2007 Amplifier

high-performance preamplifier, processer and
turner all rolled into one

Move the
power.
Enjoy clean accurate
power. Believe us,
you will notice

Pnwenul. dynamic seven-channel amp.

the difference!
VPI RECORD CLEANING MACHINES
RGPC SubStation

• HW-16.5
HW-17F
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vvww.acousticsounds.com

ACCESSORIES

ACOUSTIC SOUNDSe
The World's Largest Selection of Audiophile Recordings

CAIG
LABORATORIES

SUTHERLAND

CLEANING KITS

Ph.D. Phono Stage
STATE OF THE
ART PHONO PREAMPS

•Audio/Video Survival Kit

Read the reviews at
www.acousttcsounds.com

•Survival Kit

VPI

ACOUSTECH PH-1P Phono Stage

STROBE
DISC
Calibrate accurate speed
on your turntable.

From analog
to digital.
stereo to surround,
inexpensive to
lunatic-fringe...
we've got it!

AUDIOQUEST
Carbon Fiber Brush

E
MUSICAL FIDELITY hiUNI
X-CAN V3 "
WV mu

FREE

SENNHEISER
HEADPHONES HD 650

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS catalog.
Call today.

NEW!

Whether you're interested in the smallest upgrade or the largest mega-buck
system, our audio experts are ready to help you. Give them acall at
SIneollr

1-800-716-3553
order online anytime

www.acousticsounds.com
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors. Listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2Channel rules.
2Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ALON
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATC
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAn
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AYON
•BASIS
•BAT

•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER
•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK
•DALI
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAVECTOR
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Equipment

Report

Michael

Fremer

Theta Digital Enterprise
monoblock power amplifier

M

onoblock
power
amplifiers seem to be
moving in and out of
my listening room faster than
green-onion salsa from ChiChi's. Over the past six months
I've had the Parasound Halo JC1, the Halcro dm68, the Pass
XA-160, the Musical Fidelity
kW, and now these 300W (into
8 ohms), $4500-each beauties
from Theta Digital. All of these
amps sounded as different as
they looked, which was no surprise; too bad the "measures the
same, sounds the same" dogmatists remain open for business.
Once upon a time, more
than 15 years ago, Theta Digital
was exclusively a"digital done
right" company, as their slogan
has it, specializing in custom,
algorithm-driven, two-channel
oversampling audio DACs,
which were then exotic. In fact,
Theta introduced the DS Pre,
the world's first DSP-based
outboard DAC, back in 1988.
(DSP stands for "digital signal
processing.") Soon thereafter
Theta introduced aCD transport that was actually aheavily modified
laserdisc player, linked to the DS Pre via
an AT&T glass optical cable. These and
other Theta innovations were then
copied throughout the audio industry.
Theta's idea was to squeeze every last
bit of performance from 16-bit/44.1kHz
CDs, an agenda that left me cold. To my
ears, the best of what resulted from it
didn't begin to approach the musicality
of most modestly priced turntables. I

Description: Solid-state monoblock
power amplifier. Power output:
300Wpc into 8 ohms (24.8dBW),
350Wpc typical, 500Wpc into 4
ohms (24dBW), 425Wpc typical.
THD+noise: <1.75% (output level
not specified). Frequency response:
0.5Hz-400kHz, -3dB at full power.
Input
impedance:
50k
ohms.
Sensitivity: 2.8V RMS input for
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Theta Digital Enterprise monoblock power amplifier

remember arguing with Theta's Neil
Sinclair about the futility of it all, but he's
since built asuccessful company out of
it. So much time has passed since then
that Ibet some of you don't even know
what a laserdisc-based CD transport
might be, or why one would want to use
one to play CDs. Theta didn't release a
one-box CD player until 1997.
When the home theater boom
began to wax and interest in tweaky

300W into 8 ohms (single-ended),
1.4V RMS input for 300W into 8
ohms (balanced). Voltage Gain:
25dB single ended (18x), 31dB balanced (36x). Signal/noise ratio:
>105dB unweighted.
Dimensions: 13 7/
8" H by 91
/
16 "W by
23 °4
3"D. Weight: 51 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
26333, 26419.
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two-channel digital audio
products began to wane,
Theta smartly began applying
its core expertise to designing
modular multichannel A/V
preamplifier-processors —
though the company is still
very active in the two-channel
DAC arena. And with the first
Dreadnaught in 1999, Theta
began building multichannel
home theater amplifiers.
Veteran designer David
Reich (Dayton-Wright, Classé,
McCormack)
dreams
up
Theta's power amps, including
the no-holds-barred, 400Winto-8-ohms Citadel monoblock (reviewed by Jonathan
Scull in the May 2002 Stereophile). Needing some massive
electronic horsepower to drive
a big Aerial Acoustics 5.1channel system for aStereophile
Guide to Home Theater review, I
prevailed on Theta to lend me
three fortress-like Citadels to
drive the front channels. Based
on that experience, when the
opportunity arose to review
this three-quarter-size edition
of the Citadel in my two-channel system, Isaid yes.
No Star Trek Puns
With three-fourths the power and twothirds the height of the Citadel, the Theta
Enterprise doesn't quite have the same
level of visual drama. But it's attractive
enough, with its sculpted aluminum
front panel and rounded chassis cover,
made from asingle U-shaped sheet of

Price: $9000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 75. Warranty: 5 years
parts & labor.
Manufacturer:
Theta
Digital
Corporation, 5330 Derry Ave., Suite R,
Agoura Hills, CA 91301. Tel: (818)
597-9195. Fax: (818) 597-1079. Web:
wwwthetadigital.com.
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Theta
brushed aluminum. A vertical, remotecontrol-like fixture attached to the front
panel contains a Standby button and
LED and the Theta logo. Stereo pairs of
Enterprises come with mirror-imaged
front sculpting and control-panel placement. Instead of conventional external
heatsinks, the amp features dramatic,
carved-out openings protected by blackmesh inserts; amassive "floor-to-ceiling"
heatsink assembly is hidden within.
Like the Citadel, the Enterprise is a
fully balanced differential (no common
grounds need apply), zero loop-feedback
design featuring, according to Theta, "a
4-layer glass-epoxy circuit board: 1layer
each for positive and negative supply
lines; 1layer for ground plane; 1layer for
signal path." The Citadel and Enterprise

have similar circuits —including for the
bridge rectifier, main board, and capacitor bank — and use the same output devices; Theta claims they sound similar as
well. While the Enterprise is rated at
300W into 8 ohms or 500W into 4
ohms, Theta says 350W and 525W, respectively, are more typical.
The rear panel is as businesslike and
complex as the front panel is jewel-like.
Along with RCA and XLR inputs,
there's aCardas-type binding post' —
the kind that locks both channels' hot
and ground connections with asingle
knurled knob — as well as both RS-232
1This has limited clearance; if you use spade lugs with
large-diameter metal barrels, these might touch the
edge of the chassis.
—JA

Digital

Enterprise

and remote trigger facilities for home
theater integration. Also on the rear
panel are fuses for both positive and
negative power-supply rails, an on/off
switch, and an IEC jack. Three LEDs let
you know when afuse or fuses have
blown or when the amp has been driven beyond its normal operating temperature — as if you won't know that
when the music suddenly stops and you
look up to find that your amp stand has
melted. (Just kidding.)
A second Cardas binding post is
optional for biwiring or biamping, or
you can opt for high-pressure Reichtype connectors designed by... David
Reich. This is an unusual clamping-type
monolithic mechanism using two hexhead screws, but you're warned that the

Measurements

I

measured the Enterprise with both
balanced and unbalanced signals;
there was no appreciable difference between the two modes. Neither
input inverted signal polarity, and the
input impedance at 1kHz was ahigh
52k ohms unbalanced, 82k ohms balanced. The unbalanced voltage gain
into 8ohms was 253dB, alittle lower
than average. Surprisingly, the balanced gain was even lower at 25dB,
6dB lower than specified. However, it's
fair to point out that this will not be a
problem for any good preamp, especially Theta's own digital processors,
which have very high output levels.
(See our review of the Generation
VIII in the February 2004 issue of
Stereophile.) The unweighted, wideband signal/noise ratio (ref. 1W into 8
ohms) was agood 84dB, though this
figure fluctuated somewhat due to the
presence of some very-low-frequency
noise. Switching in an A-weighting filter improved the figure to an excellent
96dB. As MF said, the Enterprise is
indeed a"quiet amplifier."
The Theta's output impedance was
alittle higher than usual, at 0.5 ohm
(20Hz and 11cHz) and 0.55 ohm
(20k1-1z), which means that there was
slightly more variation of the amplifier's frequency response than is normally seen with asolid-state design —
±0.4dB (fig.1, top trace) — and slightly more reduction in gain with each
halving of the load impedance (fig.1,
bottom two traces). The amplifier's
small-signal bandwidth is very wide,
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however, with a-3dB frequency of
121kHz, which gives aperfect 11cHz
squarewave response (fig2). Commendably for adesign with minimal
negative feedback, the bandwidth
doesn't change with load impedance.
However, Idid notice that whenever Ichanged the operating conditions, the Enterprise took several
seconds to settle down to its new
steady-state performance. Inoted this
phenomenon in our review of the
Ayre AX-7 amplifier last October
(Vo126 No.10). The amplifier's low
amount of loop negative feedback
means that its operating parameters
are continually changing according to
the demands of the music. Admittedly this is to avery small degree,
but it is not something Iam used to
seeing. (The underlying phenomenon still happens in high-feedback
designs, but is compensated for to a

much greater extent by the action of
the feedback.)
Before taking any measurements, I
ran the Enterprise for an hour at
100W into 8ohms. At the end of this
period, the chassis was hot, with the
black metal-mesh panels inset into
the top of the enclosure too hot to
touch. During this time, however, the
measured THD percentage dropped
from 02% to 0.13%. Fig.3 shows how
the small-signal distortion changes
with both frequency and load imped-
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Fig.2 Theta Enterprise, small-signal IkHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.1

Theta Enterprise, balanced, frequency
response at (from top to bottom at
2kHz): 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load, 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, 4W into 2ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Theta Enterprise, balanced, THD+N (%)
vs frequency (from bottom to top):
2.83V into 8 ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms.
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connector will break if you overtighten
the screws, and that's not covered under
the warranty. Nor are you covered if you
remove the screws, then cross-thread
them when you reinsert them. Making
things even more chipper is that, aside
from warnings about what not to do,
there's not aword in the instructions
about what you should do to use the
Reich connectors correctly. Nor is there
anything about how they actually work,
and/or how best to insert your chosen
cable ends into it. You just sort of stick
them in these openings where the sun
don't shine and hope for the best.
Ah, but Ioverdramatize the situation.
On the other hand, the Reich connectors didn't break.
Enterprising Sound
Ifollowed Theta's recommendation and
gave the Enterprises aweek's continuous

use before doing any critical listening.
After that week, Ispent the next three
listening to countless LPs, CDs, and
SACDs using the single-ended Musical
Fidelity kWP and Hovland HP-100 and
the balanced VTL TL-7.5 preamplifiers.
Toward the end of the review period,
Richard Gray's Power Company did
their thing to the electricity, and Aerial
Acoustics installed their flagship 20T
loudspeakers. In short, I heard the
Enterprises in avariety of settings, some
of which were more complementary to
the amp's sonic character than others.
If you like your power amps on the
rich and warmish side, the Enterprise
probably won't be to your liking,
though it will certainly gain your respect. If you like cleanness, transparency, and sonic law and order, the
Enterprise will mesmerize you with
clarity and definition — Icould see into

the soundstage for miles. It achieved its
astonishing lucidity at the expense of a
lush midrange, but the deficit was subtle enough to be made up for with the
proper choice of complementary gear.
Playing live LPs such as Tony Bennett at
Carnegie Hall or Mel Tonné and Friends Live
at Marty's, I was treated to pleasing
extremes of low-level, HDTV-like resolution of detail, crystalline clarity, and a
giddy overload of spatial cues. Back-ofthe-hall reflections seemed to ricochet
and land in my lap. If Ihad to use my
fingers to describe the initial impression
this amp makes, I'd rapidly rub my index
and middle fingers against my thumb.
The Enterprise's sonic character begins with lithe, harmonically rich, texturally supple, reasonably extended deep
bass, though not of the iron-fisted variety you get from Krell, the Musical
Fidelity kW, and some others. Both

Measurements
ance. It is respectably low, though the
amplifier is obviously working hard
into 2 ohms. Fig.4 shows that the
spectrum of that harmonic content is
predominantly third-order, though
other harmonics make an appearance
at high power levels (fig.5).
The Enterprise's behavior when

05

I0
1.011•

01.5

Fig.4 Theta Enterprise, lkHz waveform at 1W
into 8ohms (top), 0.034% THD+N;
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom, not
to scale).

SOW Nu/boom MTV 1.0 enin•

tested for intermodulation distortion
was unusual in that, while the difference component resulting from an
equal mix of 19 and 20IcHz tones was
respectably low (fig.6), higher-order
products made an appearance. Yes,
this graph was taken close to visual
clipping into 4 ohms with this demanding signal, but Iwas nevertheless
alittle perturbed to see this behavior.
Finally, fig.7 shows how the measured THD+noise percentage changes
with increasing output power into 8,
4, and 2ohms. In common with some
other amplifiers Ihave tested that feature low loop negative feedback, the
Enterprise's circuit actually gets more
linear at moderate output currents,
before the distortion starts its inevitable rise toward clipping. This
graph also shows that the Theta
doesn't quite meet its specified output

power at the usual 1% THD clipping
point: 280W (24.5dBW) instead of
300W (24.8dBW). (I note that the
Enterprise's power output appears to
be specified at 1.75% THD.) The
03dB shortfall will not be audibly significant, but relaxing the clipping
point to 3% THD does allow the
Enterprise to give out 452W into 8
ohms (26.6dBW) and 580W into 4
ohms (24.6dBW). But only 215W are
available into 2 ohms at 1% THD
(173dI3W), meaning that the amplifier is really best used into speakers of 4
ohms and above. However, it did drive
2ohms at its clipping power without
blowing fuses or otherwise misbehaving, which is what you'd expect from
atrue high-end amplifier.
Overall, the Theta Enterprise offers asomewhat mixed bag of measurements.
—John Atkinson

Fig.6 Theta Enterprise, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
100W into 8 ohms (linear frequency
scale).

Fig.7 Theta Enterprise, distortion (%) vs IkHz
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 501N): 8ohms,
4 ohms, 2ohms.
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Fig.5 Theta Enterprise, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 100W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Okay, at Music Lovers we don't care.
Solid-state or tubes? Don't ask which we prefer.
We don't pay attention to the debate.
We don't care for all the jaw-jacking.
We care when the record is spinning
and here comes that first note,
. and you're not listening. Oh no. You're feeling.
- You're breathing the smoky Jazz club air.
You're seeing the conductor's arms akimbo.
You're smelling the acrid smoke ofJimi's flaming axe.
What? You think we're pouring it on kinda' thick?
Hmmmn... Well, maybe... Alittle.

But that's musicality. That's Conrad-Johnson.
You're hearing the music. That's what matters.

for fifteen years-

Music Lovers and CJ, together for 15 years—getting it right.

that's what matters
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styles have their backers; some listeners
didn't drive and grip the music as effecfind the iron-fist approach relentless and
tively as Imight have hoped for — but
mechanical, while others consider such
these were subde shadings, not gross
control beneficial for rhythmic delinsonic deformities.
eation. The Enterprise was abit lean in
On the title track of Davy Spillane's
the midbass compared to the X-160, the
Atlantic Btidge, abenchmark recording for
me, Christy Moore plays abodhran — a
Halo, and the kW, and more in tune
with the Halcro dm68's lean but taut,
small, high-pitched drum with awood
extremely detailed, and well-defined
frame and agoatskin head, played with a
midbass performance.
wooden stick. The Enterprise's taut,
In the critical midrange, the Enslightly forward presentation made it
terprise was ever so slightly recessed but sound as if Moore was hitting acounteroh, so crystal-clear and revealing —
top instead of goatskin. Béla Fleck's
banjo was all wire strings and no
again, like the big Halcro. There was
some loss of mystery and plushness, but stretched skin. While the recording's
in exchange Icould hear images with
subterranean bass was not delivered
pinpoint focus and extraordinary resoluquite as forcefully as Iwould have liked,
tion of low-level detail, down into the .the Enterprise's supple, texturally nuvanishingly low noise floor. The Enanced low end was more than satisfying,
terprise was aquiet amplifier.
if not physically overwhelming.
The upper mids were abit prominent
for what Iconsider to be tonal neutrality, but not to the point of being hard,
harsh, or glaring. Instead, the slight
With the VTL 7.5 in the
prominence helped impart asnap and
chain, the system's
excitement to high-frequency transients
that only enhanced the overall clarity
overall balance was
and subjective purity of the attack. The
Enterprise's high-frequency performuch improved.
mance walked the fine line between
analytically pure and slightly hot, but
never became hard, harsh, brittle, or
mechanical — a charge leveled against
the big Krell amps, though Ican't speak
It didn't take long to realize that MF's
from firsthand experience.
single-ended kWP preamp was not the
Iwas using the Musical Fidelity kWP ideal mate for the Enterprise, so Ishut
preamp and Wilson WATT/Puppy 7 things down and replaced it with
the lusher, warmer-sounding, 12AX7speakers: some people like the Focal
tweeter Wilson uses (though it's heavily driven VTL TL-7.5, which is also fully
modified by Wilson), but its many
balanced. The overall presentation took
detractors feel it sounds hard and
asharp turn for the better, the VTL:s
mechanical on top. A Focal enthusiast
subtle midband warmth neatly filling in
might blame the Theta Enterprise's
the Theta's perceived recess in that part
somewhat hot high-frequency balance
of the spectrum, and the preamp's
for bringing out the worst in the tweetsmoother, more subtle top end taming
er, while an Enterprise partisan might the amp's somewhat aggressive thrust.
say that the amp's honest extension The price paid for the improvement
highlights the tweeter's flaws. Who's was aslightly weaker bottom end, as the
correct? Who knows?
VTI:s bottom-end punch, while exBut you don't get music unless you
tended, is somewhat broader than it is
weave all these elements together.
tight and deep — the latter being aqualPlaying my usual reviewing favorites,
ity that would be more complementary
especially the CDs and LPs Iused for
to the Enterprise's bottom end.
With the VTL '7.5 in the chain, the
the amplifier reviews preceding this
one, the Enterprise's sound was impressystem's overall balance was much imsively transparent and clear, with clean- proved, though the lack of low-end
ly rendered transients and a pleasing punch was somewhat more pronounced.
effervescence overall. That was the case
No doubt designer David Reich went for
with Beck's Sea Changes SACD, but to
detail, definition, and articulation in voicmy ears, the Theta's HF spotlighting ing the Enterprise, because that's what
was abit much. On the stupendousthe amp delivered from top to bottom,
sounding LP reissue of Ian and Sylvia's
sacrificing some bottom-end clout, some
Northern Journey (Vanguard/Cisco),
midband lushness, and some highSylvia's voice was more vocal cord than frequency airiness in order to create a
head and body, and the acoustic bass
seamless, orderly sound.

The Enterprise was no more amatch
made in heaven for the WATT/Puppy
7 than was the big Halcro dm68.
Speaker design is still as much art as science, and Dave Wilson's latest
WATT/Puppy is acanny combination
of both —but with its high-Q bass tuning, slight midbass bump, not particularly extended bottom end, and that Focal
tweeter, the 7 is not well-suited to an
amplifier with aslightly forward upperoctave thrust, aless than lush midband,
and aless-than-iron-fisted bottom end.
I'm not criticizing either product—after
all, Iemptied my pockets to buy my
WATT/Puppy 7s. The 7is not a"textbook" design, but as this series of amplifier auditions tells me,. it's very revealing,
and dearly a suitable reviewing tool.
And Ilove listening to it, which helps.
So my month with the Theta Enterprise was no honeymoon, even
though afew months with the Citadels
driving Aerial's L/R 5s and CC5 centerchannel was atorrid affair. That combo
had slam, drive, power, detail, richness,
and everything else one might want from
amusic or film system. For some reason,
the Enterprise driving the Wilsons
couldn't deliver that kind of excitement,
Inever warmed up to the amplifier,
though Idid develop respect for its overall balance and superb resolution.
The Enterprise is rated at 500W into
4ohms, which is the WATT/Puppy 7's
nominal impedance. The Theta never
delivered the kind of macrodynamic
wallop that that much power would
seem to indicate, though it did drive the
efficient Wilsons to high SPLs without
strain or edginess. Instead, it excelled in
microdynamic subtlety. The Enterprise
is ahigh-powered amp with the speed
and agility usually associated with much
smaller designs. Experience tells me,
however, that power and agility need not
be mutually exclusive.
Enter the Aerial 20Ts
Toward the end of my time with the
Theta Enterprise, Aerial's Michael Kelly
delivered apair of opulent-looking 20T
loudspeakers for review. He told me
that the 20T, with two 9' woofers in a
massively braced, 170-lb bass cabinet,
was designed to be flat to below 30Hz
with a smooth rolloff thereafter. The
20T also uses atrue ribbon tweeter (not
a sheet of etched Mylar) said to be
extremely revealing and essentially flat
to 30kHz, and extending out to 40kHz.
The Aerials installed, we sat down for
alisten. One thing was soon abundantly clear: the Theta Enterprise's highfrequency performance was ultra-clean,
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Theta
fast, and detailed. It was, as I'd thought,
completely free of grain and etch, and
slightly elevated, as I'd heard through
the Wilsons. But driving the smoothersounding Aerial ribbon, that elevation
seemed less congested, less spotlit.
However, the Theta made it very clear
that the tweeter was aribbon, and Iworried that I'd spend the next reviewing
cycle trying to not hear aribbon tweeter
not quite integrating with acone midrange and cone woofers.
Then I played Davy Spillane's
"Atlantic Bridge." I knew that the
Wilson has that slight midbass bump,
and that my room has a3-4dB suckout
at 67Hz (though it's otherwise commendably flat). But the absence of this
track's bass foundation was shocking.
Iput on Suntin7ed's stupendous mono
vinyl reissue of Bob Dylan's John Wesley
Harding (Columbia/Sundazed), which
delivers Charlie McCoy's granite bass
lines with unsurpassed detail, impact, and
extension. The results were positively
wimpy, though the transient attack was
outstanding. The superb two-channel
SACD of this album fared no better.
Perhaps I'd gotten used to the WiLsons'
midbass bump (I'd played the mono disc
via the Wilsons before moving them out
of the room). However, Istill felt there
was alack of extension and impact on the
bottom, aslight leanness in the middle,
and asubtle emphasis on top that called
attention to the ribbon tweeter (though
at the time Ididn't know if it was the
speaker that Ineeded to adjust to, or
whether Iwas hearing the Enterprise).
I shut down the Enterprises and
hooked up the Music Reference R/v1200, a100Wpc amp that rd bought as a
tubed reference, and put on the Sundazed John Wesley Harding, then Acoustic
Sounds' absolutely stunning 45rpm
reissue of Count Basic's 88 Basie Street
(AJAZ 2310-901). The lean midbass fattened up and the foundation kicked in—
especially Kenny Buttrey's bass drum on
the Dylan disc. Warmth returned to the
midrange, and the top end stopped
screaming "Ribbon tweeter!"
After Kelly had left, I put the
Enterprises back in and listened for afew
more days before finishing this review.
Two very different speaker systems, two
different results, but both pointed to
the same conclusions regarding the
Enterprise's sonic character: detail, definition, articulation, and some highfrequency airiness but some sacrifices in
bottom-end clout and midband lushness.
I've concentrated on the Theta's tonal
balance because that's what easily stood
out. In terms of spatial presentation, the
Stereophile, March 2004

Enterprises were first-rate, delivering an
airy soundstage that was appropriately
deep, wide, and tall, with pinpoint
three-dimensional imaging and mes-

Digital

Enterprise

review but was lucky enough to hear —
the Enterprise's whole was less than
the sum of its parts. With both the
Halcro dm68 and the Enterprise, Iwas
left respecting their musical presentation without ever warming up to it.

The sleekly packaged

Conclusions
It's always more fun to write araving,
rapturous review. Icouldn't in this case,
even though Theta's big Citadel, which is
Icould respect
said to be very similar to the Enterprise,
was one of the most impressive amps I've
but not love.
heard. And don't make assumptions
about the fact that I listened to the
Citadels during a Stereophile Guide to
merizing overall transparency. The
Enterprise's high-frequency transient Home Theater project —I used them to listen to dozens of SACD and DVD-Audio
performance was equally noteworthy.
With all of these positive attributes, I discs for asurround-sound roundup.
can only conclude that — as with the
Like the Halcro dm68, the sleekly
big Halcro dm68s, which I didn't packaged Enterprise is an amp Icould
respect but not love. Ihad the same
reaction a few years ago to the one
Mark
Levinson amp I've heard in my
Associated Equipment
system. Iwas less put off by the Theta's
Analog source: Simon Yorke
slightly forward presentation than Iwas
Series 7 turntable; Graham 22,
by its somewhat disappointing bass
impact and lack of midbass weight,
Immedia RPM2 tonearms; Lyra
which for me robbed the music of richHelikon mono, Lyra Titan,
ness, warmth, and rhythmic comfort.
Sumiko Blackbird cartridges.
When Ilisten to acomponent, Idon't
Digital source: Musical Fidelity
immediately say, "Oh, the bass is someTri-Vista SACD player.
what lacking in impact" or "The top end
Prearnplification:
Manley
Steelhead, ASR Basis Exclusive
is somewhat prominent" or "The midrange is somewhat recessed." Instead,
phono sections; Musical Fidelity
kWP, VTL TL-7.5 preamplifiers.
while everything might sound fine, for
some reason I'm not responding to the
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio
Specialties WATT/Puppy 7, Aerial
music. I'm not moved. Only then do I
work to find out why.
Acoustics 20T
With the Theta Enterprise, Ihad to
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
work because the amp didn't do anyGroove, Graham IC-70, Cardas
thing overtly incorrect. It was fast, deNeutral Reference Balanced.
tailed. and somewhat forward on top, but
Interconnect: Harmonic Techthere was no hint of grain, etch, or false
nology Pro-Silway III & Magic,
"edge enhancement." If you're not used
AudioQuest Cheetah. Speaker:
to this high alevel of resolution, such an
AudioQuest Kilimanjaro. AC: JPS
amp can be absolutely mesmerizing, as
Labs Aluminata & Kaptovator,
musical and spatial details you've never
Shunyata Research Anaconda vX,
heard before emerge from your favorite
Synergistic Research Designers'
Reference2,Richard Gray's Power
recordings. If you have an overly warm
link in your sonic chain — especially your
Company High Tension Wire.
speakers —the Enterprise just might be
Accessories: PS Audio Power
the wake-up call your system needs.
Plant P300, Shunyata Research
Iworked hard to extract genuine
Hydra 8, Richard Gray's Power
musical pleasure from the $9000/pair
Company Substation AC condiThetas, but in my system — even with
tioners (Model 1200, Model 600,
multiple component substitutions and
Pole Pig); Sounds of Silence
with the Richard Gray's Power
Vibraplane active isolation platCompany stuff in and out (much better
form, Finite Elemente equipment
in, but more about that another time) —
stands,
Audiodharma
Cable
they just didn't deliver. Perhaps when
Cooker 2.0, Walker motor drive,
you build ano-holds-barred amp like
ASC Tube Traps, Shakti Stones &
the Citadel, you can't just take aslice off
On-Lines, RPG BAD & Abffusor
the top and make asmaller version that
panels.
—Michael Fremer
performs equally well.

Enterprise is an amp
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OVO Players
SACD
iielabeafainaâ
Pioneer SACD/DVD "Super-League"
Player: $1791
Cambridge Player

Award-Winning Audiophile Headphones
Grado SR-60 dynamic headphones, reg 569, now 62.10
Grado SR-80 larger more comfortable 'phones, S95/85.50
New! Sennheiser PX-250 compact, portable, with
noise-cancelling technology, reg. 5150. now 129.95
Grado 5R-125 —Stereophile Accessory Product of the
Year! —dynamic headphones, reg. S150, now 135.00
Sennheiser HD-600 regular 5460, now 299.90
New! Sennheiser HD-650 top-of-the-line revealing
&dynamic headphones, introductory price only S449.00

....1.1•1M111111=11)

World's first bargain-priced
DVD/SACD/DVD-Audio/CD/CDR
&more OVO player. Only S179

"Insanely high spec list" raves
Home Entertainment, "buy one
now"DVD55 player, 5279

Pioneer DVR-310
Recorder: $499!
Features similar to Pioneer's
52,000 OVR-7000 like 6-hour
recording — but is only 5499

CD Players

Headphone Accessories
New! Cordes premium replacement headphone cable
for Sennheiser HD-580 &HD-600 headphones, I
Oft 5149.95
Kimber Pill Headphone Extension Cable: Features
highly-rated !timber P81 wire, 15ft length 599.95

Bel Canto
DAC2
Cambridge Audio
Azur 540C Player

Cambridge Audio
Azur 640C Player

Features Sony transport and
advanced 24/192 DA( for
unbeatable sound, only S349

Like the 540C, but with Wolfson
24/192 DAC and premium parts
ultra-revealing sound, only 5499

This 24/192
DA( —now
with jitter
reduction circuitry — may couse
you to rediscover the great sound
of your CDs! 51,295

Integrated Amplifiers

Cambridge Audio
540A Integrated

Cambridge Audio
640A Integrated

"First Class" Creek
Audio A501

All new good-sounding 540A has
on acoustically-damped chassis,
headphone input, remote, optional phono stage, intro price: 5349

New higher power than the
540A, the 640A has ofoster
response time and more bass
power. Intro price: 5499

"Vivid darily...that suits vocals in
particular," raves Hi-Fi World, "a
first class amplifier." Only 5795.
With remote control S995.

FM Tuners
..ereremessi.„
Cambridge Audio
T500 AM/FM Tuner
Versatile, affordable 1500 delivers good reception and good
sound at abargain-basement
price. Only 5279

Parasound Halo T-3
Great sounding Halo T-3 delivers
outstanding reception, balanced
outputs &easy multi-room system integration — all for only
5599.95

Perreaux Headphone Amp
The extremely
Mein
quiet, exceptionally detailed, and
worm sounding SXH-1
headphone amp offers
two headphone jacks
in acompact chassis.
Drives even hardto-drive headphones.
Intro price: S349.95

Grado Headphone Amps
RA-1 battery headphone
amp S350/5315.00
RA-1 AC, 5495/5445

Creek Amps
080-8 headphone
amp, reg. 5225, now
5199; OBH-215E
deluxe 'phone amp, 5450/5399

Analog Upgrades
Record Doctor II

Static Killing Gun

"Least expensive way to
effectively clean records" says
Stereophile. You get cleaning
machine, brush &4eus of
cleaning fluid for S199.95

Reduce annoying static from LPs & Phono Stage
CDs with the Milty anti-static gun.
Perreaux's SXV-1 delivers clean,
Zerostat Gun, S74.95
quiet, exceptionally detailed sound
with any phono min*. Highly
adjustable. Sound competes with
phono stages at twice the price!
Only $349.00

Magnum/Dynalab
MD-90 Tube Tuner

Perreaux SXV-1

The MD90 Triode FM tuner offers
superb FM reception plus anatural
sounding (lass Atriode tube output stage. Only $1,495.00

Maximum Power Protection
PS Audio P500
New from audio innovator
Paul McGowan. The P500
expands on the technology of
the critically-acclaimed Power
Plant power line conditioners. Features 8outlets &
500-watt capacity. Regular S1995, order now and get aFREE 5250
PS Audio xStream Plus Power Cable! Call us or visit us online for details.

PS Power Port
Premium custombuilt isolatedground in-wall
receptacle
improves XIV
performance.
PS Audio Power
Port, S49.95

Teem"

.
7 I
ID*
eaee;
:f

Monster Cable
H-T Power
Strip
"H15-2000
transformed
the system's
sound," raves Bob
Harley. 12-outlet,
RF filtering and
more. HTS-2000,
only S199.95

PS Ultimate Outlet

Aragon Stage
Processor

Parasound Processor Adcom Processor

High-Performance THX Ultra-2
DIS-ES &DIS NEO 6certified
7.1 channel. Coll for once.

Halo Cl is THX Ultra-2, Dolby EX,
DIS-ES NEO 6certified &features
TFT front panel screen. 55,995.00

Powered Subwoofers
Earthquake Super Nova Mk IV Subwoofers

Stereophile Accessory of
the Year 2002. Reduces
common-mode AC Line noise for
better sound. PS Audio Ultimate
Outlet 15-Amp, Only 5299

"There might be better subwoofers on the planet, but Ihaven't
heard them," —Steven Stone, September 2002, Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater
—Super Nova Mk IV 10, 200 WRMS 10" subwoofer, S899/599.00
—Super Nova Mk IV 12, 580 WRMS 12" sub, 51,699/1,499.00
—Super Nova Mk IV 15, 580 WRMS 15" sub, 52,249/1,999.00
Wharfedale PowerCube 12, 12" subwoofer with built-in 150
WRMS power amplifier, 5349.95

Athena AS-P400, 10" subwoofer with built-in 100 WRMS power
amplifier, S399.95
WorldRadioHistory

New, improved GFP-880 7.1
channel with Dolby Digital EX
&DIS -ES NEO 6, now S2,495.00

Free Shipping* awe Call (800) 942-0220

*Restrictions apply. Call or visit our web site for details

Recontmended Audio Racks

Our audio experts are ready to help with your questions.

Cuttin -Ed eAudiophile Components

Audiophile/Rome Theater Stands

Class "A" Rated
•

Best-Buy!_el

Creek 53505E Integrated Amp

"Best-Buy"
-Hi-Fi Choice

Stereophile Class "A" Rated stereo integrated power amp. Regular
S1,495, now only 51,345.

Product of the Year!

1560

Senors AFA Rock

Sound Organisation

Sound Org Z522

Target FS Stands

Open design four-shelf 33" rack.
We', 5180 now 149.95

Award-winning rack in slate-black
with five adjustable shelves. S350

Award-winning 22" speaker stand
in high-gloss steel, 5135/pair

Sand-f llable steel stands choose
24", 28" or 40" only 579.95/pair

Parasound JC-1 Mono Amps
Stereophile Product of the Year! This John Curl-designed amp is
montrously powerful, yet delivers music with alluring sweetness and
refined detail. Abargain at only 56,000 apair.

Santis 6-Shelf Rack Salamander 530

Steel Foundations

Target HR Stands

Stately 55" tall audio rock in
cherry, was 5630, now 349.99

Sanos Steel Foundations: 22' ,
26"
30' or 34" tall, 5169.99-5179.99

Estro heavy duty welded steel,
24" as 28" was 5300, now S199

Customize your own gorgeous
5-shelf A/V rock starting at 5498

AUDI04011»

FREE
Catalog Call
800-451-5445

b.
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World's Best Selection of High-End Audio & Video Cables

Speaker Cables

Our Best Video Cables

Audialuest (A01 Type 4.,peaker cable in "no-frills"
packaging, 6ft pr reg. 5110, now 59.95, 8ft 5125/69.95
Kimber 4TC is very musical, accurate and refined.
Terminated Pairs: 6ft S136: 8ft 5168; 10ft 5200; 1511 5280; 20h 5360
Analysis Plus Oval Twelve "Hallow-Oval" speaker cables, 8ft pair S175; 10ft S205
Kitnber 8TE VariStrand speaker cable 6ft pair S216, 8fr S272; 10ft 5328
AD Granite twin-axial cable with "no-frills" termination, 6ft pair, reg. 5324, ncov only
159.95; 8ft 5432/199.95. 10ft 5540/239.95; 12ft 5648/279.95; 15ft S810/339.95

Tributaries Delta S-Video, 1MM 520
AudioCluest lACH VIM-A Component Video Cables, 1MM 525
Tributaries Delta Component Video Cables, 10M only 550
'Best Selling* Monster Cable Ml 0005V silver S-Video cable, 1.0M only 559.95
AO YI0-1 high performance silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1MM only 5100
Monster Cable M-Series M1000CV silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1MM 5125
Monster Cables M-Series M2000 noise-killing SVideo cable, 1.0M 149.95
Tributaries Silver SCV-C silver-plated Component Video Cables, 1MM 5250
Note: Longer &custom-length video cables also available, Call for details.

Kimber Hero
Interconnects

Tributaries SCV

Audio Interconnect Cables

"Recommended" Upgrade Power Cords

AO Sidewinder audio interconnects, 1MM pair 539; 1.5M 546.50; 2.0M 554
Analysis Plus Oval One audio interconnects, M5M pair 574; 1.0M S89
New! Kimber Kahle Tonik audio interconnects, C.5M pair S50; 1MM S56; 2.0M 568
New! Kimber Noble Timbre audio interconnects, O5M pu 580; 1.0M 592; 2.0M S116
Kimber Ruble Hero -Absolute Sound "Interconnect of the Year" -1MM pr 5150
AO Jaguar "DBS" audio interconnects, 0.5M pain 5237.50; 1MM 5299.95
Kimber Noble Silver Streak audio interconnects, 0.5M pair 5160; 1MM 5240.00

PS Audio xStream Statement power cable with 6-go copper and ferrite-impregnated
cover for maximum RE! rejection, 1MM S399.95; 2.0M 5499.95; 3.0M S599.95
Kimber PKIO Power Nord with WattGate IEC 4ft S160; 6ft S180; 8ft S220
Analysis Plus Power Oval with ultra low impedance design and high quality
WattGate &Mariam connectors, 4h 5261; 5ft 5299; 6ft 5331
PS Audio xStream Plus power cable with 8-ga copper, 10M S199.95
PS Audio xStream Prelude power cable with 10-ga copper,
1.0M S99.95; 1.5M S119.95; 2hM SI 29.95
Cordes Golden Reference power cord
PS Audio
with "ground plane demodulotor", 5ft 5439
Statement
cut-away view
- -

Digital Audio Cables
Monster Cable M-Series Ml 0000 silver digital coax cable, 1MM was 5100, now 54.95
Nimber OPT1 toslink fiber optic digital, 1.0M 56(1.00; 1.5M Sb; 2.0M S80; 3OM 5100
Illuminations D-60 Reference" digital coaxial cable, 0.5M was S212, now 170.00, 1MM S325/5290.00

Upgrade Subwoofer Cables

MIGTeedwomtv'imakiewelmou

NEW! A(1 G-Snakesubwoofer cable, 2.0M 528.00; 3.0M 532.00
Monster Cable M-Series Bass 550. Includes aY
-adapter cable
for summing the boss signal. 12ft S59.95; 18ft 579.95; 24ft 599.95
Analysis Plus Sub Oval 8h S74.50; 13h S89.50; 20fi $109.50
Monster Cable Bass 1000. 'Three solid-core conductors for superior
boss accuracy &dynamics. 12ft 5149.95; 18ft S199.95; 24ft 5249.95

50% Off FedEx
International
Economy Air Shipping!

s

I

s

Most Recommended DVD Player Upgrade
New! AO NRG-I replournent DOD player upgrade cable. Plugs directly into
hi power connector of most HD 8CD Players, 3h only S60.00; 6ft only 575.00

Audduest NRG I

Audio Advisor, Inc.
4717 Broadmoor SE, Suite A
Kentwood, MI 49512
www.audioadvisor.com
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Audiophile Convergence- Cool!

•
Dual headphone jacks, power switch & LED,

Audio input and USB input ore on the bock of

The BitHead conveniently attaches to a

clipping indicator, and processor switch are all

the unit. The battery door also opens from

laptop with the included 12" USB cable.

found on the front of the BitHead.

the bock.

At a time when you con take pictures with your cell phone, move computer doto
with your camera, and call people on your PM, why should it be surprising to find
on audiophile product stuck to the lid of your laptop? That's exactly what you'll
see (and hear!) with our new BitHead—plug it into a USB port on your computer
and breathe new life into your music and movies.
What is the BitHead? A dual-purpose portable headphone amplifier: attach it to
your laptop or stick it on your desk (or even to the underside of your desk) for
superior computer listening; or use it with your favorite portable audio player to
get the most out of your portable tunes. Either way, you'll finally be doing your
high quality headphones justice.

Velcro dots come with the BitHead so it can be
secured to the underside of adesk or computer

The new BitHead runs on 4 AAA batteries when you use it with your portable

tower.

player. Connected to o computer, it can use the USB interface for power (heavily
filtered and regulated, of course). But—and here's the audiophile part—at the flick
of the BitHead power switch, the DA and analog sections switch over to battery

-

power for ultra-pure computer listening satisfaction.
As if that weren't enough (and with audiophiles it never is), we also have a Total
BitHead that uses ultra-premium electronic components. The world has never seen
o class-A biased portable audio product like this. Rarely do you see the phrases
"rugged plastic enclosure" and "polyphenoline sulfide film capacitors, metal film resistors, and ultra-fast organic-electrolytic caps" in the same marketing blurb. But get
used to it—this is true audiophile/computer convergence, and we're on the case.
use the mini-mini cable included with the Bit-

If you want to experience the place where performance audio meets pop-culture
electrons, get a BitHead and make things right between your ears. And if you're

Head to pair it up with a portable MP3 player,
such as the iPod.

having trouble just getting started with apair of headphones worthy of this quality
amplification, just coll. We'd love to help because we're...

Obsessed Headphone Geeks at Your Service.

77e:\ \

HeadRoom

www.headphone.com
HeodRoom Corporation 2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozeman. MT 59715
800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 fox 406.587.9484
WorldRadioHistory

The iPod bog lets you access inputs and
headphone jacks even while on the go.

Equipment

Report
Paul

Bolin

Hovland Radia power amplifier

F

or better or for worse, appearances can make aprofound first
impression. Think of the bold,
muscular curves of an Audi TT coupe,
the planes and facets of aLamborghini
Murcielago, the sleek lines of a
Gulfstream jet. In these vehicles, function and art are combined with smooth
facility and perfect aesthetic balance.
The Hovland Radia power amplifier,
introduced at the 2003 Consumer
Electronics Show, makes exactly the
kind of vivid visual impression as afine
sports car or an Ermenegildo Zegna
suit — to see it is to want it, even if all
you know about it is how it looks. To
describe the Radia as "gorgeous" is an
understatement; its looks alone make it
as worthy of aspread in Architectural
Digest as in Stereophile.
But this is Stereophile, so the Hovland's
stunningly pretty face won't by itself be
enough to get it by, though when combined with its price —$9,500 —beauty
like this does raise expectations. Does
this bombshell have the depth and
mode to back up its looks, or is it the
audio equivalent of Britney Spears: a
traffic-stopping but hopelessly dumb
blonde, all sizzle and no steak?
They will make no amplifier before
its time

To learn the basics of the Radia's design
goes along way toward answering that
rhetorical question. The Radia is the
Hovland Company's first solid-state
product, and, like all of their products, it
was along time a-brewin'. Bob Hovland
believes firmly in taking as much time
as is necessary to get it right. In the case
of the Radia, that meant atotal of 25
years of experimentation with circuit

Description: Solid-state stereo power
amplifier: Power output: 125VVpc into
8 ohms (21dBVV), 200VVpc into 4
ohms (20dBVV). Input impedance: 50k
ohms, unbalanced. Voltage gain:
26dB, unbalanced; 20dB balanced,
into 8or 4ohms. Frequency response:
5Hz-20kHz, +0/-0.25dB. THD at
IkHz, both channels driven: <0.1% at
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topologies and parts, extensive development work, refinement and re-evaluation of basic concepts, and careful
consideration of the suitability of every
component, active and passive. Whew!
In the white paper on design and
tech info that Hovland's Alex Crespi
sent me, much is made of the fact that
the Hovland design team considers
each component to be asystem —and
that each individual component is a
sub-system of the entire hi-fi reproduction chain. Hovland's approach is holistic in nature, and specifically disclaims
any one technical feature as being more
important than any other — everything
"from resistors, to active devices, to fastening screws" is taken as avital part of
the design as awhole.
The Hovland Co. also takes pains to
point out that no component can be

8W, <0.15% at 4W. S/N Ratio: 92dB
ref. 125W into 8ohms, A-weighted.
Dimensions: 18.25" (464mm) W by
7.20" (183mm) H (including feet) by
16.65" (423mm) D. Weight: 73 lbs
(33.2kg).
Finish: Brushed aluminum and internally illuminated acrylic.
Serial numbers of unit reviewed:
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better than the signal supplied to it, and
that "under optimum conditions the
best performance that can be achieved is
to provide an amplified version of the
signal that is equal in quality to the signal
it receives."' Hovland also explicitly
acknowledges that there is no such
thing as a "no-compromise" component, and that the designer's job is to
"develop a comprehensive and real
world understanding of what is meaningful in design and where to make informed compromises." An eminently
sensible approach, methinks.
Despite disavowal of any "magic bullet" topologies, parts, or construction
techniques, Hovland does provide a
1While seemingly obvious, the latter is apoint often
overlooked, particularly if alistener is married to aparticular set of sonic characteristics.

03105103, 06105803.
Price: $9500. Approximate number
of dealers: 26. Warranty: 3years parts
& labor.
Manufacturer: Hovland Company,
1545-A Pontius Avenue, Los Angeles,
CA 90025. Tel: (209) 966-4377. Fax:
(209) 966-4632. Web: www.hovland
company.com.
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lengthy list of things that they think contribute substantially to the Radia's performance. The amplifier is fully
dual-mono internally, its two channels
sharing only the power cord. The power
supply was the subject of much effort,
and uses "oversized power transformers"
for each channel, in tandem with ultrahigh-speed capacitors and Schottky rectifiers. The input stage employs matched
J-FETs for high input impedance and
optimum DC offset stability, and the
fully symmetrical circuit topology uses
four bipolar, metal-enclosed TO-3 out-

put transistors per channel. All internal
wiring is Hovland's own Generation 3
shielded, silver-plated interconnect,
Hovland Reference speaker wire, or
military-spec, Teflon-insulated silverplated wire, and extensive use is made of
Hovland's own MusiCap film-and-foil
capacitors in key circuit locations.
Thorough protection circuits shield the
Radia from unexpected electrical events.
The Radia is available with either RCA
or balanced XLR inputs, and has a
remote turn-on jack on its rear panel.
Then there's the industrial design. As

you may have gathered, the Radia is
one of the loveliest-looking pieces of
audio gear Ihave seen. Simplicity, functionality, and elegance have been
Hovland's watchwords, evidently, and
the diffuse effect of the front panel's
seven sapphire-blue lights in adark listening room is quite sexy. The lights
can be turned off, should you care to
listen in total darkness.
The Radia's chassis is also worthy of
description, as it's not an example of art
for art's sake. Designed as an active part
of the amplifier's performance, it is a

Measurements
the gorgeous-looking Hovland
Radia has a balanced output
stage, Itook care during the measurements to ensure that the speaker terminals were not connected to ground
or to each other. After the usual 60minute preconditioning period at 1
/
3
power into 8ohms, with both channels driven, the Radia's chassis was
warm, and the circular, perforated
anodized sheet-aluminum grilles over
the internal heatsinks were too hot to
touch.
The review sample of the Radia
had the optional balanced inputs,
with XLR jacks. The amplifier has
low gain for amodern power amplifier, at 19.4dB into 8 ohms, which is
6dB lower than specified. A preamp
will need, therefore, to be able to output up to 4V to drive the Radia to its
maximum output. The input impedance at lIcHz was 46.5k ohms for
each phase of the balanced input, giving ausefully high 93k ohms overall.
The amplifier preserved absolute
polarity, with pin 2of the XLR jacks
wired as "hot."
The output impedance was alow
02 ohm across most of the band, this
rising inconsequentially to 026 ohm
at 20kHz. As aresult, the modification
of the Radia's frequency response by
the Ohm's Law interaction of its
source impedance with the speaker
impedance was less than ±025dB
with our simulated speaker load (fig.1,
top trace). The amplifier offered a
wide small-signal bandwidth into 8
ohms, with a —3dB point above
1001cHz that ensured excellent squarewave performance (fig2). However,
this bandwidth was increasingly curtailed as the load impedance dropped,
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as can be seen from fig.l. Into 2ohms,
for example, the Radia's output was
3dB down at 55kHz, —0.5dB at
20kHz. This is probably inconsequential, but it suggests some modulation
of the amplifier's operating parameters by the output-stage current.
Channel separation at 11cHz (not
shown) was 105dB in both directions, which is excellent. This decreased at 6dB/octave above that
frequency by what appeared to be the
usual capacitive coupling, but was a
still good 82dB at 20kHz. Below
1kHz, power-supply—related spuriae
at 60Hz and its harmonics obscured
the crosstalk measurement, though
these lay at what might be thought an
inconsequential —95dB. As a result
of these spuriae (which Icould not
eliminate by experimenting with the
grounding between the Radia and
my Audio Precision System One),
the Hovland's wideband signal/noise
ratio (ref. 1W into 8 ohms) was a
modest 66.7dB. This improved to
87.8dB when A-weighted.
Fig.3 shows how the Radia's

THD+noise percentage changes with
output power when both channels
are driven at lkHz into loads ranging
from 16 ohms to 4 ohms, and with
one channel driven into 2ohms. The
amplifier more than gives out its specified power into 8ohms, with 195W
(22.9dBW) available at the clipping
point (defined as 1% THD). The
maximum power increases to 290W
into 4 ohms (21.6aW), which is
again higher than specified, though
the fact that this is less than double
the 8ohm delivery su ests that the
power supply has a higher-thanexpected source impedance. The
maximum power drops to 230W into
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Time
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Fig.2 Hovland Radia, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
ste..0m4....000, 0.. frequency .roonst at

010.0•0.,

.000

00

+1300

Fig.1

Hovland Radia, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into simulated loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 4W into
2ohms (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Fig.3 Hovland Radia, distortion (%) vs bkHz
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top): 16 ohms, 8ohms,
4 ohms, 2ohms.
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Hovland
multilayered monocoque that provides
exceptional rigidity of support for the
internal components, as well as extensive damping to isolate the Radia's
innards from the outside world's intrusions. The bottom of the chassis consists
of three layers: two different thicknesses
of a"high-strength alloy plate" coupled
to a3/
4"-thick plate of machined acrylic.
Inside, the power transformers are
isolated from the chassis by three
different damping mechanisms. Two
different visco-elastic polymers are used
in combination with a solid plate

2ohms, with higher levels of distortion apparent above 20W into this
load. The internal 5A rail fuses blew
when Iperformed this test, which, in
conjunction with the 2 ohm distortion results, suggests that speakers
with impedances below 4 ohms are
best avoided with the Radia.
I assessed how the measured
THD+noise percentage changed
with frequency at 4V output, the level
where the actual distortion harmonics
begin to rise out of the noise floor.
The results are shown in fig.4, with
traces taken into 16, 8, 4, and 2ohms.
The distortion percentage at lkHz is

Fig.4 Hovland Radia, THD+N (%) vs
frequency (from bottom to top): 2.83V
into 16 ohms, 8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms
(right channel dashed).

installed with damping compound. The
entire case is designed to maximize heat
dissipation through heatsinking and convection cooling, and it worked beautifully: No matter how hard and long Idrove
it, the Radia was never more than slightly warm to the touch anywhere. The
customer can realistically expect great
pains to have been taken with an amplifier costing this much, but the carefiil
attention Hovland has lavished on the
smallest details is truly impressive.
Setup was minimal. Given the large
number of other amps Ihad on hand, I

respectably low, just reaching 0.1%
into 2ohms. However, THD can be
seen to rise at both high and low frequencies, with the latter curves
marked by anotch at 120Hz. This is
due to cancellation between the signal frequency and the residual 120Hz
component of the noise, which persisted no matter how Iarranged the
test setup grounding, and even when
Iused battery-powered test gear.
Fig.5, taken at lkHz, indicates that
the Radia's residual distortion consists
of both high- and low-order harmonics. Because of the human ear's masking characteristic, the former are the
more audible, and can be quite disturbing even at low measured levels.
Taken in conjunction, figs.4 and 5
again suggest that the Radia not be
used with speakers that have low impedances, at least in the upper midrange and treble. But what about the
increase in distortion at low frequencies seen in fig.4?
Iassess an amplifier's low-frequency
linearity by driving it with a50Hz tone
at around two-thirds its rated output,
then examining the spectrum of its
output. Fig.6 shows what happened
with the Radia when Itried this: an

Radia

placed the Radia atop three Silent Points
isolation footers (points down) on the
thin carpet covering the concrete floor of
my listening room: the hefty Hovland
was effectively coupled to the slab.
Round 1
To create a top-flight piece of audio
gear, careful design and beautiful cosmetics are necessary but, in themselves,
insufficient. In the end, it is sonic performance that gives not just pride of
ownership but long-lasting satisfaction.
And here things got alittle complicated.

alarming picket fence of both harmonic and intermodulation products!
Intermodulation? With asingle tone?
Look at the small peak lying at -54dB
to the right of the 50Hz fimdamental.
At first Ithought this was 60Hz hum,
but Iwas wrong —the peak has afrequency of 70Hz, which is the difference between the 50Hz test signal and
120Hz, the frequency of the notch in
the fig.4 traces. Similarly, all the other
spikes in the fig.6 spectrum are mathematically related to the two frequencies of 50Hz and 120Hz.
To check this pathological behavior, Idrove the Radia with other frequencies, and in each case got aslew
of intermodulation products related
to the signal frequency and 120Hz.
Fig.'7, for example, shows what happens with a 100Hz input: sum and
difference components appear at
20Hz and 220Hz, with many other
intermodulation products apparent.
But with this input frequency, true
harmonic-distortion products can also
now be seen. The third harmonic
(300Hz) and the fifth (500Hz) both
lie at around -70dB (0.03%), with the
seventh at -80dB (0.01%) and the
ninth at -86dB (0.005%).
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Fig.5 Hovland Radia, IkHz waveform at 2W
into 8ohms (top), 0.0274% THD+N;
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Fig.6 Hovland Radia, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 67W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Hovland Radia, spectrum of 100Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 67W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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At the beginning of my audition, the
Hovland Radia's most outstanding
qualities were its just-right focus and a
floaty, easy, tubelike roundness. Early
on, with the Stereovox speaker cables
between the Radia and the Legacy
Focus 20/20 speakers, the amp had
speed and detail — but bass, while
cleanly and clearly defined, was too
lacking in weight to be fully convincing.
The lowest bass was soft, and the transition from the upper bass to the lower
midrange was even more so. "Refined,
smooth, and classy, with impeccable
manners," read my listening notes, but
there was adefinite lack of authority in
the Radia's presentation. There was also
adash of haziness and insubstantiality in
the upper treble — asomewhat gauzy,
misty character.

With Earl Wild's spectacular traversal
of Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody on aTheme
by Paganini (LP, The Romantic Rathmanine, Reader's Digest/RCA RDA29A), the Radia had eye-opening clarity
and transparency through the vital
midrange, but seriously lacked oomph.
When Ilistened to Josef Krips and the
Amsterdam Concertgebouw's performance of Mozart's Symphony 40 (LP,
Italian Philips 6998 010), the Radia
showed itself to be exceedingly insightful as to inner details of the music, if a
bit better at micro- than macrodynamics. The Hovland shone from pp to mf,
but sounded abit reticent when handling wider-scale dynamics.
Iexperimented with cables, substituting the Cardas Golden Reference biwire
speaker cables between the Radia and

the Legacys. The somewhat diffuse focus
resulting from the too-soft treble improved but did not disappear. Ilistened to
the Radia with four different sets of
speaker cables on the Legacys, and each
had a strikingly different presentation.
The speed of the Nordost Valhalla and
Stereovox LSP-600 made for asubstantially different presentation from the
slightly rounder, mellower Cardas
Golden References. A brief encounter
with Synergistic Research's new X-Series
cables was also most enlightening?
Overall, Ilistened to the Radia for six
weeks or so, becoming accustomed to

2I'll report on this truly orignal set of cables in afuture

issue Just when you think there's nothing left that can
surprise you, something like the X-Series comes along.
Ihave never had to rum on aset of cables before.

Measurements

A similar picture emerged when I
tried a lkHz test signal (fig.8). The
lkHz peak can be seen to be surrounded by 120Hz-related intennodulation spikes, with aregular series of
harmonic spikes extending out to the
ninth. And with my usual intermodulation test—in which I drive the
amplifier under test close to its clipping point with an equal mix of
19kHz and 201(Hz tones (fig.9) —
00
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Fig.8 Hovland Radia, spectrum of 1kHz
sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 11W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).

W.

while the actual signal intermodulation products are respectably low,
again, the plethora of 120Hz-related
sidebands appear.
Usually, when I encounter this
kind of behavior — though it has
never been nearly as extreme as with
the Radia — Isuspect agrounding incompatibility between the amplifier
under test and the Audio Precision
test setup. But, as Isaid, Iexperimented with every possible combination of
grounding —from no ground connection at all to adirect grounding
strap between the Audio Precision's
reference ground and the Radia's
chassis — with no change in the
Radia's behavior. Ialso tried batterypowered measurement gear, so that
the only connection between amplifier and ground was via the Radia's AC
cord. Again, no change in behavior.
The 6dB difference between the
specified and actual voltage gains was
suspicious, in that it's what you might

expect if one side of the balanced
input was not connected. But this
didn't appear to be correct because:
1) both channels behaved identically;
2) driving one side of the XLR input
and grounding the other didn't produce any different result; 3) driving
the amplifier with abalanced signal
produced identical but oppositepolarity voltages from each speaker
terminal when referenced to ground;
and 4) the amplifier could deliver its
full output voltage.
Assuming the Radia was behaving
correctly — I wait to hear from
Hovland on that matter — whatcould
be predicted about its sound quality
from these measurements? Interestingly, at the start of his auditioning
comments, Paul Bolin described pretty much what Iwould have expected:
"a definite lack of authority.., haziness and insubstantiality in the upper
treble — a somewhat gauzy, misty
character.... The lowest bass was soft,
and the transition from the upper bass
to the lower midrange was even more
so." But this was before the amplifier
had broken in, begging the question
of whether the "break-in period" was
really Paul getting used to what the
Radia does wrong and karnin,g to
appreciate what it does right.
—John Atkinson

0.3

Fig.9 Hovland Radia, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
210W into 4 ohms (linear frequency
scale).
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Fig.10 Hovland Radia, sample 2, THD+N (%)
vs frequency (from bottom to top): 4V
into 16 ohms, 8ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms,
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More measurements
As Paul Bolin describes, after we had
finalized the Radia review and sent
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Hovland
what it did well but always remaining
aware of its shortcomings. Iwrote up
my findings and shipped the amplifier
to John Atkinson for him to do his usual
technical analysis. As you can see from
the "Measurements" sidebar, this first
sample of the Radia suffered from an
internal grounding problem. When
Hovland received the preprint of the
review, they claimed that the review
sample no longer represented current
production. They asserted that they had
made asignificant change to the Radia's
grounding circuitry since the review
sample was manufactured, and that the
grounding change would result in significandy superior performance, both
sonically and on the test bench. So asecond Radia was dispatched to me for
auditioning, and JA returned the first

the manufacturer the preprint for
them to prepare a "Manufacturer's
Comment" for publication, Alex
Crespi of Hovland contacted me. He
informed me that the 120Hz hum
problem had been resolved and that
our review sample of the amplifier
was therefore not representative of
current production.
My policy in such cases is to postpone publication of the review to
allow us to audition and measure a
second sample, which is what happened here. PB's auditioning comments apply in the main to the
second sample. Iam appending my
measurements of that sample to
those of the first.
The second sample had virtually
the same low gain as the first: 19.6dB
vs 19.4dB, both measured at lkHz. Its
input and output impedances were
the same as the first, as was its frequency response. This sample's maximum output power was slightly but
insignificantly higher, at 300W into 4
ohms vs 290W, for example, but it
showed asimilar drop of power into
2ohms.
The
fundamental
difference
between the two samples was that the
second one (serial no. 06105803) did
not suffer from the first's (serial no.
03105103) 120Hz hum. This can be
seen from the second sample's plot of
THD+noise
against
frequency
(fig.10). Comparing this graph with
fig.4, the amplifier now offers much
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one to me so that Icould compare the
two Radias directly.
Round 2
My system had changed somewhat by
the time Ireceived the second sample.
The second round of listening and the
direct comparisons were done with the
Focal-JMlab Nova Utopia Be loudspeakers, the Halcro dm10 and BAT
VK-51SE line stages, and the Aesthetix
lo Signature phono stage (reviews of the
JMlab and Halcro in the works). Cabling
was a mix of Acoustic Zen Silver
Reference and Siltech's new Classic interconnects and speaker cables.
It was shocking how much difference
such asmall change made in the Radia's
sound. In direct comparisons, the first
Radia sounded distant, very diffuse, and

better linearity in the bass and
midrange. However, the increase in
THD in the high treble and above the
audioband is still evident.
Spectral analysis of 1kHz and
50Hz tones at reasonably high powers (figs.11 and 12, respectively) are
virtually free from the 120Hz
power-supply component and the
resulting intermodulation products
that could be seen in figs.6 and 8.
However, the 1kHz spectrum
(fig.11) still reveals the presence of
high-order harmonic components.
The amplifier's spectrum just
below clipping with amix of 19kHz
and 20kHz tones is shown in fig.13.
That the amplifier is working very
hard with this signal and load is
revealed by the existence of 120Hzspaced sidebands around the primary
tones, but these are very much lower
in level than in fig.9; overall, the spectrum is much cleaner.
Judging by the second sample of

Radia

too loosey-goosey below 160Hz.
The midrange was still superbly transparent, but there was little dynamic sock or
authority. The second Radia, fully representative of carrent production, was
another story entirely...

waaay

Beauty sas beauty does
Radia No2 was adelight to listen to in
virtually all respects. It consistently displayed alight, limber touch with images
and timbres. Dimensionality was surprisingly and pleasingly tubelike in its
solidity and freedom from too-sharp,
unnatural-sounding ultra-definition.
The point source of each instrument's
body was clearly discernible, but didn't
exist in highlighted isolation from the
air around it or the sound of the recording venue. The Hovland's overall reso-

the Radia, Hovland's first solid-state
amplifier gets aclean bill of health
(as long as it's not used to drive
speakers with impedances dropping
much below 4 ohms). Yes, those
higher-order harmonics in its output
still bother me a little, but they
shouldn't keep anyone from giving
the gorgeous-looking Radia alisten.
—John Atkinson

Fig.12 Hovland Radia, sample 2, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 67W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).

00

Fig.11 Hovland Radia, sample 2, spectrum of
IkHz sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 67W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.13 Hovland Radia, sample 2, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 180W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Hovland
lution of detail was very
good, bordering on the
truly exceptional, and there
was never any sense of resolution for its own sake. It
always maintained aholistic
sense of continuity, embracing all aspects of the
music and knitting together
the disparate parts of the
recorded experience.
While it's not nearly as
easy as it used to be, it's still
possible to find solid-state
components that have a
character that Ithink of as
"planes and angles." The
Radia's was the antithesis of
that sound. Like afine tube
amplifier, its constitution
favored compound curves
and rounded contours.
'Timbrally, the Radia had the slightest
touch of mellowness, but this should
not be interpreted as "romanticism."
Subtleties revealed themselves subtly
through this amplifier. There was agentle sensuality to the Radia's sound that is
arare thing in asolid-state design — the
sense of bloom and wholeness that was
once the sole province of tubes.
On John Renbourne's SirJohn Alot of
Merrye Englande's Musyk Thynge and ye
Grene Knight (LP, Reprise RS 6344, twotone label), Renbourne's acoustic guitar
and Terry Cox's xylophone were crisply
defined without asuggestion of etch,
though the slight overload of the
recording (or perhaps the pressing) was
occasionally apparent. On "Session at

Inner workings of the Hovland Radia power amplifier.

Pete's Pad" and "Dreamsville," from
Henry Mancini's Music from Peter Gunn
(LP, RCA Victor LSP-1956, "black dog"
label), the brass exhibited arichly complete harmonic structure and a truly
dreamy ensemble sound.
The Radia's bass might well raise
some eyebrows, as it might not be quite
what people expect from an expensive,
powerful solid-state amplifier. The
amplifier did not engage in egregious
and showy muscle-flexing in the low
ranges. What it did have was ataut, wellcontrolled sound that had the same spatial and tonal bloom as the midi and
treble. Everything that was on the recordings came through— to the extent the
speakers allowed. The deep synth bass in

Associated Equipment
Analog source: SOTA Cosmos
Series III turntable, Graham 22 tonearm, Dynavector XV-1S cartridge.
Digital sources: Esoteric DV-50
universal player, Classé Omega
SACD/CD player.
Preamplification: Manley Labs
Steelhead, Aesthetix Rhea phono
stages; BAT VK-51 SE, VTL TL-7.5,
Aesthetix Calypso line stages; Halcro
dm10 preamplifier.
Loudspeakers: Legacy Focus 20/20,
Focal-JMlab Nova Utopia Be
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2. Interconnect: Acoustic
Zen Silver Reference, Nordost
Valhalla, Synergistic Research Designers' Reference X-Series, Siltech
SQ-110 Classic. Speaker: Nordost
Valhalla, Stereovox LSP-600, Cardas
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Golden Reference, Synergistic
Research Designers' Reference XSeries, Siltech LS-188 Classic. AC:
Shunyata Anaconda & Anaconda
Vx,
Siltech
SPX-30
Classic,
Synergistic Research Designers'
Reference X-Series, Wireworld
Silver Electra III+.
Accessories: Shunyati Hydra power
distribution & conditioning (front
end), Grand Prix Audio Monaco
stands, Ultra Resolution Tedirdogies
Bedrock stand, Ganymede & Silent
Points isolation footers; Caig Labs Pro
Gold; Ayre/Cardas IBE systemenhancement CD, Cardas Frequency
Sweep/Burn-Itr LP, Argent Room
Lenses; Disc Doctor, LAST Labs
record-care products.
—Paul Bolin
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Radia

"Honey" and 'Why Does
My Heart Feel So Bad,"
from Moby's Play (CD, V2
27049-2), had heft and body
but didn't cause the Nova
Utopias to rattle the room
the way the Plinius SA-102
or Halcro dm58s could.
The Moby tracks are
admittedly exceptionally
demanding, and the Hovland handled John Taylor's
potent but less subterranean
bass guitar on Duran
Duran's "A View to aKill,"
from The Best ofJames Bond
(CD, EMI 798413 2), with
real force and fortitude. Bass
now kicked or purred
where the earlier amp had
mumbled. The Radia did
not have the utter force in
the bass of some solid-state muscle
amps, but there was little lacking.
As you might guess, the Hovland's
midrange was simply wonderful. It
resolved strings with a generous and
inviting sound in the blazing GambaRicci-LSO performance of the BizetSarasate Carmen Fantasy (LP, London CS
6165). The solemn drama of Vaughan
Williams' Fantasia on aTheme by Thomas
Ties (Barbirolli, New Philharmonia;
CD, EMI 567264 2) remained naturally generated by the music, not artificially pumped up by the Hovland. Beth
Hirsch's sensuous voice, recorded extremely closely on Air's "All INeed"
(CD, Source/Caroline CAR 6644-2),
was delectable, and the delicious flirtations of "La Femme d'Argent" were all
chiffon, effervescence, and cotton candy,
just as they should be.
Richard Sinclair's vocal on Hatfield
and the North's "Didn't Matter Anyway," from The Rotter's Club (LP, UK
Virgin V2030), was palpable as all getout as Jimmy Hastings' melancholy
flute danced around the guitar, keyboards, and drums. As noted above, the
Radia's treble was grainless and open,
with outstanding resolution of topoctave detail. Transient response was excellent from top to bottom, and hall
details on Elgar's Introduction and Allegro
jr Strings (from the Vaughan Williams
disc) suffused my room with the atmosphere of the venue.
The Radia's treble was particularly
smooth and extended. The Nova
Utopias have some of the best highfrequency extension and smoothness
I've heard, and the Hovland's silky, yes,
tubey-sounding treble was a beautiful
match with the French showstoppers.
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Just because asystem is supposed to play movie sound tracks, that doesn't
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whether it's reproducing amulti-channel sound track or 2-channel music.
Properly-designed systems will play your movie sound tracks as well as they
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Hovland
There was now no gauzy euphony, only
easy and relaxed extension.
Perhaps the Radia's foremost strength
was aremarkable clarity and transparency. It was consistently excellent at letting
each bit of amusical event happen in its
own time and in its own space while
remaining solidly knit into a whole
presentation. The guitars and bouzouki
on Moving Hearts' Hiroshima Nagasaki
Russian Roulette (UK LP, WEA K
58387) were as clear and distinct as
could be wished for. The Radia's backgrounds were exceptionally quiet, in the
same league as the best I've heard,
namely the FM Acoustics 611 and the
Halcro dm58 mighty fine company.
It revealed without fuss or undue
emphasis the differences in front-end
electronics and cables. The Radia let
each cable and line stage exhibit the
characteristics Iwas familiar with, but to
asomewhat higher degree than usual.
As for soundstaging, the Radia
reflected the recording and the equipment that it was paired with. The
Hovland's topnotch detail retrieval contributed to excellent resolution of spatial
characteristics. When I paired the
Hovland with the Halcro dm10 fullfunction preamplifier, the huge ambi-

ence of the studio in which Henry
Mancini recorded Peter Gunn metaphorically popped the back and side walls
out of my listening room. The Halcro's
unsurpassed quiet showed just how
deeply silent the Radia's backgrounds
were. The Ricci Carmen Fantasy had all
of the breadth and depth Ihave consistently found on this marvelous LP, and
Nick Rhodes' voluptuous synthesizer
backdrops in "View to aKill" were far
behind Simon Le Bon's front-and-center
lead vocal and John Taylor's dominating
bass guitar.
Dynamically, the Hovland did not
have the ultimate top-to-bottom wallop
of the Halcro dm58, but c'mon, you can
buy nearly three Radias for the cost of a
pair of Halcros. With the Sikech LS-188
Classic speaker cables, the Radia had
natural, unforced dynamics on 95% of
the music Iplayed through it. Lowerand mid-level dynamics, and particularly the contrasts between instruments
playing at almost identical loudnesses,
were resolved with great subtlety and
sophistication, letting the breath of
music flow smoothly and continuously.
Style and substance
Assuming the second sample is represen-

tative of current production,3 the
Hovland Radia is much more than its
pretty face. It reproduced music with a
beautifully cultivated and sophisticated
characte; and its transparency was exceptional by any standard one might care to
apply. While it might not be the first
choice of those who demand pile-driving
low bass, it had wonderfully balanced
performance and awinning presentation.
While I've described the Radia as
sounding "tubey," this is not quite accurate. Still, the Radia's sonic characteristics
are not unlike those of fine tube amplifiers. This shouldn't be surprising —all
of HovIand's other electronics use tubes.
What the Radia does is transplant many
of the qualities of tubes — dimensionality; rounded, lifelike images; and, when
present on the recording, asplendidly
natural spaciousness —into apowerful,
ultra-quiet solid-state context. Finesse,
polish, and refinement are all there to be
had in abundance. And that pretty face
doesn't hurt its cause one little bit.
3The serial numbers of the first and second samples
were 03105103 and 06105803, respectively. Radia owners should look at the serial number of their amplifier
and check with their dealer to make sure their amplifier has the later, better-performing internal ground
arrangement.
— JA
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Follow-Up
Robert
AC outlet replacement
Art Dudley's review of the PS
Audio Power Port AC outlets in
the November 2003 Stereophile inspired me to share with you this
tale of rewiring the listening room
of my new house, including an
upgrade of all AC outlets.
A few years ago, Ibought a
house on the outskirts of New
York City that had alarge den,
added 10 years before. A35' by 17'
room with an 8' ceiling slanting
up to 11' is unusual within the city
limits. After afew minor room
treatments (Echo Busters in the
corners), the room was dead neutral, with just the right amount of
reverberation. However, the electricity needed work.
Icommissioned an electrician to
run dedicated lines to my listening
room from anew box installed in my
garage. My original intent was to run
three separate 20-amp circuits using 10gauge, three-conductor wire: one circuit
for the power amp, one for the digital
gear, and one for everything else. Ithen
decided to add afourth circuit, in case I
decide to switch to monoblock amps in
the future. Ichose Leviton (similar to
Hubbell) 83001 hospital-grade outlets.
As Art described, the "hospital-grade"
nomenclature means that the connection is guaranteed spark-free; the "I" designates outlets in which every metal part
has been treated with aspecial corrosion-resistant material. As the bottom
wall of my listening room is underground and Fm ablock from the water,
Ifelt this was appropriate. Ihad the outlets installed in the vertical studs in the
wall; the outlets grab the plugs so tightly
that, if you're not careful when unplugging components, the entire assembly
can be yanked right out of the drywall.
After 100 hours of break-in, the improvements were significant. With all
recordings, the system reproduced far
more midrange inner detail and delicacy. The improved dynamic range of the
system was staggering. The system's
noise floor seemed to have been lowered significantly — subtle dynamic inflections in high-quality recordings
breathed as in alive performance — and
Stereophile, March 2004

PS Audio Power Port AC outlet (bottom).

J.

Reina

improvement brought about by
running your hi-fi system on its
own circuit, with high-quality
AC outlets. In my old Santa Fe
home, the $300 Ispent on running new 20-amp circuits back
to the breaker box was the best
investment Imade in the system. In my new Brooklyn
abode, Ihave each power amplifier plugged into its own 20amp circuit, and the front-end
components on athird circuit,
with the outlets just 6' from the
breakers. The apparent lowering
of the electrical noise floor is
addictive.
And as Bob cautions, if you are
in any doubt at all about your abilities as an electrician, have the
work done professionally. It's not
expensive.
—John Atkinson

The system's noise floor
seemed to have been
lowered significantly.
the high-level dynamic slam seemed
effortless, as if I'd doubled the amplifier
power. The lower bass seemed extended by another half-octave.
Idisagree with Artie on one aspect of
this project. Do not attempt to install
such outlets yourself. Artie is unusually
handy—he knows how to adjust bearings on pivoted tonearms, for God's
sake —but I'm Idutzy enough to have
once rested the hot tip of asoldering
iron on its own live AC cord. Electricians are not that expensive.
A cautionary anecdote: About 15
years ago, when my wife and Ifirst
moved in together, Ireplaced all of the
outlets in the house with modern ones.
To save money, Iemployed my wife's
handy but unlicensed nephew. It turned
out that he'd left one of his connections
loose. When Iplugged in ahigh-current
electric grill, afire started inside the wall.
Better safe than sorry. —Robert J. Reina
The editor's two cents
Icannot agree more about the sonic
WorldRadioHistory
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Recording of the Month
background you're hardly
aware they're there, this is basically one man with his acoustic
guitar and his songs. Beam
sings song-stories full of love
and big subjects, like, say the
oone in this big modern new century refers
sea (yes, Itoo once felt an urge
to asolo performer with
to gag, but bear with me), with
an acoustic guitar as a "folk"
earnest, soft, double-tracked
musician. Folk music, which
vocals and a guitar picked
and/or strummed. A banjo is
was originally music from the
hills or the delta, became in the
often overdubbed for spice.
Sixties apopular music dominat"Naked As We Came," in
which Beam plaintively sings
ed by two strains, entertainment
about how he wants to "spread
(Peter, Paul and Mary) and poliour ashes around the yard," is
tics (Phil Ochs).
followed by the hopalong,
Today's "folk" singers are all
banjo-assisted guitar rhythms
about entertainment. They've
of "Cinder and Smoke," in which ashes again appear
lost the urge to write protest songs —but then, with the
environment degrading, the deficit ballooning, and ("With ash in your mouth You'll ask it to burn again"),
American soldiers dying daily, there's really nothing to and the choruses are wordless legato hums. Not exactly
protest, is there? Contemporary singer-songwriters have sad, the mood here is contemplative. In atune like
also added all sorts of computerized bandniates, and in "Sunset Soon Forgotten," Beam even breaks into what
general have been drowned out by volume and comrner- might be called aquiet, darkly beaming sort of joy. In
dality. "Folk music" also used to mean people had to lis- several tunes, the rhythms are more complex. "Teeth in
the Grass," for example, rides aplucked banjo rhythm
ten; and sadly, today that commodity is in short supply.
Like every other genre today, folk music has also evolved that sounds almost Japanese.
The usual first reaction to Beam's music is ashrug of the
into acollection of subgenres. There are alt-solo acts such
as Evan Dando; more country-tinged solo acts, such as shoulders and "It's nice," which in this case is not an insult.
Greg Brown or Bobby Bare Jr., that are lumped together Always treading perilously close to being too precious and
under the catch-all "Americana"; and keyboard-derived, too sensitive, the stuff is irresistibly evocative and beautiful.
urban folk from such players as Shawn Colvin. Now there's While "beautiful" may sound mundane, Beam pulls it off—
the shaggy, left-field, he's-from-Miami (?), folk of Floridian his fragile songs are beguilingly tuneful.
He's also riding the "He's weird" factor. His soft music
Sam Beam, who records under the name Iron & Wine.
Since the 2002 release of his debut, The Creek Drank the and Grizzly Adams appearance, have furrowed brows
Cradle (and asubsequent five-song EP of material record- across the musical landscape. "Who is this guy?" is what's
ed at the same time, The Sea & the Rhythm), the chatter inspiring the buzz and selling his records. In the near
around Beam's quiet brand of Nick Drake meets Neil future, the danger of making music that's too much of the
Young meets Will Oldham fondness has been consider- same thing, that doesn't evolve beyond the original idea —
able. The ironic-appreciative among us will note that what's happened to Gillian Welch and David Rawlings? —
Beam's success has come on Sub Pop, the label built by the looms large and potentially fatal. The addition of drums to
flannel shirts and loud guitars of grunge. But his alliance "Free Until They Cut Me Down," and the fact that Beam
with the now-venerable Seattle label has given Beam a has in the past toured with afull band, may be harbingers
sheen of cool he wouldn't otherwise have. If he were on a of his way forward. But at the moment, unabashedly beaulabel liable to release folk records of some sort —Rounder tiful, well-crafted songs such as "Each Coming Night" are
and Red House come to mind —he'd never have been abreath of, if not fresh, then unexpected air.
seen as being edgy. Then again, those labels would have
One happy new development already in place with Iron
probably seen his music as toa far out, not traditionally & Wme: what was once strictly alo-fi project has now disfolky enough, so maybe everything is as it should be.
covered the pleasures of being well-recorded. Where once
Nothing Beam does is revolutionary in the slightest. there was only muddy, DIY coolness, there is now the
While he's added female vocals courtesy of his sister Sara, sound of breathy, almost whispered vocals and fingers scrapas well as minimal instrumental support from half a ing against guitar strings as they change chords.
—Robert Baird
dozen other players, all of whom stay so deep in the
IRON & WINE: Our Endless Numbered

DaYs
Sub Pop 630 (CD). 2004. Sam Beam,
Brian Deck, prods., engs. MD? TT:
44:49
Performance ****
Sonics ****

N
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MENDELSSOHN & BRLJCH
Violin Concerto in e,
Violin Concerto I
Midori, violin; Mariss Jansons, Berlin Philharmonic
Sony Classical SK 87740 (CD). 2003. Steven Epstein,
prod.; Richard King, eng. DDD. TT: 53:17
Performance *****
Sonics ****

W

hile many of us weren't looking, Midori, the glorious
prodigy, has grown up to become agreat violinist. Each of these
concertos has been recorded at least two
dozen times, but Midori's combination
of brilliance, warmth, and utter beauty
of tone pushes this CD to the forefront,
these performances take back seats to
no others.
The gorgeous opening melody ofthe
Mendelssohn sets the tone; Midori gets
asweetness and languor from her violin that are instandy captivating but
never in danger of turning gooey.
Perhaps it's the smallness of her tone,
but she never sounds as if she's underlining anything — she allows the music
to sing as it should. The middle movement is filled with delicate differences
in dynamics; again, an exquisitely tuned
human voice comes to mind. The
finale is perky and accurate, proving
that, at any speed, Midori's tone remains unswervingly alluring: the bow
seems to barely much the strings.
The Bruch opens with just the right
dark, introverted mystery (such adifferent mood from the end of the
Mendelssohn that you may want to
pause amoment before beginning it),
the central Adagio is sheer poetry, and
126

the finale is brilliantly
sparkling without ahint
of "look-at-me" arrogance. It's easy to smash
the violin in the last
movement — many afine
soloist has — but here, as
throughout, there's adignity to Midori's playing
that is masterful.
These concertos were
recorded in concert in
Berlin six months apart,
and the sound is superb
and consistent. The violin
is prominently placed, but
the orchestra is never reduced to mere accompaniment, indeed, with the
clarinets clear enough to
follow in the last movement of the Mendelssohn, we can
appreciate the detail in the composer's
writing. And everything is under the
caring, balanced eye of conductor
Mariss Jansons. Simply glorious musicmaking.
-Robert Levine
BRYN TERFEL &
RENÉE FLEMING
Sings Popular Favorites &By Request
BRYN TERFEL: Sings Popular Favorites
Songs, arias, duets by Androzzo, Bishop, Bizet,
Brahms, Carmichael-Mercer, Dvorak, Goodall,
Hopcyn, Homer, Lee-Burke, Lowry (arr. Copland),
Monk, Schubert, Tchaikovsky, trad.
Bryn Terfel, bass-baritone; Andrea Bocelli, tenor;
Sissel, voice; instrumental soloists, London Voices,
London Symphony Orchestra, Barry Wordsworth
Deutsche Grammophon 474 438-2 (CD). 2003. Sid
McLauchlan, prod.; Jake Jackson, Scott Campbell
Smith, engs. DDD. TT: 73:40
Performance ****
Sonics **lid/2
RENÉE FLEMING: By Request
Arias, songs by Bellini, Catalani, Dvorák, Gershwin,
Korngold,
Massenet,
Mozart,
Puccini,
Rachmaninoff, Rodgers &Hammerstein, R. Strauss,
Verdi, Villa-Lobos
Renée Fleming, soprano; Joseph Calleja, tenor
(Verdi); Dave Grusin, piano; Lee Ritenour, guitar
(Villa-Lobos); various orchestras; James Levine, Sir
Charles Mackerras, Sir Georg Solti, Patrick
Summers, Jeffrey Tate
Decca/London B00001024-02 (CD). 2003. Various
prods., engs. DDD. TT: 77:52
Performance ****
Sonics ****

S

tune opera singers become
grander than opera. They can
lose sight of what it was they
started out doing so superbly, and cover
so many bases that they become
"events" not unlike Luciano Pavarotti.
In his case, it is now clear that he should
have retired from opera 10 years ago
(after aglorious career of more than 30
years) rather than allowing the world to
witness the deterioration of his taste,
voice, and musicality.
It's doubtful that superstars Renée
WorldRadioHistory

Fleming and Bryn Terfel will succumb
to such afate — each seems too full of
self-awareness. But still: If her record
label, management, and probably she,
have anything to do with it, Fleming —
complete with meltingly beautiful tones
up and down the scale — will be ubiquitous. She is already everywhere we look,
from late-night and early-morning television to classical radio stations to print
ads (at least one hawking aproduct having nothing to do with singing) to, oh
yes, opera houses.
And Bryn Terfel, judging from his
recent scant CD output (and this new
recording), seems to just want to be
popular: In the UK more than in the
US, he, possessed of abig, velvety voice
that can smoothly deliver notes and
phrases at any dynamic level with great
beauty, has become as famous for being
afootball fan and larger-than-life guyaround-town as he has for being an
opera singer.
Terfel is agreat opera singer, indeed —
an incomparable Falstaf Leporello, and
Figaro — and he could be the perfect
young Wotan. There is little his voice
can't do, and this CD exploits that gift,
but it's difficult to tell for whom it has
been put togethet It's not for opera
lovers, or even people who love only
classical music. It's a mish-mash of
"favorites" — some folk or traditional,
some operatic, some religious or inspirational, some pop —designed to please, at
one point or another, everyone.
And, indeed, it does. By definition,
however, it's bound to disappoint as
often as it pleases. I'm pretty certain chat
those who love pop music will want to
hear someone other than Terfel sing the
theme from Titanic, while opera lovers
won't find it necessary at all. And his
"Toreador Song" is aremarkable piece
of singing sure to please opera aficionados, but will Celine Dion fans care?
Everyone loves "Danny Boy" and
"Shenandoah," and we'll probably never
hear them sung better; it does not, however, make much sense to put between
them the beautiful duet from Bizet's Les
Pêcheurs de Perles (with agorgeous contribution from Andrea Bocelli. Not to put
too fine apoint on it, who really wants
to hear the theme from "The Lady and
the Tramp" followed by "Goin' Home,"
an arrangement of the second movement of Dvorák's "New World" Symphony? Who wants to hear either of
them sung by Terfel at all?
All that said, Terfel's singing here is
well-nigh perfect. Hoagy Carmichaers
"Lazybones" is resplendently languid,
and the spiritual "At the River" is delivStereophile, March 2004
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ered with organ tones so
luxurious as to make one
stand up and sing praises.
But some of the selections
cross the line: The "inspirational" songs —"The
Lord's Prayer," "If ICan
Help Somebody," "Abide
With Me" — are so soupy
that they're hard to take,
and Norwegian pop-diva
Sissel adds nothing to
Schubert's "Ave Maria."
Let's face it: Terfel could
probably sing the phone
directory and make it
interesting and attractive.
I'm just afraid that he and
DG might think it's a
good idea and make it his
next CD. If you buy
Popular Favorites for the
opera, you won't get your
money's worth; ditto if
you want apop, inspirational, or old-favorites
CD. But if it's Terfel in
any form you're looking
for, you're in luck.
Fleming's By Request, on the other
hand, is a feast for opera lovers, and
despite its title, it's doubtful that those
who love her would have requested aCD
of 15 selections, only three of which have
not been previously released. Still, her
rendition of "Song to the Moon," from
Dvorak's Rusalka, is alone worth the price
of this CD; "Marietta's Lied," from
Komgold's Die tote Stadt, is insinuating
and seemingly sung in one long breath;
Fleming is enchanting in an odd arrangement of the aria from Villa-Lobos'
Bachianas Brasileiras No.5,
and sparkling in the
Gavotte from Massenees
Manon —and wait till you
hear her knock-downgorgeous reading of
Gershwin's "Summertime." These are nothing
less than a bouquet of
perfect roses.
The three new performances are of Violetta's
big Act Iscene from La
Traviata, which features
one of the most perfect
trills heard since Joan
Sutherland; a thrilling
Câcilie (R. Strauss); and
a version of "You'll
Never Walk Alone"
that's so over the top it
might make you look
away in embarrassment.

Reviews

in amillion. With or without her
Rolex, she's an opera singer —
long may she remain one.
—Robert Levine

rock/pop
DEATH CAB
FOR CUTIE
Transatlanticism
Barsuk BARK32 (CD). 2003. Chris Walla,
prod., eng. MD? 17: 45:43
Performance ****

Sonics ****

B

ellingham, Washington
band Death Cab for
Curie may have asomewhat twee reputation, but in
some corners that's not necessarily abad thing. Both for older
Smiths fans seeking to reclaim
their emotional youth and for
sensitive punks frustrated with
the emo-core scene's overAs beautiful as she sounds: Renée Fleming.
wrought self-aggrandizement,
DCFC's intimate, bittersweet
rock rings true. With 'Transatlanticism —as
Fleming's annoying tendency to scoop
into notes, going through the "blue
big-hearted and emotionally expansive as
note," has become more prominent in
indic pop records come—the group
recent years (these recordings date from
extends its embrace to the mainstream.
1994 to 2003), but most of these selecThe above Smiths reference, by the
tions have been spared that mannerism.
way, isn't random. As with Morrissey &
One can't help noticing, however, that
Co., DCFC traffics in private longing
Fleming is more interested in — and
and quashed desire, less "miserableness"
more successful at —pure singing than
than asense that there must be someshe is at character delineation: Butterfly
thing better in this life, if only we could
sounds oddly like Wally, who sounds
peer around the corners. Consider these
too much like Norma, and "0 mio bah- lines from the title song, initially a
somber piano ballad that gradually turns
bino caro" may as well be aweather
neosymphonic via swelling percussion
report. Her voice and technique are one
and guitar and a vocal coda
that turns choir-like: "And the
distance is quite simply much
too far for me to row / It
seems farther than ever before,
oh no /Ineed you so much
closet" Vocalist Ben Gibbard,
whose honeyed tenor suggests
a younger, less fey Neil
Tennant (Pet Shop Boys), delivers the last line with such
urgency one practically hears
shards of his heart hit the
ground and shatter into bits.
Twee? So be it. From the
anthemic
waves-on-beach
crash of the opening track,
"The New Year," with its forward-looking optimism, to
the gentle acoustic closer, "A
Lack of Color," arueful look
back that concludes "I know
it's too late, and Ishould have
-
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given you a reason to stay," DCFC's
world is inhabited by real people who
lead gray existences but dream in
Technicolor. Transatlanticism is an invitation to come in, take aload off, and
commiserate. Hugs and handshakes all
around, too.
-Fred Mills
THE KINGSBURY MANX
Aztec Discipline
Overcoat 0C21 (CD). IT: 37:44
Afternoon Owls
Overcoat 0C19 (CD). IT: 16:44
Both: 2003. Jerry Kee, prod., eng. MD?
Performance ****
Sonics ***

W

hile this band of North
Carolina troubadours frequently notches comparisons
to the quiet-core pop of Austin's
American Analog Set and to Hoboken's
Yo La Tengo (the trio's dreamier, folkadelic side, not the raveup-wigout side),
reviewers on both sides of the Atlantic
have always been quick to admit that
Kingsbury Manx ultimately occupies a
niche all its own, incorporating everything from vintage cosmic cowboy
twang (a pedal steel frequently figures
in the songs' arrangements) to full-bore
interstellar psych.
Third time around finds the Manx a
consistent, reliable outfit, although since
2001's sophomore effort, Let You Down,
the band has expanded to a quintet,
allowing the keyboard player (and, presumably, the entire band) more freedom
to explore. Tracks such as the wobbly,
woozy "Pinstripes" and the easygoing,
waltz-like "Hunting Trips" conjure
images of the pastoral-inclined soundtrack work Pink Floyd was creating
around the time of Obscured by Clouds. By
way of contrast, the strummy, upbeat
"Pelz Komee" carries hints of neo-Velvet
Underground choogle (by way of 1980s

THE KINGSBURY MANX
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Velvet acolytes The Feelies), and it's not
hard to imagine that the Manx lineup
also includes afan or two of the Byrds
and Moby Grape. Yet referencing a
band's influences is easy; to these musicians' credit, the assimilation process
yields tunes that are tuneful, engaging,
and memorable in their own right.
The Afternoon Owls EP shortly preceded Aztec Disdpline, although it's so
similar in tone that one wonders why its
five tunes weren't simply incorporated
into the rather short full-length album.
That said, if Discipline gets under your
skin, the EP will help scratch the itch.
"Half Man," in particular, is acrucial
study in atmosphere and dynamics,
pairing banjo
with fuzz-tone guitar
so seamlessly that one readily imagines
that, in the hands of Kingsbury Manx,
such arranged marriages will become
only more intriguing in the future.
—Fred Mills

RUSTY TRUCK
Broken Promises
Coda Terra CTE-1001 (CD). 2003. Jakob Dylan &
Rami Jaffee, TBone Burnett Gillian Welch &David
Rawlings, Lenny Kravitz, Willie Nelson & Mickey
Raphael, Andres Levin, Me'shell Ndege'Ocello,
prods.; Bob Salcedo, Matt Knobel, Matt Andrews,
Henry Hirsch, Larry Greenhill, Andres Levin, Pat
Dillett, engs. AAD? TT: 47:35
Performance ***
Sonics ****

N

ot so much aband as a"project," Rusty Truck is a—pardon
the pun — songwriting vehicle
for Rolling Stone shutterbug Mark
Seliger. It's hardly your garden-variety
exercise in moonlighting, however, for,
as the above producer list indicates,
Seliger enlisted the talents of his famous
subject-friends. Also turning up were
pop diva Sheryl Crow, guitarists Marc
Ribot and Kenny Wayne Shepherd, and
Matchbox 20 doofus Rob Thomas. But
Broken Promises isn't an assemblage of
egos. In fact, aside from the occasional familiar-sounding harmony
vocal, it's unlikely ablindfold test
would yield too many glimmers of
instant recognition.
Seliger shines as avocalist (he's a
solid, unwavering tenor) and as a
songwriter specializing in alt-country,
as evidenced on such tracks as "Civil
Wars/Luck's Changing Lanes" (one
of two produced by Gillian Welch
and David Rawlings), a luminous
ballad that limns acrumbling relationship along lines of "tall timbers
[that] frill down to the ground"; and
"Candy," acolorful slice of Tex-Mex
cantina rock featuring hot licks from
Ribot and background vocals courWorldRadioHistory

tesy Thomas. A number that must have
looked good on paper, the country-folk
waltz "1000 Kisses" (produced by Willie
Nelson and Mickey Raphael) meanders
intriguingly, while the Pro-tools-heavy
title track (produced by Lenny Kravitz),
which theoretically sounds a strangebedfellows alarm, acquits itself thanks to
agenial Fogies-Mavericks arrangement
and asincere vocal by Seliger.
The best track, however, is acurveball
lobbed by T Bone Burnett. Rather than
steering Seliger down from the mountain and into 0 Brother, Where Art Thou?
land, Burnett took an abrupt detour
toward the backyard of Fleetwood
Mac's Rumours. A twangily melodic but
lyrically bitter yarn of betrayal, "Cold
Ground" casts Seliger and guest vocalist
Crow in the roles of Lindsay
Buckingham and Stevie Nicks — seventies rock by any other name, but memorable. It suggests that Seliger isn't
necessarily beholden to asingle genre or
style, and holds out great promise for
the songwriter's future.
-Fred Mills
PAUL WESTERBERG
PAUL INF_STERBERG: Come Feel Me Tremble
Vagrant (CD). 2003. Westerberg, prod., eng. MD? TT:
50:34
Performance ***'/.2
Sonics ***
GRANDPA BOY: Dead Man Shake
Fat Possum 80377-2 (CD). 2003. Westerberg, prod.,
eng. MD? IF: 46:35
Performance ***
Sonics ***

N

oone wears the title of legendary
rocker as uneasily as Paul
Westerberg. -flues as it should
be. Rodenioll, as it was embodied by the
Replacements, the band that made
Westerberg famous, is not about what
came before or what happens next —it's
about living in the moment and draining
that moment of every last bit of energy,
emotion, and/or meaning that it contains.
The 'Mats were the embodiment of
rock's anarchic spirit. But following that
path too far comes with a price, as
Westerberg's cohort Bob Stinson found
out all too soon. People celebrate the
band's sloppy-drunk act as if that were
an end in itself. They forget that without the 'Mats' great songs, the band
would have been nothing more than a
local Minneapolis sideshow, and we'd
have never heard of them.
In his post-'Mats career, Westerberg
has tried to grow up, and that's proven
problematic both for the artist, who
wants to put to use his now mature
songcrafting skills, and for his audience,
some of whom think he'd be better if he
still played drunk and sloppy.
Stereophile, March 7004

Record
Psychologists could probably
do a lot with the fact that
Westerberg has split his recent
career in half, one part being the
straight-ahead solo albums 14
Songs, Eventually, Suicaine Gratification, and Stereo, and the other
part being asingle, an EP, and
the lo-fi album Mono, all recorded under the nom de plume
Grandpa Boy. Stereo/Mono, in
fact, was initially released as a
two-disc set that perfectly illustrated Westerberg's professional
schizophrenia.
Rather than take that approach
again and package Come Feel Me
Tremble and Dead Man Shake
together, Westerberg is allowing
each project to stand on its own.
Plus, the genesis of Tremble is
slightly more complex. The album grew out of adocumentary
of the same name that chronicles
his 2002 tour and his storied days
with the 'Mats.
Maybe revisiting his old
band's history shook loose some
of the cobwebs, because the disc
contains some of the most vital music
of Westerberg's recent history. Gritty
rock tunes such as "Making Me Go,"
"Wild & Lethal," and the tuneful,
Beatlesesque "My Daydream" are set
off against such lovely acoustic tracks as
"Crackle & Drag" and "Meet Me
Down the Alley." There's also an interesting choice for the album-closing
cover tune; a version of Jackson
Brown's "These Days," asong full of
regret and worry that the best days may
be over. Come Feel Me Tremble would
seem to indicate that Westerberg feels
otherwise, but "These Days" hangs
there at the end of the album like a
giant question mark.
Dead Man Shake is amore low-key
affair; alittle more fun, perhaps, but also
less accomplished. Westerberg's alter
ego is adead bluesman who still sings —
note the blue lips and crossed-out eyes
in the photographs. So he can toss some
oddball covers out there — a howling
rendition of "What Kind of Fool Am I?"
or Hank Williams' "I'm So Lonesome I
Could Cry" —just for the hell of it. But
Westerberg's originals are better, especially the rockers "MPLS," "Get aMove
On," and "Vampires & Failures." Attempts at playing the blues, as on
"Natural Mean Lover" and "No Matter
What You Say," are pretty horrendous.
But there's an affecting cover of John
Prine's "Souvenirs" — a choice just as
wistful and moving as "These Days" on
Stereophile, March 2004

What does Westy want to be when he grows up?

Tremble —that ultimately saves the day.
—Daniel Durchholz

jazz
THELONIOUS MONK
Monk in Paris: Live at the Olympia
Thelonious Monk, piano; Charlie Rouse, tenor sax;
Larry Gales, bass; Ben Riley, drums
Thelonious/Hyena TMF 9316 (CD, DVD). 2003. Joel
Dorn, prod.; no eng. listed. MD? Us: 52:05 (CD),
32:09 (DVD)
Performance ****Y,
Sonics ** /
2
1

E

ven given the voluminous
Thelonious Monk reissues that
have appeared in the 22 years
since his death, we are not yet nearing
the bottom of the archival well. Ajoint
venture of two new labels,
Thelonious Records and Hyena,
has announced its intention to
"open the vaults of unreleased concert recordings" in the possession
of the Thelonious Monk estate,
and to provide the first legal releases of an unspecified quantity of
bootleg recordings.
The first project of the new venture is aParis concert from 1965, and
it's akick in the pants. From Monk's
ferocious opening jabs on "RhythmA-Ning," his quartet locks on to a
jolting momentum, Charlie Rouse's
tenor sax catapulting, Monk's piano
WorldRadioHistory
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careening and clanging.
Perhaps only hard-core Monk
addicts (a group to which I
belong) will understand why it's
necessary to have yet another
version of "I Mean You" (a
Monkian paradox of irony and
ecstasy) or "Well You Needn't" (a
definitive jagged 12-minute
epic), or even of the crazily tilting
anthem with which Monk closed
every set, "Epistrophy." And
more of that rare art form, solo
Monk, is always welcome. "Body
and Soul" is an assemblage of
thick strokes that form apattern
of exquisite finality. "April in
Paris" is just asnippet, released
haltingly, to tease the crowd.
Monk in Paris is not the first
purchase with which to begin a
Monk library. The great Monk
reissues are found in the
Columbia/Legacy series, such as
Monk's Dream and Monk in Tokyo.
The former is astudio masterpiece, and the latter is aconcert
recording vastly superior, sonically, to Monk in Paris.
Yet, in addition to the fact that his
band was having ahot night, there are
two enhancements that make Monk in
Paris an important addition to the Monk
discography. First, the liner notes contain
an interview with Monk's son, drummer
TS. Monk, that provides afascinating
perspective on Monk the man. Second,
the package contains aDVD with three
performances by this same quartet in
Oslo, Norway in 1966. As a "music
video," it is devoid of style —simply
straight-on shots of the musicians performing on aharshly lit concert stage,
with no audience present. But it is moving to see Monk standing beside his
piano while Charlie Rouse solos, Monk
shuffling his little dance, eyes staring,
blinking in the bright light, lost, lost in
the music.
—Thomas Conrad
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Monster Cable Sigma Series
I,litoi.
Thank you for Brian Damkroger's positive review [in February]. We are pleased
that Stereophile took the time to really experience and enjoy the performance capabilities of the Monster Sigma Retro cables.
Your reviewer, like many audiophiles,
obviously does not normally think of
Monster when considering the top cable
providers. However, we know dut it is
because Monster has such an extensive
line of products, and amajor presence in
so many markets, that we are not thought
of as aspecialist in ultra-premium cables.
However, as Ferrari is part of Fiat and
Aston Martin is part of Ford, just because
ultra-premium cables seem to be asmall
part of our large organization doesn't necessarily mean that exceptional products
cannot be made.
As noted, Sigma Retro was designed for
single-ended triode applications, where
purity is the most important quality;
therefore, we focused on purity and simplicity in this product. This cable borrows
heavily from Monster's many patented
technologies, and alot of its performance
capabilities are available in other Monster
products, such as the M, Z, and THX
Ultra series. Products of this caliber represent acarefully balanced compromise of
tradeoffs, and will each therefore have differing characteristics to reflect these balances. All are very good, and each has
unique virtues. We have made every effort
to optimize the strengths and enhance the
performance of the tube products of the
1950s and '60s, and the reissues and modern variants thereof.
Demian Martin
Chief Designer, Sigma Retro
Monster Cable
Sutherland PhD
Idam.
We would like to thank Michael Fremer
not only for his dedication to analog but
for his insightful review of the PhD in
January. We believe he hit it right on the
nose. The PhD should be thought of
more as an invention than as anew phono
stage. This thing is so dead quiet — or, as
Fremer says, "ink-black backdrops the
likes of which you've never heard." It's
truly revolutionary. Once you take away
the noise that we've all come to expect
with any phono stage, the music has
nothing to compete with. It's then that
the dynamics become as close to "real" as
playback allows. Imagine the wide-open
Stereophile,

march

2004
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air of vinyl but with the quietness of CD.
Best of both worlds? We think so.
Chad Kassem
Acoustic Sounds
Sutherland PhD
Editor:
Thanks to Michael Fremer for sharing his
experiences with the PhD phono preamp
[January 2004]. As MF pointed out, it is
the unusual combination of "cleanness
and transparency" with "luscious, liquid,
velvety midband response" that makes listening to vinyl with the PhD such asensuous pleasure.
Chad Kassem and Iare thrilled to contribute to the enjoyment of vinyl. We
know the PhD will get you even closer to
your favorite recordings.
Ron Sutherland
Klipsch RB-15
Editor:
John Atkinson called the Klipsch
Reference Series RB-15 bookshelf speaker "a contender" in February and
declared that it can "hold up its head in
this distinguished company"; ie, against
stiff competition. Klipsch believes he did
a fine job of characterizing the hornloaded RB-15 as an outstanding performer offering well-balanced sound at a
very affordable price.
As acompany founded on the benefits
of horn-loaded technology and the belief
in its superiority, we are particularly
pleased that you found the in-room response of the RB-15 to be extraordinarily
flat, with an even overall treble balance.
We believe our refined Tractrixe Horn
design is the key to each customer experiencing the power and detail of music, regardless of the genre.
Additionally, our horn tweeters are
highly efficient, with exceptional pattern
control, which makes the RB-15 compatible with the widest range of available
electronics, and an excellent option for
real-world living spaces dut are rarely
ideal. And because all Klipsch speakers require less power to deliver maximum volumes, customers can count on reliable
performance every time they drop the stylus or push Play.
At Klipsch, we strive to be abrand people trust to sort through today's complex
technologies, giving them access to incredible performances. As the smallest of
26 models in our Reference Series, the
RB-15 you reviewed is just one of many
strong, versatile options that we hope your
WorldRadioHistory

readers consider when making their next
purchase.
Jim Garrett
Reference Series Brand Manager
Klipsch Audio Technologies
Music Hall Mambo
Editor:
So Perry Como sang asong called "Papa
Loves Mambo." Who knew!
The Music Hall Mambo was actually
named after the Rosemary Clooney song
"Hey Mambo, Mambo Italiano," one of
my favorites as ababe in arms. Not that
there is any Italian influence in the design;
rather, the amp was so rhythmic when
sampled that the song came to mind.
The review is so positive dut Ifind it
hard to poke fun at Sam. The old warthog
must be deteriorating fast—he even
plugged my exhibit at Home Entertainment 2003 in May. Now Iguess I'll
have to sign up.
So, reluctant as Iam to give him any
praise, Iguess —just this once, and before
they remove him to the Connecticut
Home for the Bewildered — Ithank him
for the review.
Roy Hall
Music Hall
DALI Euphonia MS5
Editor:
We're gratified by John Marks' gracious
assessment of the Euphonia MS5 loudspeaker. DALI's Euphonia line is derived
directly from DALI's $40,000/pair
Megaline, which, JM mentioned, employs many of the same design features
and principles. Therefore, the Euphonia
MS5 delivers adecent slice of what one
may expect from the Megaline.
A major reason that JM experienced
sound that was "remarkably rich and full
at lower listening levels" is dut DALI utilizes only low-loss drivers made of unusually stiff, light wood-fiber cones with soft,
pliable membranes and customized internal components. Every driver used by
DALI is custom-designed.
This construction allows virtually all signal energy to be converted into sound,
rather than being absorbed into the speaker
cone or the membrane. As aresult, DALI
speakers reproduce nearly the full frequency range, even at low volume levels.
This is also one reason the Euphonia
MS5 delivers, in JM's words, "just about
as much deep bass as anyone could want."
The low-loss design allows for extremely
quick transient response and highly detailed output, even at low frequencies.
This lightning-fast transient response is
131
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also likely why JM noted "extraordinary"
ambience retrieval, and why his wife
"could not recall ever hearing the inner
voices so clearly." Driver speed is key to
retrieving low-level detail.
The reason that DALI loudspeakers are
not "toed-in," as JM mentioned, is that all
DALI speakers are designed for flat offaxis frequency response. Ironically, most
drivers are designed for maximum linearity directly on-axis, where distortion from
breakup of the driver is also maximum.
In DALI speakers, maximum linearity
is achieved at 20-30° off-axis, avoiding
the breakup distortion. An off-axis design
also affords amuch wider, deeper sweet
spot, and better room integration due to
more linear reflected sound (the majority
of what we hear). Consequently, DALI
loudspeakers are always positioned "flat"
with respect to the listener.
JM is also correct in concluding that one
reason for DALI's high value-per-dollar
ratio is alarge-scale operation that affords
formidable economies of scale. Typically,
high-end products are associated with small
workshops, low yields, and high costs.
DALI utilizes a200,000-square-foot factory with dozens of state-of-the-art CNC
milling and planing machines. Such infrastructure allows DALI to achieve cost efficiencies and price targets that are difficult to
realize in smaller operations. Although the
DALI name is new to the US, the brand
has been amajor player in overseas markets
for more than 20 years.

JM is also right in assuming that margins are thin on the Euphonia line. As a
statement product for the US market, it
has been priced aggressively. Comparatively, the $12,000/pair Euphonia
MS5 is abargain.
We're pleased that JM found the
Euphonia MS5 to provide superb value,
engaging musicality, with prodigious
range and resolving power. To receive
such praise from areviewer ofJM's broad
experience and discerning ears is indeed
gratifying. We consider this glowing
assessment from a publication of
Stereophile's stature to be agreat accomplishment.
Ben Gosvig
National Sales Manager, DALI Loudspeakers

"Okay! Great!" I thought, because
everyone knows he's referring to those
happy, unsophisticated souls who equate
an artificially euphonic, overly warm
midrange and bloated bass with sonic
bliss.
But then he decides that "the
Enterprise's whole was less than the sum
of its parts. In both cases, Iwas left
respecting the Enterprise's musical presentation without ever warming up to it."
The other amp referred to in "both
cases" is the famed Halcro dm68. We're
in good company — Halcro and Theta
are the most-talked-about amps of the
21st century.
So MF didn't like the Halcro; didn't
like Levinson or Krell amplifiers,
'Meta Digital Enterprise
either—the luminaries of the 20th
Editor:
century. If what Michael Fremer is try"Wow, this is areally terrific review!" I
ing to say is that he prefers tube sound
thought, as soon as Igot to the beginover solid-state, it would be nice if he
ning of Michael Fremer's comments on
would just come out and say it.
the sound of the Enterprise. The second
Irecall very well what can be accomparagraph [of that section] starts with,
plished using tubes from my days design"If you like your power amps on the
ing the euphonic Tempest tube analog
rich and warmish side, the Enterprise
CD player in my California Audio Labs
probably won't be to your liking,
period. Tubes sound lush and beautiful.
though it will certainly gain your
Tubes make for a"warm" sound; they
respect. If you like cleanness, transtend to give you abeautiful midrange and
parency, and sonic law and order, the
afat bottom end. We used tubes in the
Enterprise will mesmerize you with
analog stage of the Tempest as asonic
clarity and definition — Icould see into
Band-Aid for digital harshness because, in
the soundstage for miles. It achieved its
1985, we didn't know how to correct digastonishing lucidity at the expense of a
ital problems at the source.
lush midrange..."
It is okay to compare Theta's amplifiers with tube amplifiers, but Ithink it
might have been more informative to do
a comparison with another solid-state
amplifier, preferably by someone who
appreciates solid-state electronics. We
feel somewhat like vintners who have
just sent asubtle Chasdonnay to acritic
who likes only Cabernets.
But, all in all, we will gladly settle for
MF's praise of the Enterprise's accuracy:
"ultra-clean, fast, and detailed" performance in the highs that was "completely
free of grain and etch"; its "pleasing extremes of low-level, HDTV-like resolution of detail, crystalline clarity"; its "giddy
overload of spatial cues"; its "crystal-clear
and revealing" midrange performance;
and so on — despite, as he puts it, "some
Get the latest audio industry news updated
loss of mystery and plushness, but in
weekly or see what's in Stereophile this
exchange Icould hear images with pinpoint focus and extraordinary resolution
month. Take advantage of archived articles
of low-level detail, down into the vanishingly low noise floor."
and equipment reviews. Click on Links 2Die
Okay, we'll take it, loss of mystery and
4, the Internet's largest resource for audioplushness notwithstanding. (When we
design a more Rubensesque amplifier,
related links. Your opinion counts join our
we'll be sure to let him know.) For a
weekly "Vote" section to cast your ballot on
"didn't like it" review, this is pretty
darned good.
Neil Sinclair
the question of the week. Read and respond
Pre ,ident, neta Digital
The online destination
to our "Soapbox!' Get the Stereophile experifor audiophiles.
PS Audio Power Port
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WE'VE GOT NEW DIGITAL COMPONENTS.

Editor:
Thanks for mentioning [in a"FollowUp"] PS Audio's high-end AC wall

ence online at stereophile.com.
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connector, the Power Port, and thanks
for helping spread the word about
power. Too few of us realize the significance of power quality. As John
Atkinson mentioned in his postscript,
his entire system changed for the better
when he rewired his home with dedicated lines; so it should be no surprise
that terminating adedicated line — or,
for that matter, any electrical line —
with aproper outlet would make such a
remarkable difference.
As Ivor Tiefenbrun of Linn so correctly pointed out years ago, if you don't
get it right at the source, then improving
the rest of the system makes little sense.
Of course, Ivor was referring to the cartridge and turntable, but the point is just
as valid for AC power, and perhaps even
more so. Consider that virtually everything we use in our hi-fi and video systems starts its life at the wall socket. A
power amplifier is nothing more than
the means to convert the AC in the wall
to AC that powers your speakers; the
same is true of nearly every piece in the
chain, including a projector, which
merely converts the AC in our homes to
modulated light.
Interestingly enough, nearly all the
AC power we supply to our systems is
never actually used in its native form;
rather, it is first converted to DC to do its
work. It wasn't always this way. In the
late 1800s, American inventor Thomas
Edison was convinced that delivering
pure DC to our homes was the right way
to do it, and for most equipment, he was
right. The General Electric Company, in
fact, was founded on asystem of direct
DC power to each person's home, powering radios and light bulbs directly,
without any conversion. The problem, it
turns out, was one of delivery over along
distance. DC power cannot be efficiently
delivered for more than amile or two,
and so, for practical reasons, the
Westinghouse system of AC power won
the battle for power delivery. The good
news is that, thanks to George
Westinghouse, Nikola Tesla, and afew
others, we can enjoy the benefits of
power in our homes even though they
are located many miles from the generating stations. The bad news is that AC
power is not what our equipment wants
or needs, but it's all we have to live with.
The unfortunate truth is this: How you
deliver the AC to your equipment's
power supply for conversion to DC has a
great deal to do with the eventual performance quality in ways both measurable
and audible. PS Audio and afew other
dedicated companies are working hard to
create amuch better system of AC power
delivery, regulation, and cleaning so that
our A/V equipment might have achance
of delivering the promise within.
Paul McGowan
CEO, PS International
Stereophile, March 2004
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that loves music (and movies!) as much as you do.

CS1 ADO DESIGN

193 Bellevue Avenue • Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
973-744-0600 www.csaaudiodesign.com
AWN •ANTHONY GALLO ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •B&K •B&W •BDI •BENZ •CARDAS •CINEMA TECH •CONRAD-JOHNSON •CRESTRON •DCS •DRAPER
•DYNAUDIO •ELAN •ESCIENT •GRADO •GRAHAM •HARMONIX •HITACHI •KOETSU •KRELL •LAMM •LIGHT SPEED •LOEVVE •MARANTZ •MARTIN
LOGAN •MCCORMACK •MCINTOSH •MERIDIAN •MONSTER CABLE •MORDAUNT-SHORT •NAGRA •NILES •NO111NGHAM ANALOG •PANASONIC
PHONE SYSTEMS •PRO-JECT •PS AUDIO •RCA •REGA •REL •SALAMANDER •SENNHEISER •SHANLING •SILTECH •SME •SOTA •SPEAKERCRAff •
STEWART FILMSCREENS •STRAIGHT WIRE •SUMIKO •TARGET •TOSHIBA •TRANSPARENT •VIENNA ACOUSTICS •VII •WILSON AUDIO ZOEFHECUS

www.audiovideologic.com
Exclusive Wadia Model 301 Closeout -Buy aNew 301 for About the Price of Used!
The Wadia 301 shares patented Digimaster upsampfing circuitry with 32 times over sampling, identical dac's and direct
drive volume control capability with the Stereophile Class A rated model 861 ($7950).
It utilizes the time honored low jitter Pioneer Stable Platter transport. Unfortunately,
Pioneer's tooling for the transport has worn out, necessitating amodel change. Available
anywhere in the US or Canada. A-stock & factory sealed with full manufacturers warranty.

New Wadia Model 861 Basic Available
The 861 Basic is identical to the Stereophile Class A rated model 861 except no digital inputs
or outputs, which saves you $1700! Special pricing available. Call if you have no local dealers.

Exclusive! PASS LABS Closeouts
Aleph 30
X-1 Line Stage
Hybrid Cosmetic

SAVE 30%

•Class A single ended amplifier
•30 wpc. 8ohms •45 wpc. 4ohms
•XLR /RCA inputs
•New -Full 3year warranty

SAVE 40%

•2chassis balanced line stage
preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

Model 301 (861 not shown)

X-ONO Phono Stage
Hybrid Cosmetic -

AVE 40%

•2chassis balanced phono
stage preamp
•New -Full 3year warranty

•Audio Research •Audioquest •Billy Bags •Denon •Grado •Krell •Losan •Marsh •Monster Cable •Musical Fidelity* •NHT •Nordost •Onkyo Integra •Panasonic
•Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •PS Audio •Rega •Sanos •Sound Anchors •Toshiba •Van den hul •Velodyne •VPI •Wadia •B&W* •Roter (local sales only)

6 Months
No Payments
No Interest
Financing!
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3025 100th St.
Des Moines, IA 50322
515-727-2279
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E:3 KIM3ER KABLE

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price

eaucJioquest

ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

the finest in affordable\A)
auc ---972 960 2911
505 332 0336
309 266 6640

EchoAudio
eAudioNet
Sound Waves

503 223 2292
518 782 5489
408 479 1733

800.510.4753 Monday-Friday 8-5:30 (PST)

P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 audiowaves@aol.com

www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves

LA T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LAI International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com
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Creek 5350SE

Stereophile Class A

ANAUDIOWAVES

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate
Champlain Valley Spkrs.
Home Theatre Concepts

Stereoplele [lass A

7£
e-mail:latinternational@erols.com
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FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? -CALLUS

Classified
THE BEST DEAL ON

NAD
SPEAKERS

&

CD, LP and gear
storage furniture

The on-line
used cable
clearing house.

more!

WWW.DMC-ELECTRONICS.COM
Established in 1995

Factory direct since 1984
Free brochure (mention Stph)
Per Madsen Design (800) 821-4883

usedcable.com

L (714)534-8780

I.

WE BUY CABLES. WE SELL CABLES.
GOOD ADVICE.

www.rackittm.com

J

GOT COUNTERPOINT?

« . trdviZe
Mi
C.casi Zt

s

work by the people who
designed it and built it.

AUDIO UNLIMITED

Offers Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Aesthetix, Air Tight,
Arcam, ASC, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Balanced
Audio Technology, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder Amplifiers,
Cambridge Audio, Chang, Clearaudio, Dwin, DynaVector, EAR,
Electrocompaniet, Fanfare, Grado, Graham, 1Mlab, Koetsu,
Kuzma, Loewe HDTV, Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Nagra,
Nordost, Pathos, PS Audio, Rega, Shelter, Sherwood
Newcastle, Spendor, Tact Audio, Tabby, TARA Labs, Totem,
I
Transfiguration,Transrotor, XL0,YBA, Zoethecus, and more.
Call

John Barnes at (303) 691.3407, fu (303) 6911768, 3205

k
ast0oloradeAve.,Denver,C080210. rwmaudiamilmiterldenver.com
PassDIY

Reference. Quality
Earphones

for the audiophile or recording engineer
Etymotics priced

TOO LOW to

list here.

Go to ehaystores.com/ idealsound

www.altavistaaudio.com

or call 1877 517 4247 toll free!

THE AUDIO ENTHUSIAST
A NALOG SPECIALIST SINCE 1980.
Nestorovic,

EPOS speakers; Aesthetics, Herron,

Hovland, Magnum Dynalab, Creek electronics; VPI,

Hall turntables; Allaeits, Koetsu,
Clearaudio, Benz cartridges; March, Graham

Amazon, Basis, Music

tonearms; Fadel, Analysis Plus, ZCable, DiMarzio
cables; Shanling SACD player; Much more.

(310) 541S177 www.theaudioenthusiast.com

FREE M I- HORN GIVEAWAY!

We are giving away 5,000 Mi -Horns ($70 value)

ADVERTI SE IN
STEREOPHILE
•It's easy!
We can design your ad.

•It's effective!
You will reach
enthusiasts who. actively
look to our magazine
for product
purchase decisions.

Better than a$10k upgrade

DISPLAY RATES:

Zen & other DIY projects
Mi-Roter

www. •ass.

.com

MIHORN.COM

Contact Marc Wurn
at (212)229-4808 or
tnarc.blum@primedia.com.

Ultimate Music Lover's System
".. had more than a few visitors shaking their heads
in astonished chagrin. Big, surprisingly powerful, very
dynamic but above all coherent, this far from extravagant
system put many of the really expensive set-ups on show
to shame." -Roy Gregory, H
CES 2003 Show Report
SistofShowfinalisr-DickOlsherenjoythernusic.com

www.bluebirdmuslc.com
Hair-Trigger Volume Control?
L.If music loud with the volume control at 9
o'clock? Too loud at 10 o'clock, and fine control
at low levels impossible? More than just aminor
Irritation—headroom, signal/noise, or channel
balance may be compromised too. Cure it with a
pair of Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. Cost is only
$69/pa Ir. Call 604 886 5788 or visit:
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

is

I36

ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS Come Visit Our
Show-Room In Northern New Jersey
On display: •Consonance •Benz •tanteo •Phonomax •Lehman
•Sole •Euroleb •Much •Fi •Omega Speakers •Stillpoints
Cable Manufacturing and Repair, Amplifier Modification 8Upgrades

Hudson Audio Technologies (201) 768-0672
www.hudsonaudio.net

Arizona Hi-Fi
You know you want to call!
LARGEST SELECTION OF TUBE AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AND TURNTABLES IN AZ.

www.tubeaudio.com

480-921-9961

WorldRadioHistory

DEADLINE:

Ads are due on the first
working day of the month, two
months in advance of the issue
in which your ad will appear.
For example, if you want
your ad to run in the
May 2004 issue,
you rraust submit it
by March 4th, 2004.
No refunds.
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Audio Mart
QS&D, SPENDOR & QUAD—Factory Sales
and Service for Spendor. The FactoryAuthorized US service center for Quad, with
upgrades available. QS&D Audio Furniture
information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D (540) 372-3711, fax (540)
372-3713. E-mail: qsandd@aol.com, Web: wino,.
qsandd.com.

FLORIDA! Hi-end audio has arrived! St. Ceclia
Sound Gallery is now open in the Tampa Bay
Area! Presenting the finest in high-performance
audio, we specialize in tube gear and speakers
that sing with them, analog too! Come visit our
brand-new showrooms. (727) 726-7575.
www.scsoundgallery.com.

SALE! SALE! SALE! Our Clearance features
deals on select New, Demo, and Otherwise:
Castle Pembroke yew, $700! MIT M3 and M I
biwire (8ft), $1450 and $2550! Bryston: SP 1.7
Processor; 6BSST Reference 3/ch amp; 7B-SST
Reference
monoblocks!
Conrad-Johnson:
MV6OSE; Premier 15S2 and 17S2; Premier 140
super Reference amp! Aerial Acoustic: SR3
ultimate surrounds; CC5 reference center; LR5
monitors! Roksan: Radius $950; KA-1 $850;
KCD $850! Audio Associates (601) 898-3727.

BEST PRICES—BEST QUALITY stele() and
home theater components: Audio Research,
Burmester, Classé, Collins, Gryphon, Krell,
Levinson, McIntosh, Meridian, Proceed, Thiel,
Totem, Runco, Revel, IMIab, EgglestonWorks,
Dynaudio,
Durland,
B&W, and others.
Factory-sealed with manufacturers' warranties.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Hillcrest Audio,
(310) 891-6866.

SALT LAKE CITY AREA—Audio Research,
Avalon Acoustics, Basis, Benz, Clearaudio,
Grado, Jeff Rowland, Koetsu, NAD, Plinius,
Rega, Totem Acoustic, Vandersteen, Wadia,
Wasatch Cable, Wilson -Benesch, and more!
(801) 272-1690, www.arisaudio.com.
AUDIO ART, EST. I976—Edge-of-the-art
audio components dedicated to serving music.
Avalon, Ayre, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff
Rowland, Classé, Shunyata, Aesthetix, Theta,
Aerial, Cardas, Kimber. Richmond, VA. Voice/
fax (804) 358-5300, AudioArtUSA@aol.com.
SOUND LAB IN CHICAGO AND MIDWEST!—Experience the ultimate speakers,
Parasound IC-1 amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable
Concepts, and more in a home environment.
Ask about our free offers. (847) 382-8433,
www.essentialaudio.com.
SERVING THE NYC METRO AREA.
Sonic Spirits is an authorized dealer for:
Blue Circle, Focus Audio, Resolution Audio,
Audience, Acoustic Zen, 8th Nerve, and more!
(212) 706-1756, www.sonicspirits.com.

Portland, Oregon (503) 998-6836.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS—finest-quality mods
since 1979, audiophile parts including BlackGate
caps, Platinum resistors, Schottky diodes, much
more. We mod many already high-priced units.
SACD/DVD-Audio "all-format" players, $995up. Incredible single-ended PA-3B boards for
Hafler amps—sublime, $299/kit. Available
soon—tube preamp kit and phono stage! Musical
Concepts, 49 Jason Ct., St. Charles, MO 63304
(636) 447-0040, www.musicalconcepts.com.
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You've gota Class A audio
system — here are some
Class A recordings
to show it off at its best

McINTOSH, B&W, KRELL, KLIPSCH,
Tannoy, Cl, VPI, Sunfire, Marantz, Levinson,
Lexicon & more. Bought-Sold-Traded-Repaired.
3501 Old Vestal Rd., Vestal, NY (800)321-2834,
AudioClassics.com.

LISTEN UP! Exceptional values in audio-video
cables and accessories. We offer you the quality
you only dreamed possible. For interconnects,
speaker cables, digitals, videos, pro, and more.
They're all at preludeaudio.com.

WE CAN HELP YOU—Choose excellentsounding,
dependable
audio
equipment
(plus video). We offer friendly, knowledgeable
advice, years of hands-on experience. We carry:
NAD, Parasound, NHT, Adcom, KEF, TARA,
VPI, Aragon, Spendor, Salamander, JoLida,
Cambridge, more. Read Brothers, 593 King
Street, Charleston, SC 29403 (843) 723-7276,
werw.readbrothers.com.

0eED
EDITOR'S CHOICE

Retail Price: $9.97

Stereophile's John Atkinson selects
the best of his recordings from the
past 10 years -from solo violin to jazz.
23 tracks of Stereophile's audiophile-

MICHAEL GREEN AUDIO DIRECT
G&W Design, RoomTune Acoustics
www.michaelgreenaudio.com
wunv.michaelgreenaudio.net
888-RoomTune/786-6886/ (989) 345-4090.

WWW.RANGERSAUDIO.COM
DALI, Quad, REL, Rogue, Pass Labs,
Supra, IM -Reynaud, Silverlinc

Stereophile
Editor's Choice:
Sampler & Test CD

approved recordings, every one
recorded, edited, and mixed by
the editor of Stereophile:
-2system diagnostic tracks
- 14 music tracks
-7test signal tracks

BLUE MOON AUDIO—Art Audio, Cain & Cain,
Devore Fidelity, Duevel, Gradient, Klimo,
Reimyo,
Magnan Cables, Sistrum Platforms, Audio Points, Sonoran, Soundstrings,
Apollo, Atacama, Target, Castle, Harmonix,
Roksan, Quantum, Sonneteer, van den Hul,
Enigma, Gutwire. Call (860) 908-4094.

oAllows you to set up your system
and speakers without test gear
• Hear recorded music as it was meant
to sound, with natural dynamics
and hi-rez sound quality

ANALOG! The very finest and most musical
analog equipment available: Allaerts, EuroLab,
dps, Lehmann, Morch (see Stereophile Nov.
20031), Schroder, and Tron. NEW: Canyon Jewel
air-bearing tonearm and Orion headphone
amplifier.AudioAdvancements LLC (973) 8758705, www.audioadvancements.com.
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Order online at
www.stereophile.com
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ive fast, love hard, die young (and
leave abeautiful memory...) has
always been the battle cry favored
by the music world's devotees of selfdestruction. Few personified it with
more fervor than did Gary Stewart.
On December 16, Stewart, 58,
finally did what many assumed his
years of drinkin' and drugs would have
accomplished years before, when he
apparently climbed into bed at his
home in Ft. Pierce, Florida, and fatally shot himself.
Always on the edges of sanity and
country music's mainstream, the
Kentucky-born, Florida-raised Stewart
was blessed (to some ears, cursed) with
aquavery voice that reminded many of
Jerry Lee Lewis. A songwriter early in
his career, he had a brief Nashville
heyday in the 1970s on RCA thanks to
songs from his solo records like
"Drinkin' Thing" and "She's Actin'
Single (I'm Drinkin' Doubles)." He
later made aclutch of good, not great,
albums for Hightone Records. A wild
man who lost a decade to demons,
Stewart's saving grace was always his
wife, Mary Lou, whom he'd married as
ateenager. When she died of pneumonia in early December, it didn't take
long for Stewart to follow. In an age of
banal, rootless, country (read: rock)
stars, Stewart was an original who will
be missed.
Stewart's sad death, and the fact
that I'd improbably seen acopy there
of his last album, Live at Billy Bob's, is
what brought me to amall record store
just before Christmas.
Inever thought I'd have the pleasure of
saying so, but mall record stores are
becoming extinct. Unfortunately, so are
the mom-and-pop variety. There are many
reasons both have fallen on hard times —
record-label mismanagement, downloading, retail faux pas etc.—but one of the
biggest was right next door. In that cavernous, clerk-free Best Buy, CDs are treated as loss leaders, to be strewn as bait (for
nine bucks apop) in hopes that, once
through the door, you'd buy awasherdryer combo or give yourself over to the
wonders of plasma TV.
Itumbled head-first into BB's web, and
while there Ibought aGame Boy SP for

my eight-year-old nephew, Max. Ialso
bought him acopy of Magical Mystery Tour.
In this particular Super Store (a chilling
sobriquet coined by the main-streetdestroying Wal-Mart plague), the CD
department is next to where the video
games and the toy computers that run
them are hung in locked cases. While a
number of adults browsed the music section, gaggles of chattering children, accompanied by frazzled parents, clogged
the aisles of the Xbox-PlayStation-Game
Boy department, comparing notes on
video homicides and ogling boxes with
such titles as Wings of Fury, Killer Instinct,
and my favorite, Duke Nukem. Although
my sister had warned me what adeck-ofthe-Titanic scene the games department
would be just afew clays before Christmas, nothing prepared me for this unholy
tide of video claret, electronic bleeps, and
fierce, multitasking, death-dealing tykes.
The primacy of video games in the
leisure interests of kids was confirmed by
the fact that the Game Boy earned me a
bear hug from my nephew. The Beatles
CD inspired ashrug.
Like Groundskeeper Willie in The
Simpsons, who ruined his thumbs and index fingers in the 1970s playing Space
Invaders (" `Video game'?" he asks incredulously, having considered it something
more), Iadmit to having played Asteroids
and a few other first-generation Atari
machines, which were something special
when they appeared in bars and arcades in
the mid-'70s. But against the new generation of electronic games, all played in the
comfort of home —where Icicls used to
listen to records, read books, or play musical instruments —such relics now look as
high-tech as the bow and arrow.
According to a recent Sunday New
York Times Magazine article on how video
games have overtaken music, TV, and
movies to become, according to the
cover line, "America's popular pop culture," the computer-game industry
grossed $28 billion worldwide in 2002
and is growing by 20% each year. At the
same time, the record business, which
had an 80-year head start, grossed $32
billion in 2002, with sales declines of 7%
in value and 8% in units. (All figures
from the Recording Industry Association
of America and the International Fed-

eration of the Phonographic Industry.)
This year, the record biz's domestic
declines were much less: between 4%
and 6% in value and units depending on
whose figures you believe.
Trying to be agood uncle —and wanting to check out what was so fascinating
about gaming—I grasped acontroller and
played Madden NFL 2004 with my
nephew, who proceeded to thrash me
every which way but any even Sunday.
While he was all punt, pass, and kick my
ass, Iwas fumbling about, pushing buttons, cursing like Lombardi and trying to
master the mystery of the ever-shifting
green circle that hovers around the one
player Idirectly controlled. Each controller has 10 buttons, the infinite combinations of which can produce thousands
of different functions.
My nephew's charitable assessment:
"You're no good at this."
My response: "You've got to be kidding
me!"
The game is impossible —unless your
hardwirirr,favors images over sound and
computer functions over listening skills,
which, in the end, may be what's really
happening to music and the music business. Yes, Fm going to say it —it's yet
another example of that great bogeyman
responsible for all modern ills: television.
The moment the tube was invented,
imaginations and creativity were doomed.
Computer games have simply moved the
process to ahigher (lower?) Ievel. Downloading, which depends on computers, is
just the right trend at the right time.
But not all was lost: Iwas so bad at
PlayStation that, once my nephew got tired
of whomping me he put on the Beatles.
Around about "Blue Jay Way," Icaught
him nodding his head and smiling.
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DIVA UTOPIA BERYLLIUM

BE
TWEETER

POWER
FLOW ER

'W" MUITILAYE R CONE

AIM
A new Diva is here! As the latest
member to ¡oin ow outstanding Utopia
Beryllium range, the Diva has been
specially designed to perform in smaller
rooms. The elegant design incorporates
two side mounted "W"cone woofers,
allowing deep and dynamic bass from
a slimline cabinet. And by sharing the
technology of The reference Grande
Utopia Be, the Diva brings the some
magic, quality and pedigree to even
the most compact of spaces.
For further information visit the Focal-lMlab website
at www.focal-fr.com

FocalAIVI lab
the
Spirit
WorldRadioHistory
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us Services -Tel. 800 663 9.311 ; vvww.oudiopluservices.corr -Cela -Plurison -Tel. 450 585 0098- www.plurison.com

